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ABSTRACT
This study was an investigation into the effects of repetition on a listening comprehension test for
second language learners. Repetition has been previously examined in a cursory way, usually as a secondary
question to a primary treatment. Additionally, the method of repetition was limited to one way and to one
treatment condition; therefore, it is not clear how different methods of repetition have influenced the results.
To date, there are few studies on the influence of repetition on listening comprehension tests in English as a
Foreign Language (EFL) situations. The purpose of this study was to examine four methods of repetition on
listening comprehension with Japanese learners of English. In addition, the effect of repetition method on
proficiency level, question type, and question difficulty was also examined.
The participants were 2,041 students attending a private university in Tokyo, Japan. They
experienced five conditions: non-repetition, immediate repetition, delayed repetition theory, delayed
repetition A, and delayed repetition B. The participants listened to 12 passages under one of the five
randomized conditions, and then answered five questions in one of three question types: true-false, multiplechoice, or short-answer. Additionally, the test included questions intended to measure two levels of
comprehension, specific details and inference. Finally, the participants were divided into two listening
proficiency levels based on the Global Test of English Communication.
The results indicated that the type of repetition had an effect on listening comprehension. Overall,
both proficiency groups in the delayed repetition conditions had higher comprehension scores. In addition,
the delayed repetition conditions were better for all question types (true-false, multiple-choice, and shortanswer) with each proficiency group responding equally well. Finally, the delayed repetition conditions
reduced the range of question difficulty, especially when participants were allowed to preview questions.
The theoretical implications of this study are that comprehension scores are affected by the strength of
memory trace, focus of attention, and activated memory. The pedagogical implications are that delayed
repetition is useful in the classroom because it not only improves comprehension scores on tests, but also
reinforces material learned across several activities, and incorporates recycling into the curriculum design.
The results will help test-makers consider new avenues to testing, teachers to incorporate delayed repetition
into classroom activities, and administrators to incorporate delayed repetition into the curriculum.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

This study began by asking a simple question after reviewing my examination
methods. I took an assessment course in which several assumptions were made when
designing a test. The first assumption was that it is good to begin a test with easy items
so that test-takers can reduce their anxiety. The second assumption was that repetition is
better than non-repetition. I thought about these ideas and incorporated them into my
classroom tests. The first assumption seems intuitive and appropriate even if it does not
make a statistical difference. The second assumption, however, was more difficult to
incorporate. At first, I began by immediately repeating the questions on a listening test,
such as, “ Question one. What time did he get up?… What time did he get up? Question
two. Where did he go?... Where did he go?” I noticed that if I gave more time to
respond between repeating the question, the students answered the question more
accurately. It seemed that the delay helped them compare their first response to the
question again. Therefore, I decided to change the method of repeating the questions to
the following. “Question one. What time did he get up?… Question two. Where did he
go?... Question one. What time did he get up?… Question two. Where did he go?...”
The result was that the students had higher scores than when giving them a delay
between questions. Although the methods and procedures were not very scientific, I
wanted to know why one type of repetition increased scores over another type of
repetition. This study is an attempt at answering my question. In this chapter a brief
explanation of the following are given: listening, theory of memory, cognitive processes
involved in listening comprehension, statement of the problem, purposes and
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significance of the study, audience for the study, delimitations of the study, and the
organization of the study.

Listening
Listening Comprehension
Rost (2002) defined listening as the “mental process of constructing meaning
from spoken input” (p. 279). This complex process involves a continuum of active
processes, which the listener controls, and passive processes, which the listener does not
control. The active processes can be divided into two levels: recognizing the auditory
input, such as a word, and understanding its meaning. Buck (2001) stated that there are
two types of information that help listeners determine what a word is. The first is
parsing the acoustic signal in which clues such as pitch or stress help listeners determine
the phonemes and word boundaries. In second language listening, this type of
information can present listeners with a source of difficulty to overcome. The second
type of information is knowledge of the context, which concerns the listener’s
understanding of the situation in which the speaker is addressing. Listeners use
phonological and suprasegmental knowledge as well as general background knowledge
to segment the stream of sound into discrete words. One type of general knowledge is
grammatical knowledge, which helps listeners identify verbs and nouns even though
homonyms are present in the spoken input. As an example, Buck cited Cole and
Jakimik (1980, p. 139):
A spoken sentence often contains many words that were not intended to be
heard. That last sentence, for example, contains ‘Us poke can cent tense off in
contains men knee words that were knot in ten did tube bee herd.’
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Furthermore, first language (L1) listeners usually hear the correct word and understand
the intended meaning. Buck used the example term of printer, which has two meanings.
If we hear the printer needs toner, then we know that printer refers to the machine, but
if we hear the printer is sick, then we know that printer refers to the person. Words are
associated in a variety of ways, which if the listener misunderstands, subverts the
intended meaning and creates confusion; such problems are all the greater in second
language comprehension.
Speech is a rapid, transitory medium that rarely relies on the isolation of
individual words. Rather, individual words are grouped into idea units that take place
over short stretches of time. Identifying these idea units is referred to as parsing.
According to Buck (2001), parsing idea units means determining the relationship
between the parts of who does what, to whom, and with what, a process that is based on
correctly interpreting semantic and syntactic clues. In English, syntactic clues tend to be
more preferable than semantic clues when semantic and syntactic conditions conflict
(Bates, McNew, MacWhinney, Devescovi, & Smith, 1982; Hagoort, 2003). As Buck
pointed out, in English some syntactic and semantic structures are more difficult to
process than others. For example, negative statements take longer to process than
affirmatives, passive statements take longer than active statements, and implausible
events are harder to comprehend than plausible events. Idea units are hardest to process
when both the semantic and syntactic clues conflict (e.g., The cow the horse kicks,
Bates, et al., p. 264).
General background knowledge plays a role in listening comprehension in two
ways (Yi’an, 1998). First, knowledge of specific facts, or knowledge of how something
operates can be used by listeners to fill in information not explicitly stated. For
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example, if you go to a Japanese public bath, sento, you know there is a process in
which to take a bath. A listening passage related to using a sento would not include all
of the necessary information concerning that process, but one familiar with the process
could fill in any information not provided (e.g., men and women usually bathe
separately in a sento). Second, reliance on the knowledge of a particular context can
mislead listeners and cause them to misunderstand new information introduced into the
context. In the example of the Japanese sento, listeners familiar with the process of
using a sento can draw an inappropriate conclusion to a listening passage that includes a
new or an unusual way of using a sento. A listener familiar with using a sento can be
misled by his reliance on background knowledge and not accurately comprehend the
process of using a sento in this unusual situation.

Assessing Listening Comprehension
Traditionally, listening comprehension has been assessed using three
approaches: discrete-point, integrative, and communicative (Buck, 2001). In the
discrete-point approach, the underlying idea is that language can be reduced into
separate pieces, and the comprehension of each piece can be tested. It reflects the
influence of the audio-lingual teaching paradigm. Test-developers sample parts of the
language that are deemed most important and then generalize from the sample in order
to arrive at an estimate of the listener’s overall language knowledge. Buck stated that
there are two notions implicit with the discrete-point approach to testing listening
comprehension. First, it is important to isolate one element of spoken language, such as
phonemic discrimination. Second, listening comprehension is basically the same as
reading comprehension, and it is only a matter of recognizing the listening text as an
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alternative form of the reading text. As Buck pointed out, the discrete-point approach
limits comprehension to understanding language at a literal level while ignoring other
elements necessary to process language more fully, such as inferencing or making
predictions. Although the discrete-point approach uses true-false and multiple-choice
test formats similar to the integrative approach, it is important to remember that the
underlying construct being measured is qualitatively different.
The integrative approach, as advocated by Oller (1979), differs from the
discrete-point approach in that the purpose is to measure the listener’s capacity to
comprehend the whole, not the isolated elements. It is important for test-takers to
demonstrate how the individual elements relate to each other, thus demonstrating
knowledge of the regular, rule-governed relationships between various elements of the
language. Test-developers following the integrative approach favor using cloze or
dictation formats in addition to true-false and multiple-choice test formats to measure
listening comprehension. Although the integrative approach goes beyond the discretepoint approach, the focus of listening comprehension is limited to the sentence level and
the listener’s ability to infer meanings is rarely tested (Buck, 2001).
The communicative approach, which was promoted by researchers such as
Carroll (1972), Hymes (1972), and Morrow (1979), expanded upon the integrative
approach’s critiques of discrete-point testing in listening comprehension. The basic
assumption of the communicative approach is that language is used for communicative
purposes, in a particular situation, and for a particular purpose. As such, it reflects the
person’s knowledge of using the language, not the person’s knowledge of the language.
Tests based on the communicative approach are designed to simulate the characteristics
of target-language use in the real world; such tests, however, fall short in terms of
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authenticity and communicative reality. As Buck (2001) argued, test developers should
examine the interaction between the test-takers and test tasks, and if the test is designed
well, it allows for meaningful inferences to be made about the test-taker’s
communicative language ability. The communicative approach has allowed testdevelopers to move beyond the narrow sense of constructing a linguistic representation
of the text.

Repetition and Listening Comprehension
The listening comprehension construct in second language acquisition has been
examined in many ways, but the aspect of repetition has received little attention from
researchers. When investigated, the effects of repetition in testing listening
comprehension have been mixed for several reasons. The primary reason is that
repetition has been defined and operationalized too vaguely. Researchers have viewed it
as just repeating the stimuli. In addition, repetition has not been the primary focus in
any previous studies. Instead, the effects of repetition have been one of several research
questions investigated and researchers’ attention to this issue has therefore been limited.
Another reason for the mixed results has been that the concept of repetition has not been
related to any particular model of memory or cognitive processes. By examining
research on memory and cognitive processes, repetition can be defined in a multitude of
ways, some of which can help teachers or testers assess second language listening
comprehension more effectively. Second, language learners often do not process
information in their second language at the same rate as their first language, so
understanding how repetition affects learners’ responses to a second stimulus can be
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beneficial for test designers because the relationship between listening comprehension,
repetition, and question types will be clearer.

Theory of Memory
Figure 1 illustrates that human memory involves three basic stages that include
structure (storage) and processes (encoding and retrieval).

Stimuli

⇒

Encoding

⇒

Storage

⇒

Retrieval

Figure 1. Stages of memory (Eysenck & Keane, 2005).

In the encoding stage, the stimuli are encoded through various sensory modes,
such as the acoustic, visual, or semantic modes, so that they can be remembered. For
example, if one were to encode stimuli using only one sensory mode, for instance
acoustically, then visual recall might not be possible. This effect was demonstrated by
Gooden and Baddeley (1975), who tested recall and recognition using different
environments. They had participants learn a list of words on land or in water. In the
recall condition, the environment influenced recall. The participants that learned the
words on land did better on the recall test when tested on land than in water, and vice
versa for those that learned the words in water. The results in the recognition condition,
however, indicated that the environment played no role. The authors explained the
results as follows: During the encoding stage, multitudes of stimuli bombard the brain.
The individual must cope with the stimuli consciously and unconsciously. The
conscious process of attending to only one input when there is more than one input
present is focused attention. For example, listeners must be alert to incoming stimuli,
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orientate and align specific stimulus, and cognitively register the stimulus (Schmidt,
1995). Rost (2002) clarified this process:
An everyday example of this is the ‘cocktail party effect’. In a cocktail party
environment, numerous streams of conversation are taking place, yet you can
attend to only one at a time. It is possible to focus on a conversation taking
place across the room, while ignoring a conversation that is closer and louder.
Attention is directional and under the control of the listener, within certain
constraints (p. 16).
The “Cocktail Party” example is from Cherry’s (1953) research in which he found this
ability to focus on one aspect of the input was to due physical differences (e.g., voice
pitch, intensity, or location) of the auditory input. When Cherry presented two messages
with the same physical attributes, listeners were unable to separate the messages based
on meaning alone. Attention, along with the contextual conditions, help individuals
encode aural stimuli into storage.
The storage stage of memory involves holding the information that has been
encoded. According to Atkinson-Shiffrin’s (1968) multi-store model, memory storage
consists of three stores: sensory, short-term, and long-term. The sensory stores are the
initial stage of filtering environmental input. Some of the environmental input from the
sensory stores is processed in the short-term store and some of this input then moves to
the long-term store. The long-term store holds information indefinitely and the
information can be retrieved multiple times. There is a common distinction made
between short-term and long-term memory storage, but researchers disagree on the roles
of each storage system in the retrieval process.
The retrieval stage, which is the process of remembering stimuli, is dependent
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on the encoding and storage processes. Limitations associated with these processes
affect the retrieval process. If the stimuli are stored (storage), then knowing how
(encoding) they were stored helps retrieval. For example, if a person were asked to
remember three words for recall under two different conditions, then the process of
storing the words would depend on the knowledge of the recall condition. If one
condition required the person to recall the three words after one minute and the other
condition required the person to recall the words the following day, the method of
storing the information might differ for each condition. Knowing when retrieval will
occur influences the encoding and storage processes. This effect will in turn influence
the success of retrieval. The nature of storing input for recall is still debated (Jonides,
Lewis, Nee, Lustig, Berman, & Sledge Moore, 2008).

Cognitive Processing Model of Listening Comprehension
Cognition is a very broad term that concerns the process of understanding and
knowing and the relationship between symbol and meaning. Memory is the recall of the
association between a symbol and its meaning, and is the key aspect of comprehension.
A comparison of Figures 1 and 2 show the main stages that make memory and cognitive
processing similar; note that the primary difference is that cognitive processing includes
thinking. In the thinking stage, information stored in memory is retrieved and used for
further mental activities. Retrieval is used to assist the thought process that occurs when
dealing with a new problem or situation (Groome, 2006). Like in most models, the
simplification is overstated, and the stages are overlapping rather than clearly
demarcated.
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Input ⇒ Perception

⇒

Learning &
Memory Storage

⇒ Retrieval

⇒ Thinking

Figure 2. The main stages of cognitive processing (Groome, 2006, p. 2).

Anderson (2005) outlined three stages (perception, parsing, and utilization) in
cognitive processing in listening comprehension. These stages are serial in nature, but
the stimuli input is processed simultaneously once the initial input begins to be
processed. The three stages of listening comprehension are recursive and overlapping
rather than distinct. Perception is when listeners’ attention is focused on the sounds and
they attempt to decode the acoustic message. As listeners encode the phonemes and
other language cues, such as pauses, the input stimuli are filtered appropriately to allow
mental representations to be formed.
Parsing occurs when words are combined and transformed into a meaningful
mental representation. Listeners use the patterns of the language, which are encoded for
instance as syntactic and semantic information, in comprehending sentences. The more
clearly the linguistic pattern is represented, the more easily it can be understood. If the
language pattern structure is ambiguous or contradictory, such as no war make not
warrior great, it becomes more difficult to comprehend the information.
Utilization occurs when listeners utilize the input, which consists of mental
representations of the stimuli, and relate it to their existing knowledge. In this stage,
listeners combine background knowledge and the incoming input to create mental
representations that comprise their comprehension of the aural input; this includes
making inferences. These inferences not only connect previous information, but also
include supposed future action of what the information might mean. For example,
consider the difference between these two sentences: I saw the moon last night and I
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saw a moon last night. By changing the article in the sentence, two different meanings
occur that influence the inferences made. In the first sentence, inferences are made that
the event was common and future action will be the same as the past. In the second
sentence, the inferences made are that a new moon has been seen and it might conflict
with past experiences of the moon.

Statement of the Problem
The first problem addressed in this study is that although repetition can be
implemented in several ways, there has not been any systematic analysis of contrasting
methods. Researchers have generally defined repetition as repeating the stimuli, but
they have not stated how or when the repetition occurred. In contrast, first language
memory researchers have separated repetition into two types: immediate and delayed.
Immediate repetition is when a stimulus is given a second time without any other
stimulus interruption. Delayed repetition is when another stimulus intervenes between
the first and second occurrence of the same stimulus, and is often referred to as the
spacing effect (see Table 1). In second language learning, delayed repetition has been
incorporated in a multitude of ways, such as recycling material over classes. In contrast,
the differences between immediate and delayed repetition have not been examined
thoroughly in second language testing. To date, repetition has been assumed to involve
one narrow characteristic: immediate repetition of the text.
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Table 1. Two Types of Repetition
Repetition type
Immediate

Stimulus X…Stimulus X

Delayed

Stimulus X… Stimulus Y… Stimulus X

Note. … = pause

Another problem regarding repetition is its influence on test-takers’ responses to
different question types on a listening comprehension test. Researchers have focused
mainly on aspects of the aural input such as speech rate; the results have indicated that a
faster speech rate increases listening comprehension difficulty. Although Cheng (2004)
compared three question types on a listening comprehension test–multiple-choice, cloze
multiple-choice, and short-answer–repetition was included only in the short-answer
section. However, repetition might influence test-takers’ responses on one format more
than another. For example, repetition might be more helpful on more difficult shortanswer items than on easier multiple-choice items. Researchers so far have focused on
repetition only in relation to the same question type, not across several question types.
A third problem is that the effect of repetition on listening comprehension
questions with different degrees of cognitive difficulty is limited. Although Henning
(1991) examined two levels of difficulty for listening comprehension questions based
on a cognitive processing hierarchy of higher and lower order types, his examination
included only one form of repetition. He defined higher-order items as those requiring
understanding across two or more sentences while lower-order items required
understanding information found in a word or phrase in a single sentence of discourse.
Chang and Read (2006) also examined repetition with general and specific information
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but used two different test formats for each question type, so comparing the results is
difficult.
A fourth problem researchers have not addressed thoroughly is the interaction of
repetition with the test’s question type, the difficulty of the question, and the second
language learners’ English proficiency level. Chiang and Dunkel (1992) found that
redundancy within the test passage helped high proficiency learners with
comprehension whereas low proficiency learners did not benefit. Chang and Read
(2006) examined high and low proficiency learners and found that repeated input helped
the higher proficiency learners more than lower proficiency learners. If a test question is
either too easy or too difficult for the participant, then repetition is ineffective, as it is
unnecessary for easy items and unhelpful for difficult items.

Purposes and Significance of the Study
This study is an investigation of the effects of two types of repetition on a
listening comprehension test, the effect of repetition on three types of questions, and its
effect on second language learners of English at two proficiency levels.
The primary purpose of this study is to examine the role of immediate and
delayed repetition on second language listening comprehension test. As with first
language memory research, delayed repetition should affect test scores more positively
than immediate repetition or non-repetition. The results should indicate that repetition
functions similarly in first and second language recall provided that the participant
comprehends the information.
The second purpose is to examine the role of repetition across three question
types: multiple-choice, true-false, and short-answer types. It is assumed that short-
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answer questions carry more face validity than other types of questions because there is
limited guessing involved and the response is produced, not selected, by the participant.
Although Chang and Read (2006; 2007) and Cheng (2004) reported that participants
usually score higher on receptive response question types than productive response
question types, it is not clear whether the results reflected the difficulty of the testing
procedures or the item types. These results lead to the third purpose.
The third purpose concerns the interaction of two levels of question difficulty,
higher-order and lower-order questions, with the two types of repetition. Higher-order
questions are defined as responses requiring understanding across two or more
sentences or information not explicitly stated in the passage. Lower-order questions are
responses requiring information stated explicitly in a word or phrase within a single
sentence of discourse. By varying the question type and response stimuli, it is possible
to investigate these effects on item difficulty. The results should indicate higher
comprehension scores for lower-order question types because less memory processing
is required for lower-order questions than for higher-order questions.
The fourth purpose concerns the interaction between repetition, question type,
question difficulty, and foreign language proficiency. In this part of the study, the effect
of repetition on higher and lower listening proficiency participants is investigated. The
way that repetition interacts with the three question types should help identify how
repetition can be used in developing listening comprehension tests. It is important to
determine which repetition method, immediate or delayed, most strongly affects
different types of items, because matching the repetition method and item type
potentially makes a listening comprehension test a more accurate indicator of listening
proficiency. These results can contribute to establishing a better understanding of the
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listening comprehension construct and the testing of listening in two ways. First, they
can indicate whether any form of repetition increases listening comprehension of one
proficiency group over another. Second, they can indicate which items, when repeated
or not, are more appropriate for assessing a particular group. The results of this study
can be significant in validating the listening comprehension construct more thoroughly
by helping test-developers to incorporate these factors in the test design and help
illuminate the relationship between listening comprehension and memory. As
comprehension is a crucial factor affecting listening test score results, memory is
addressed in this study by investigating how repetition affects comprehension.
Determining how much repetition aides in listening comprehension is beneficial to all
persons involved in assessing foreign language proficiency.

The Audience for the Study
This study is of value to several groups involved in curriculum development.
Testing specialists will understand more about repetition and its interaction with various
aspects of the test such as item type and learner proficiency levels. They will be able to
design listening comprehension tests using repetition more effectively.
The results of this study will help university administrators understand students’
second language listening comprehension proficiency. One role of administrators is to
decide which prospective students will be accepted into the school. In Japan, the
entrance examination is the main way to determine whether a prospective student will
be accepted into a university or not. Recently, university entrance examinations have
begun including listening comprehension sections. By increasing the precision and
reliability of the listening tests, cut points will be more precise and administrators can
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make more accurate decisions. Second language tests are an integral part of most
secondary school and university entrance examinations, and as more information is
gained from the tests, administrators can make better decisions.
The results of this study will help foreign language instructors by demonstrating
effective test design. Testing plays a key role in instructors’ evaluations of student
performance. The results might indicate which type of test items can be repeated
usefully for lower and higher proficiency students. If instructors use listening tests in
their foreign language courses, measuring students’ listening comprehension more
precisely will help ensure more accurate and fairer evaluations.
Students will benefit by being able to demonstrate their listening comprehension
skills more fully. If repetition improves listening scores with particular question types
over other question types, then repetition can help indicate test takers’ proficiency
levels more clearly by identifying which types of question help or hinder performance.
As students’ performance is evaluated more fairly, their anxiety might be reduced, and
they will be placed in foreign language classes that are more appropriate for their
proficiency level.

Delimitations
The participants in this study are first-year Japanese students studying at a
prestigious private university in Tokyo. Participants studying in other educational
institutions, such public schools, or students with a different native language might
produce different outcomes. Furthermore, the participants in this study might not be
representative of high or low proficiency levels. The university vets students through
the university entrance examination, so the participants’ proficiency level might be
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narrow due to this screening process. Additionally, the test material was specific to the
institution and participants. The students use a specific computer program to complete
classroom tasks, and the test examined in this study is based on the computer software
material. The test was not designed for use in other educational institutions. Another
delimitation is the absence of a working memory test or a concurrent validity test.
Permission to include such measures was denied by the board of the university because
it was deemed to be against school policy. Finally, large intact classes were used in the
treatment conditions. In one of the conditions, delayed repetition theory, it was
necessary to ask the participants to vocalize numbers between listening passages. The
large class size prevented individual oversight for this procedure in this condition even
though individual counting was witnessed and reported. Therefore, generalizing the
results of this particular condition should be done cautiously. In addition, generalizing
this university’s overall results to other groups of foreign language learners should be
made cautiously. Nonetheless, the results of this study can shed light on how repetition
affects listening comprehension for all second language learners.

Organization of this Study
Chapter 2, Review of the Literature, is divided into four sections: memory,
cognitive processes, studies addressing repetition, and test formats. In Chapter 3,
Preliminary Study, the participants, the educational context, instrumentation,
procedures, and the results of this study are described. In Chapter 4, Primary Study, the
participants, the educational context, instrumentation, procedures, and the results of this
study are described. In Chapter 5, General Discussion, the results of the two studies are
interpreted and placed into a theoretical model of memory and cognition. Additionally,
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implications for listening assessment are discussed. Limitations and suggestions for
further research are presented in Chapter 6, Conclusion.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

This chapter is divided into four sections. The first section is a review of the
memory system. First language memory research indicates that the way that stimuli are
repeated can influence recall (Melton, 1967). There is, however, disagreement over the
role of memory and listening comprehension (Carroll, 1972; Devine, 1978). How the
listening construct is divided between short-term memory (STM), long-term memory
(LTM), or working memory (WM) is not clear. Assigning a proportion is not the focus
of this study, but it is assumed that all three types of memory play a role in first and
second listening comprehension. Therefore, a historical review of the three aspects of
memory is addressed in this study.
In the second section, I examine the listening cognitive processes as outlined by
Anderson (2005). Although this model is based on first language listening
comprehension, the physical process for second language listening comprehension does
not differ (Call, 1985; Rost, 2002), and therefore the cognitive processes are influenced
by the participants’ memory, which includes knowledge of language, schema, or
strategies.
The third section is focused on second language testing and particularly with
studies in which repetition and listening comprehension were examined. The articles are
reviewed individually and the studies’ limitations are presented.
The fourth section is a discussion of three test question types: multiple-choice,
true-false, and short-answer. The method effect, test-wiseness, and the cognitive
difficulty of questions are explained so that the limitations of this study can be reduced.
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Memory
The information-processing model of human memory proposed by Shiffrin and
Atkinson (1969) is one of the most influential theories of memory. As Figure 3 shows,
the basic concept is that information from the environment flows through the sensory
stores into the short-term store and possibly to the long-term store. They did not
necessarily prescribe that long-term and short-term memory had any physiological
differences, or resided in different parts of the brain.

Stimulus Input

Response Output

SENSORY STORE
• Visual
• Auditory
• Haptic

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

SHORT-TERM STORE
• Rehearsal Buffer
• Subject to rapid decay

LONG-TERM STORE
• Not subject to rapid decay

CONTROL PROCESSES
Stimulus analyzer programs
Alter biases of sensory channels
Activate rehearsal mechanism
Modify information flow from SS to STS
Code and transfer information from STS to LTS
Initiate or modify search of LTS
Heuristic operations on stored information
Set decision criteria
Initiate response generator

Note. SS = Sensory Store; STS = Short-term Store; LTS = Long-term Store. Solid lines
indicate paths of information transfer. Dashed lines indicate connections that permit
comparison of information arrays residing in different parts of the system; they also
indicate paths along which control signals might be sent that activate processes such as
information transfer and rehearsal mechanisms.
Figure 3. A modified model of human memory (Shiffrin & Atkinson, 1969).
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In the sensory store of Shiffrin and Atkinson’s (1969) model, memory is very
short-lived and the stimulus input is limited to its modularity (e.g., vision or hearing).
The stimulus input is held temporarily (less than 3 seconds), processed, and then
transferred to the short-term store. The short-term store has limited capacity, and is
unitary, which means that it always operates in a singular, uniform way for all stimuli.
The information decays and is lost in less than 30 seconds if an individual does not
attend to it. The longer information remains in the short-term store, the greater the
probability of transfer to the long-term store. Maintaining information in the short-term
store allows the information to be transferred into the long-term store and held
permanently. The long-term store is also unitary, but has unlimited capacity.
Information once stored in the long-term store is never destroyed or eliminated, but the
ability to retrieve the information greatly depends on time and interference.

Distinction Between Short-Term Memory and Working Memory
Although Shiffrin and Atkinson’s (1969) memory model was intended to be a
simplified guideline, their hypothesis of short-term memory was not satisfactory for
several reasons. First, it has been argued by several researchers (Glazner, 1972; Shallice
& Warrington, 1974; Warrington & Shallice, 1972) that neither the short-term or longterm stores are unitary. Short-term and long-term stores are multidimensional in that
they store information obtained by different means, such as visual or auditory input, as
explained by Baddeley and Hitch (1974). Second, holding information in the short-term
store does not guarantee transfer to the long-term store. For instance, in an experiment
by Nickerson and Adams (1979) involving repetitive incidental presentations, American
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participants were asked to identify the correct penny form from several examples given.
Although the participants used pennies almost daily, most could not identify the correct
penny; thus, the researchers concluded that many characteristics of pennies were not
stored in the participants’ long-term memory.
Baddeley and Hitch (1974) accepted the concept of short-term memory, but their
research indicated a multi-component system of short-term memory. Thus, they termed
the entire system working memory. In an updated model, shown in Figure 4, the
relationship between the phonological loop and central executive is considered one of
the most important aspects in language development because new word learning is
linked to the phonological loop (Baddeley, Gathercole, & Papagno, 1998; Papagno,
Valentine, & Baddeley, 1991).

Central Executive

Visuospatial
Sketchpad

Visual semantics

Episodic
Buffer

!

Episodic LTM

Phonological
Loop

!

Language

Figure 4. Updated version of the major components of Baddeley and Hitch’s working
memory model (Baddeley, 2003, p. 63).
According to Baddeley (2003; 2009), the working memory system has four
components: the central executive, the phonological loop, the visuo-spatial sketchpad,
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and episodic buffer. The central executive acts as the supervisory system, which is
responsible for the control and regulation of cognitive processes. In essence, the central
executive allows information input from sensory stimuli to interact with long-term
memory, a relationship that was not accounted for in the Shiffrin and Atkinson model.
The central executive controls two slave systems: the phonological loop and
visuo-spatial sketchpad. The phonological loop holds phonological (speech-based)
information, and preserves the order in which the information is presented. The
phonological loop is divided into two parts, the phonological store and articulatory
process. When speech-based information enters the loop, the phonological store
encodes it. Although the information starts to decay immediately, the articulatory
process can help prevent decay by keeping it in the loop through repetition.
The visuo-spatial sketchpad is used for holding and manipulating spatial and
visual information. For example, it is important for geographical orientation, such as
creating and navigating mental maps. The visuo-spatial sketchpad is subdivided into
two components called the visual cache and inner scribe. The visual cache stores
information about visual form and color, while the inner scribe monitors spatial and
movement information, such as body movements, in conjunction with the central
executive.
The episodic buffer was added 25 years after the original working memory
model was introduced because the phonological loop and visuo-spatial sketchpad deal
with specific types of information and the central executive deals with general
processing. In the original model, the storage of general information was unaccounted
for, thus the episodic buffer was introduced. The episodic buffer holds the different
multi-dimensional STM components, such as the information from the phonological
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loop or the visuo-spatial sketchpad, and then integrates these subsystems with long-term
memory and with the general processing of the central executive. In essence, the
episodic buffer bridges the gap between the storage models and the attention-focus
processing models (Baddeley, 2009).
All three systems serving the central executive act independently of each other
and all are limited in their capacity. This leads to two assumptions: (a) If two tasks use
the same component, they cannot be performed successfully together, and (b) if two
tasks use different components, it should be possible to perform them as well together
as separately.
Baddeley (1997; 2009) outlined four main findings to provide evidence for the
existence of the phonological loop. The first he called the phonological similarity effect.
Immediate serial recall is more difficult when items have similar articulatory
characteristics. Both Baddeley (1966a) and Conrad and Hull (1964) found that
PGTVCD was harder to remember than RHXKWY because the articulation of each
letter in PGTVCD is similar. Additionally, Baddeley (1966a), and Larsen, Baddeley,
and Andrade (2000) found that lists of phonologically similar words (e.g., man, can,
cap, and map) are more difficult to recall in serial order than words that are
phonologically distinct (pen, rig, day, and bar). The premise is that recall involves
discriminating among memory traces. The more similar the items’ phonological
characteristics, the more difficult it is to discriminate the memory traces, hence lower
recall. However Baddeley (1966b) found that this effect applied only to immediate
serial recall and as a longer delay between presentation and test occurred, recall became
more dependent on meaning. Semantic similarity had comparatively little effect, which
supported the assumption that verbal information is coded largely phonologically in
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working memory. This led to the conclusion that the phonological loop is in working
memory, but meaning is derived primarily from long-term memory.
The second finding supporting the phonological loop identified by Baddeley
(1997; 2009) is called the unattended speech effect. Spoken words or spoken nonsense
syllables interfere with the performance of the phonological loop in the recall of items
(Salame & Baddeley, 1982). Unattended noise, on the other hand, has no effect on the
phonological loop. Although he left the question open for further debate, Baddeley
(1997) assumed that the qualitative nature of the noise is more important than the
intensity of the noise, but noted in 2001, “[the] precise interpretation of the irrelevant
sound effect remains equivocal” (p. 853).
The third finding identified by Baddeley (1997; 2001; 2009) is the word length
effect. A list of short words is remembered more easily than a list of long words. For
example, wit, sum, harm, bag, and top are easier to repeat back than university,
opportunity, aluminum, constitutional, and auditorium. Duration, not the number of
syllables, is the crucial feature influencing difficulty of recall. The premise is that short
words can be articulated faster, so more words can be silently articulated before they
decay. As children age, their speech rate increases, and therefore they can recall a
greater number of items. The model assumes that lists of words in the phonological loop
can be maintained as long as their articulation duration does not exceed approximately
two seconds.
Baddeley (1997; 2001; 2009) called the fourth piece of evidence articulatory
suppression. Memory recall is impaired when overt or covert articulation of an
irrelevant item is required. For example in a standard digit span task, participants are
asked to utter irrelevant sounds, such as blah blah blah, when performing the task. It is
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assumed that articulation controls the articulatory process. Thus, the phonological store
is impaired, and phonological coding becomes incomplete and decays in the
phonological loop.
Baddeley’s concept of working memory, however, is not the only available
model. One of the earliest alternative models was the levels of processing theory
proposed by Craik and Lockhart (1972) (see Figure 5). In this model, information is
extracted serially from perceptual input. At the first stage, perceptual input is examined
for structural features, such as the shape of a letter. In the next stage, acoustic features
such as the sound of a word is identified. These processes are considered shallow
because the input is examined superficially. Deeper level processing occurs in the third
stage when the input is examined for more complex features such as meaningful content
of a word, which involves semantic processing.

Input

⇒

Structural
processing

⇒

Acoustic
processing

⇒

Semantic
processing

Figure 5. Levels of processing model (Craik and Lockhart, 1972).
The original theoretical form of levels of processing was not plausible because
the three levels of processing are qualitatively different, and therefore not sequentially
linear. Craik and Tulving (1975) revised the model as shown in Figure 6. In this model,
all three stages operate in parallel rather than in sequence, and any new input is
processed at the same time. Semantic processing, however, results in better recall
because it offers more elaborate encoding opportunities.
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Structural processing

Input

Acoustic processing

Semantic processing

Figure 6. Revised levels of processing (Craik & Tulving, 1975)

Although the levels of processing model did not supplant the working memory
model, it did broaden the research into long-term memory. The basic principle that
information that is given more attention when encoded will more likely be recalled later
is correct. This explanation is descriptive, however, and does not specify how memory
works. Other challenges to the Baddeley working memory model are examined below
after a review of long-term memory and retrieval.

Long-Term Memory
In the information-processing model of Shiffrin and Atkinson (1969), long-term
memory is a single permanent memory store. Like short-term memory research, Shiffrin
and Atkinson’s model has been modified to indicate that long-term memory is not
unitary, but involves many different processing modules. Tulving (1972) was one of the
first psychologists to argue that episodic and semantic memory systems are different,
which meant that the long-term memory store was not unitary. Graf and Schacter (1985)
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suggested that implicit and explicit memory are fundamentally different. They defined
the terms as follows: “Implicit memory is revealed when performance on a task is
facilitated in the absence of conscious recollection; explicit memory is revealed when
performance on a task requires conscious recollection of previous experiences” (p. 501).
Schacter and Tulving (1994) and Schacter, Wagner, and Buckner (2000) argued
that there are five major memory systems: working memory, semantic memory,
episodic memory, the perceptual representation system, and procedural memory.
Working memory is short-term memory and the remaining four are related to long-term
memory. There is still controversy concerning whether these memory systems are
independent of each other or not (Anderson, Bothell, Byrne, Douglass, Lebiere, & Qin,
2004; Glenberg, 1997; Johnson, 1987; Jonides & Nee, 2006; Lakoff, 1987; McElree,
2006; Nairne, 2002; Oberauer, 2002; Ranganath & Blumenfeld, 2005), so caution
should be taken when evaluating the arguments.
Long-term memory is generally broken into two general categories: declarative
(explicit) and non-declarative (implicit). Although there is no specific location in the
brain for long-term memory, Squire (2004) assumed that each subcategory of implicit
and explicit memory is stored in a specific area of the brain. He also asserted that
different memory systems operate independently, but act in parallel to support behavior.
Declarative memory is made up of two subcategories: episodic memory, which
refers to events relating to space and time context, and semantic memory, which refers
to knowledge of the external world relating to facts. According to Squire (2004),
declarative memory is the type of memory meant when the term “memory” is used in
everyday language. It refers to the conscious recollection of facts and events, and allows
remembered material to be compared and contrasted. In the episodic sense, it is to
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detect and encode what is unique about a single event, which is related to time and
place, such as personal experiences. In the semantic sense, facts or information, such as
capitals, that are independent of personal experience can be represented in memory so
that the external world can be modeled into true or false concepts. For example, some
people consider the world to be flat as a true concept.
Non-declarative memory, sometimes referred to as procedural memory, might
reside in several areas of the brain, such as the cerebellum or the striatum. This type of
memory is dispositional, which means that the memory is neither true nor false; rather,
it is expressed in performance. Performance is based on the ability to gradually extract
common elements from a series of separate events, and then integrating them into one
event. For example, developing driving skill is based on several events, such as visually
identifying the road, physically pushing on the accelerator, or turning the steering
wheel, each of which contributes to proficient performance. Non-declarative memories
are revealed through the reactivation of the brain systems within which the learning
originally occurred.

Retrieval
Retrieval involves recovering or extracting the stored information from the
memory system (Eysenck & Keane, 2005). During retrieval, cues from stored
information are searched for and a progression from one or more cues is associated to
form a recall of a particular item or fact called target memory. Retrieval then is a
process of recovering a target memory based on cues, whether they are overt or not.
According to Michael Anderson (2009), seven factors influence retrieval success, as
shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Factors determining retrieval success (Anderson, M., 2009).
One factor is the amount of attention given to the cue. Perhaps the cue is given,
but the participant fails to recognize the cue and therefore cannot recall the target
memory. As an example, the target memory might be a second language term such as
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the Japanese word for water, mizu. If a person is given the English equivalent, water,
but does not notice it, the person therefore cannot retrieve the Japanese term. Another
factor is the relevance of cues pertaining to the target memory. If a person encodes mizu
with water and the retrieval cue is given in Latin, then it is unlikely recall will be
successful. A third factor is the strength of association between the target memory and
cue. If the association between the cue and target memory is poor, then retrieval is
unlikely. For example, a person’s face and name are relevant, but because the
association is weak, it might not be possible to retrieve the person’s name when seeing
the face. A fourth factor is the number of cues. Usually more cues increase the
probability of retrieving the target memory; however, providing several cues at once is
better for retrieving a target memory than adding each cue one at a time. Another factor
is target strength. For example, weak items that have been encoded a few times, such as
low frequency words, are difficult to retrieve. A sixth factor is retrieval strategy. If one
adopts an inefficient retrieval strategy, recall is less likely. For example, if the cue is
water, then thinking of Japanese beverages, such as ocha or kocha, would be an
inefficient way of retrieving the target memory of mizu. A final factor is the retrieval
mode. Anderson (2009) believes it is necessary for a person to be “in the right frame of
mind” so that they can orientate their perspective when given cues to help facilitate
retrieval. He argued that right frontal cortex activity is greater when performing
retrieval tasks than when making semantic judgments; thus, retrieval is most beneficial
when people prepare themselves to pay attention.
Although there are several types of recall processes, typically two types of
processes are used in retrieving the target trace. The first type is called free recall. Free
recall is a process of retrieving a set of target memories when there are no particular
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overt cues given, and there is no particular order for the recalled target memories. The
second type is called cued recall. Cued recall is a process of retrieving a set of target
memories when the given cues act as guide in recalling the target memories (M.
Anderson, 2009; Dudai, 2004). Cued recall works best when the encoding specificity
principle is used. The encoding specificity principle “states that for a cue to be useful, it
needs to be present at encoding, and encoded with the proper trace” (M. Anderson,
2009, p. 169). Cued recall is considered an easier process than free recall and does not
rely on as many retrieval strategies.

Working Memory Revisited
From William James (1890) to Alan Baddeley (2003), the idea of short-term
memory appeared to be self-evident in that long-term and short-term memories were
qualitatively different from each other. Baddeley’s model of working memory
dominated the field of research until the turn of the century. It is still one of the most
prominent paradigms, but as reviewed in Miyake and Shah’s (1999), Models of Working
Memory, researchers have over ten models to choose from. Cowan (1988) and other
researchers (McElree, 2001; Nairne 2002; Oberauer, 2002) have proposed a shift back
to a unitary memory store where short-term and long-term memory share underlying
neural systems. Nairne (2002) proposed that no special mechanism distinguishes shortterm and long-term memory. From his viewpoint, short-term and long-term memory
processes work in the same way, but the retrieval cues differ. He stated,
What sits in short-term memory is not an activated “item” that can be directly
retrieved, but rather a constellation of activated cues that the subject uses to
reconstruct what happened moments before. In most cases, these “cues” consist
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of remnants of prior processing records—e.g., records of just-presented list
items that have become degraded through interference. A recall candidate is
selected from long-term memory, based on a similarity-driven sampling rule (a
choice rule), in a manner resembling that employed by context models of
categorization (e.g., Nosofsky 1986). Importantly, it is not the match between
the to-be-interpreted cues and long-term memory candidates that turns out to be
important; instead, what determines performance is how well cues uniquely
specify one or more of the target items. (p. 73)
Cowan (1988, 1999, 2005) introduced an embedded-processes model of working
memory (Figure 8). The model shares the viewpoint of multi-component short-term
memory like Baddeley and Hitch (1974), but Cowan’s model differs from Baddeley and
Hitch’s model in that long-term memory is not separate from working memory. Cowan
assumed that information is organized in an embedded fashion, with active memory as a
subset of long-term memory and focus of attention as a subset of active memory. When
a person is presented a stimulus, it enters the sensory store, which has two phases. The
first phase is an afterimage lasting no more than a few milliseconds, and the second
phase, which lasts up to 30 seconds, is activated memory.
Working memory is organized on two levels and information is made up from
three components: activated memory, focus of attention, and long-term store. The first
level of organization is activated memory from the long-term store. On this level,
representations from long-term memory are activated and held temporarily in a
heightened state. The number of representations is not limited, but as the representations
move to the second level of organization, focus of attention, the number of
representations becomes limited to four. Cowan views focus of attention as a subset of
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activated information because he presumes that it is not possible to attend to
information without activating it, whereas the converse is not true. It is possible to
activate memory representations without attending to them. The central executive, as
defined by Cowan (1999), “is the set of processes influenced by instructions or
incentives” (p. 67). It is responsible for the direction of focus either outwardly
(stimulus) or inwardly (long-term memory).

Central Executive
(Directs attention and controls voluntary processing)

Activated Memory

Focus of
Attention

Long-Term Store

Brief Sensory Store
Figure 8. Adapted version of the embedded-processes model of working memory
(Cowan, 2005, p. 18).
There are two main arguments indicating that Baddeley’s model does not reveal
the basic structure of working memory. First, Baddeley (2003) argued that people with
damage to the medial temporal lobe (MTL) indicated impaired LTM, but preserved
STM. Ranganath and Blumenfeld (2005) summarized research showing that the MTL
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was involved in short-term memory tasks. They argued that many STM tests included
simple or overlearned material that was well represented outside the MTL and therefore
would not represent processes involving the MTL. If material that was unique to the
MTL, such as complex, novel visual objects, were presented, then it would indicate
whether STM also took place in the MTL. Early indications are that the MTL plays a
role in retaining complex, novel visual objects; thus, they concluded that damage to the
MTL did not indicate a basis for a disassociation between STM and LTM structures. In
addition, Jonides et al. (2008) argued that much of the research was based on braininjured participants and counter-balanced designs were not used. This meant that a
study focused on one type of participant, such as those with impaired LTM, excluded
those with STM impairment, or vice versa. Both types of impairment were not included
in the same study.
The second argument is that brain activity in the prefrontal cortex does not
necessarily represent the structure of STM as many researchers assume. Jonides et al.
(2008) argued that previous research is mixed and another interpretation of the data is
possible because other brain regions, such as the MTL, were also active. They offered
the argument that the prefrontal cortex forms an underlying circuitry with the medial
temporal lobe to maintain active representations. They consider the components of
Baddeley’s model to be complex strategies rather than the underlying structure of shortterm memory. For example, rehearsal is a strategy for maintaining the functional
demands of sustaining memories in the short term. In Cowan’s model, focus of attention
is the key cornerstone of working memory. Long-term memory is a set of familiar
representations. These representations vary in strength of activation, where activation
strength is a function of recency and frequency. The higher the strength of activation,
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the more likely it is available for recall. Any representations in the focus of attention are
available for cognitive activity or recall. Rehearsal is a strategy whereby the
representation is composed of retrievals and re-encodings from the underlying circuitry
of the prefrontal cortex and medial temporal lobe.
Jonides et al.’s (2008) interpretation seems to reconcile some of the differences
between Baddeley’s and Cowan’s models. They stated that the posterior regions of the
brain are differentiated by information types (e.g., visual, auditory, spatial), which
indicate item representations are stored where they are processed (i.e., multi-store). The
unitary model focuses on attention capacity irrespective of modality, so it is possible for
item representations to be from different sources. Baddeley (2009) described the
conflict with Cowan’s model as “a good example of a conflict that is more apparent
than real” (p. 60). While Cowan (2005) suggested that working memory depends on
activation that takes place within LTM, Baddeley assumes that in working memory the
items are downloaded from the LTM and represented in the episodic buffer. He further
stated, “It is not clear at this point how one would distinguish between these two views
(p. 60). Jonides et al. offered a model that brings together the neural events, cognitive
events, and task events acting simultaneously (see Appendix C for a visual
representation of the model). In the first stage, short-term memory engages all parts of
the cerebral cortex, though different areas begin processing different functions at
different times. In the second stage, STM reuses the same cortical areas and
representations of perception. The active maintenance of these representations depends
on the association between the posterior cortical areas receiving input from frontalparietal cortical areas. In the third stage, focused items are represented by active neural
firings whereas non-focused items begin to decay. Non-focused memories can become
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focused items via an associative retrieval process subject to encoded patterns. In simple
terms, short-term memory consists of representations that are bundles of stored
information, including features from the context in which it was encountered. These
representations vary in activation, but focus of attention influences activation. Rehearsal
is a form of focus of attention, thus items of representation in focus of attention compete
with other items of representations as they enter or leave focus of attention. Although
admittedly incomplete, the model does help to bridge the function of short-term
memory with cognitive events.
According to Jonides et al. (2008), cognitive models such as Anderson’s
Adaptive Control of Thought-Rational (ACT-R) or Shiffin and Raaijmakers’s Search of
Associative Memory (SAM), explained below, assume the basic structures of short-term
memory and can incorporate LTM associative cuing to perform complex cognitive tasks
such as discourse comprehension. These associative models are important in that they
explain how semantic representations in memory can be used to perform complex tasks;
short-term memory alone cannot do this.

Working Memory in Second Language Acquisition (SLA)
SLA researchers have examined working memory across processes such as
reading, speaking, writing, or sentence processing. However, there are few tentative
conclusions to be drawn from the studies. VanPatten (2004) suggested that the more
working memory capacity an individual has, the more it allows that individual to use
resources in memory to process information. This is important in both first and second
language acquisition because a learner must process both the meaning and form of the
input. The larger the working memory capacity one has, the more possibility one has to
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process meaning and form together. As reading studies have confirmed (Just &
Carpenter, 1992; MacDonald, Just & Carpenter 1992; Pritchett, 1988), learners
incrementally process information word by word; thus, ambiguous sentences lead to the
“garden path” effect, which occurs when an ambiguous sentence induces a reader to reinterpret the meaning after introducing a second noun phrase that contradicts the initial
noun phrase and verb grouping. For example, the sentence After he drank the water
turned out to be poisonous makes the reader re-analyze the object after reading the word
turned and re-interpret the initial conclusion. Most readers initially connect water to the
first verb drank, but then reinterpret the sentence after reading the verb turned and make
water the subject of the second noun phrase. High proficiency learners are able to
resolve ambiguity more accurately than low proficiency learners because they are able
to use more working memory resources even though they might take more time. Low
proficiency learners take less time to process ambiguous sentences, but are also more
inaccurate. Garden path sentences are less common in spoken communication because
prosodic clues help resolve ambiguity. Basing working memory on a listening span,
modeled on a standard reading span measure, to account for the amount of oral fluency,
Mackey, Adams, Stafford and Winke (2010) found that working memory accounted for
less than 20 percent of the variance in measuring oral output, a finding that indicates
that other factors contribute to the output. Phonological studies (O’Brien, Segalowitz,
Collentine, & Freed, 2006; Papagno & Vallar, 1995) indicated the importance of the
phonological short-term memory and language acquisition, and that phonological shortterm memory interacts with long-term knowledge (Masoura & Gathercole, 2005). More
important though, the benefits of phonological short-term memory might be limited to
low proficiency learners as it seems to diminish in importance as learners become more
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proficient (Chueng, 1996). Sunderman and Kroll (2009) suggested that working
memory for language learners who are beyond the basic elements of the language, is the
ability to control attention and suppress competing processes. The ability to control
attention explains why high L1 working memory capacity does not transfer directly to
high L2 working memory capacity; the L1 might interfere with the L2. As numerous
studies indicate (De Bot & Kroll, 2010; Costa, 2005; Dijkstra, 2005; Marian & Spivey,
2003, Schwartz, Kroll, & Diaz, 2007), L2 learners cannot suppress L1 activations even
when they are not in use. This finding holds for reading, listening, and planned
speaking. These studies indicate that the parallel activation of both languages influence
working memory capacity. If Sunderman and Kroll are correct, their conclusion fits
with Cowan’s model of working memory in that language is a set of familiar
presentations in which activation strength helps control focus of attention.

Cognitive Processing Model of Listening
Listening is a complex process involving a multitude of factors. Cognitive
psychologist John R. Anderson (2005) proposed a three-stage process of language
comprehension in listening or reading: perception, parsing, and utilization. Although
these are in a serial order of processing with perception being the lowest, the processes
are interrelated; thus, it is possible for the processes to take place concurrently after the
initial onset of stimuli. In listening, the first stage comprises the perceptual processes by
which the acoustic message is encoded. At this stage, phonemes are chunked from
continuous speech into words or groups of words. An individual pays attention to input
and the sounds are stored in echoic memory. While the input is still in echoic memory,
some initial analysis of the language code can start, and encoding processes can
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transform some of the input into meaningful representations. The perceptual processing
stage allows for stimuli to be filtered appropriately so certain characteristics, such as
pauses or emphasis, offer clues to the segmentation or the meanings important in the
context. This supports the interpretation of meaning, which is partly based on the
listener’s goals, expectations about the speaker’s purpose, and the type of speech
interaction.
In the second stage, parsing, words from the message are transformed into a
mental representation of the combined meaning of the words. As language has
organizational patterns, learners learn to interpret these patterns into phrase units called
constituents. As Graf and Torrey (1966 as cited by Anderson, 2005) demonstrated in the
passages below, the way in which constituents are presented to native English speakers
affects their reading comprehension. Participants were given sentences, line by line,
broken into two types: form A and form B. Form A lines correspond to major
constituent boundaries whereas form B lines do not.

Form A

Form B

During World War II,

During World War

even fantastic schemes

II even fantastic

received consideration

schemes received

if they gave promise

consideration if they gave

of shortening the conflict.

promise of shortening the conflict.

The participants presented with form A had better comprehension than the participants
presented with form B. This finding supported the notion that identifying the
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constituents is an important part of parsing the sentence. Additionally, constituents are
processed one at a time with the most recent constituent being recalled the fastest and
most accurately (Anderson, 2005).
During the parsing stage, listeners try to extract meaningful propositions from
the words they hear. A proposition is the smallest unit of knowledge that one can
meaningfully judge to be true or false. As shown in Table 2, Anderson (2005)
demonstrated how a large, complex sentence can be broken into smaller, less complex
propositions. Therefore, listeners can take oral input and make mental representations of
it.

Table 2. Parsing a Complex Sentence
Example of a Complex Sentence
Lincoln, who was president of the United States during a bitter war, freed the
slaves.
Example of Simple Sentences
Lincoln was president of the United States during the war.
The war was bitter.
Lincoln freed the slaves.
Propositions (relation: arguments)
(president-of: Lincoln, United States, war)
(bitter: war)
(free: Lincoln, slaves)
All of the simple sentences must be true because if any of the simple sentences
are false, then the complex sentence is also false. These representations still hold the
same meaning as the oral input, but the original form of the oral input might be
forgotten. For example, Anderson (2005) used two sentences, The slaves were freed by
Lincoln and Lincoln freed the slaves, in which participants were asked to recall the
exact sentence used in a passage. The results indicated that participants had poor recall
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in distinguishing the two sentences that had the same meaning; this indicated that the
exact form of the passage had been lost. The participants, however, were able to
comprehend the passage.
Listeners make use of general linguistic knowledge, such as syntax, semantics,
phonology, or combinations of these, to chunk information. Methods for chunking can
vary from language to language, but as Fromkin, Rodman, and Hyams (2011) stated,
“parsing of a sentence is largely determined by the rules of grammar, but it is also
strongly influenced by the sequential nature of language (p. 385). Hagoort (2003)
demonstrated that that semantic effects were larger when a sentence contained a
syntactic violation, whereas the syntactic effects were unaffected by semantic
violations. Together, these findings suggest that syntax precedes semantics, and that
semantics do not constrain the initial syntactic analysis.
The third stage is utilization. In this stage, listeners use the mental representation
of the sentence’s meaning by associating the new auditory input with existing
knowledge, usually referred to as schemata or long-term memory. The conclusions that
the listeners draw are either backward or forward inferences (Singer, 1994). A
backward inference connects the current sentence with previous sentences or to general
background knowledge. A forward inference involves adding information that might or
might not be connected to future material. Utilization is influenced by the structure of
the text (Thorndyke, 1977). If the text is presented in a scrambled order, recall of the
text decreases. If the text is presented in a “natural” order, recall improves.
As Kintsch and van Dijk (1978) proposed, once a listener has identified a
proposition, inferencing is often required to attain comprehension. As propositions are
processed, listeners must relate new ones to preceding ones. Comprehension difficulty
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arises when listeners need to make bridging inferences, which occur when they relate
propositions across sentence boundaries. An example is given by Kintsch (1979):
The Swazi tribe was at war with a neighboring tribe because of a dispute over
cattle. Among the warriors were two unmarried men, Kakra and his younger
brother Gum (p. 6).
There are 11 propositions in this example:
1. (name, tribe1, Swazi)
2. (neighbor, tribe2, tribe1)
3. (at-war, tribe1, tribe2) = α
4. (cause, α, β)
5. (dispute, tribe1, tribe2, cattle) = β
6. (among, warriors, men)
7. (number, men, two)
8. (unmarried, men)
9. (name, men, [Kakra, Gum])
10. (younger-brother-of, Kakra, Gum)
11. (killed, Kakra, battle)

In the above example, the listener processes the propositions by relating each new
proposition to the preceding proposition. A simple process involves associating
proposition #2 with proposition #1 because of the overlap of the term tribe1. A more
difficult process involves relating the bridging inference between proposition #1,
“Swazi tribe” and proposition #6 “among the warriors.” Adding to the difficulty,
Kintsch and van Dijk proposed that the capacity limit of the number of propositions that
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can be held in working memory is approximately four. This means that some older
propositions need to be disregarded when new propositions are processed. Therefore,
the further the distance between propositions when making bridging inferences, the
greater the comprehension difficulty.
For second language learners, these three stages present opportunities for
miscomprehension. In the perceptual stage, listeners might focus solely on phonological
processing and struggle to identify meaningful elements of the language, such as the
words. As Goh (2000) ascertained from a survey of her students, most of the problems
related to listening comprehension were in the perceptual stage. Her respondents stated
that it was difficult to chunk streams of information, especially when processing
information for meaning. In the parsing stage, second language listeners might make the
wrong or inappropriate mental representation of the words gained in the parsing
process. In the utilization stage, listeners might use the wrong schema in
comprehending the mental representations. Several reading studies (Alvermann, Smith,
& Readence, 1985; Johnson 1981, 1982; Lipson, 1982, 1983; Stahl, Jacobson, Davis, &
Davis, 1989) have demonstrated how background knowledge influences comprehension
either positively or negatively. In listening, there could be even more chances of
misunderstanding because second language learners have a more limited capacity to
process spoken language than native speakers of the language (Call, 1985). In sum, it is
possible for second language learners to place greater stress on cognitive processing in
the utilization stage in order to comprehend information. The extra burden placed on
memory is a trade off between the perception and parsing stages, which in turn limits
utilization.
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Second language listening processes do not differ from first language listening
processes in any physical aspect (Kroll, Bogulski & McClain, 2012; Lynch, 1998)
except that processing capacity is generally reduced (Call, 1985; Faerch & Kasper,
1986; Fishman, 1980; Hasegawa, Carpenter, & Just, 2002; O'Malley, Chamot, &
Kupper, 1989; Voss, 1984). The difficulty for second language learners arises in
comprehending specific elements of the language, and any necessary compensation,
such as using background knowledge to modify the deficiencies, provide another
opportunity for miscomprehension. Even two native speakers encounter
misunderstandings and do not accurately comprehend everything they hear at all times.
Compensatory skills, such as using visual cues or world knowledge, can help listeners
compensate for incomplete listening comprehension.
As Buck (2001) argued, all normal human beings acquire their first languages
successfully. Much L1 knowledge is gained implicitly and acquired automatically.
However, in acquiring a second language as an adult, second language learners acquire
the language differently. Usually second language learners use explicit learning more
than implicit learning. Additionally, there are differences in the level of ultimate
attainment among second language learners. These differences are most likely
attributable to a lack of knowledge of the specific second language and to a lack of
background knowledge. Buck provided an analogy in order to contrast first and second
languages.
If we think of language as a window through which we look at what the speaker
is saying, in the case of first-language listening, the glass is very clean and we
can see through it without noticing it is there; but in the case of second-language
listening, the glass is dirty: we can see clearly through some parts, other parts
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are smudged, and yet other parts are so dirty we cannot see through them at all.
We are aware of the glass because it gets in the way (p. 50).
Through this analogy we can see the difficulty of assessing second language listening
comprehension: A multitude of factors enable second language learners to use a variety
of compensatory skills.
Several second language listening comprehension taxonomies have been created
to account for the numerous factors affecting comprehension. The following summary
of second language listening taxonomies indicates that listening comprehension is made
up of sub-skills, and therefore it is not unitary. Despite criticism (Alderson, 2000) that
taxonomies are generally ill-defined, overlapping, and lack empirical support, they do
offer a broad framework for listening test construction. As Buck and Tatsuoka (1998)
used the rule-space method to determine the attributes of L2 listening, they found many
of the same attributes, such as using stress and applying background knowledge,
described in the taxonomies. Similar to Anderson (2005), Valette (1977) presented three
areas of listening proficiency skills: sound discrimination, understanding specific
elements, and overall comprehension. Sound discrimination involves being able to
understand the phonemes of the language. Native speakers gain mastery naturally
whereas second language learners might encounter difficulties, usually when phonemes
of the target language do not match the native language phonemic system.
Understanding specific elements involves the listener in going beyond specific
phonemic distinctions, such as minimal pairs, and considering grammatical
relationships along with sound distinctions. Overall comprehension involves being able
to take a lengthy piece of text even though all the elements might not being understood
and understand the general idea of the text.
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Richards (1983) created a list of listening sub-skills based on the type of
listening, such as conversational listening versus academic listening. He suggested that
listening ability consists of an accumulation of micro-skills that can be diagnosed,
targeted, taught, and learned. The skills necessary for conversational listening differ
from those necessary for lecture listening; therefore, the micro-skills for each are
somewhat different.
Lund (1990) developed a functional-response taxonomy using Richard’s subskills taxonomy. There are two key elements to Lund’s taxonomy: the functions the
listener attempts to process and the response given. There are six functions significant
to listening, such as orientation to the listening situation or understanding the main
ideas, which are decided before listening. Nine types of responses, such as choosing or
answering, come after listening. Functions and responses are independent of each other;
therefore, any response can be made with any function as long as the response does not
require more information than the function because listeners need only to apply the
information gained in the function. In addition, Lund assumes that the taxonomy
guideline is not linear because learners acquire different listening skills simultaneously.
It is possible for listeners to be given the listening functions of comprehending main
ideas and identifying key vocabulary as well. Listening progression involves adding
new functions of the taxonomy to old ones. For example, using the same listening
passage, he suggested that teachers should begin working with general ideas before
moving on to detailed information.
Field (1998) asserted that a new methodology was needed in second language
listening. He argued that listening should be divided into two categories. The first is a
series of sub-skills, such as those involved in mastering auditory phonetics or word-
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identification techniques. The second involves teachers in introducing strategies that
model the task rather than introducing strategic concepts independent of each other. In
Field’s view, as a learner’s proficiency increases, the need for strategies lessens because
he defined strategies as strictly compensatory. Strategies exist in the learner’s first
language and therefore they only need to be applied and controlled to prevent
misunderstanding.
Vandergrift (1997, 2003) based his listening taxonomy on Anderson’s (1983)
cognitive-process model and listening strategies developed by O’Malley and Chamot
(1990). He divided listening comprehension strategies into two parts: metacognitive and
cognitive strategies. Metacognitive strategies, such as selective attention, are more
likely to be used by more proficient listeners. Proficient listeners are more in control of
the listening process as shown by less translation, more time to compare conceptual
frameworks against incoming stimuli (elaborate listening), and more monitoring. Less
proficient listeners are more likely to rely on bottom-up approaches to listening because
they have difficulty keeping up with the incoming stimuli. This leads them to struggle
with adapting new mental representations to changing listening stimuli. Although the
inferencing strategies used by both levels of listeners appear similar, more proficient
listeners can draw upon more complete mental representations of the listening stimuli
and therefore make more accurate inferences.
Song (2008) used structural equation modeling to conclude that listening
involves two processes: decoding and comprehension. In the study, 110 incoming
undergraduate and graduate students at the University of California at Los Angeles were
tested on lecture listening comprehension. Her results indicated that listening
comprehension in lectures is made up of three sub-skills: understanding the topic,
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understanding details, and making inferences. Although the listening taxonomies
collected to date are not considered comprehensive, they do offer guidelines in
designing listening tests for second language learners.

Test Performance Factors
Numerous researchers have identified several factors influencing cognitive
processing, which in turn influences test performance. Rubin (1994) and Rost (2002)
identified and listed five such factors that should be considered in developing listening
comprehension tests and assessing the level of cognitive processing involved. The first
is text characteristics. The nature of the input stimuli influences listening
comprehension in many ways, including speech rate, passage length, syntactic
complexity, vocabulary, discourse structure, noise level, accent, register, propositional
density, and amount of redundancy within the text. The second is task characteristics.
The nature of the listening task can influence comprehension based on the visual
context, the amount of context provided, clarity of instructions, response format, or the
availability of question preview. The third is listener characteristics. Individual
differences, such as memory, interest, background knowledge, or motivation, also
influence listening comprehension. The fourth is interlocutor characteristics. For
instance, the speaker’s voice quality can influence comprehension, gender plays a role
in influencing the stimuli pitch, and nationality affects pronunciation. The fifth is
process characteristics. Listeners use bottom-up, top-down, and parallel processing to
understand information. Although not entirely clear, a few conclusions can be drawn
from the research: Bottom-up processing taxes memory capacity more than top-down
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processing, and textual gist is identified prior to processing syntactic forms in top-down
processing.
Weir (1993) offered an operational list of skills necessary for creating listening
comprehension tests. He outlined four aspects: direct meaning, inferred meaning
comprehension, contributory comprehension, and listening and writing. Direct meaning
consists of listening for gist, main ideas, specific details, and determining the speaker’s
attitude or intentions. Inferred meaning comprehension consists of making inferences
and deductions, relating utterances to the social and situational context, recognizing the
communicative function of utterances, and deducing the meaning of unfamiliar lexical
items. Contributory comprehension consists of understanding the microlinguistic
aspects of the language, such as phonological features, grammatical notions such as
comparison or cause, discourse markers, syntactic structures, or lexical cohesion.
Listening and writing is the ability to extract salient points to summarize the whole text
in the form of note-taking.

Repetition
The use of repetition is common in our daily lives. One type of repetition
commonly used in commercials, advertising, speeches, or public announcements is the
spacing effect. In teaching, the spacing effect is often associated with the long-term
effects of repetition, namely recycling material over a course or material in spiraled
curriculum. The spacing effect, however, has benefits in the short-term as well as the
long-term. Greater awareness of the spacing effect would enhance its application in
education.
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The Spacing Effect
One of the most important aspects of a listening comprehension test is the
retrieval of information from memory. In this regard, the work of Ebbinghaus
(1885/1964) is essential because of his tremendous influence on memory research. One
of his most influential findings that has been confirmed repeatedly is the spacing effect.
The spacing effect is the finding that memory performance is better when repetitions are
separated by other items (i.e., spaced repetition), than when the repetitions immediately
follow one another (i.e., massed repetition). As he wrote, “with any considerable
number of repetitions a suitable distribution of them over a space of time is decidedly
more advantageous than a massing of them at a single time” (p. 89). The lag effect is the
amount of time between the repetition of items; research has indicated that a longer lag
between repetitions increases recall. Often the spacing effect and lag effect are confused
with each other. The spacing effect refers to the comparison between a massed and
spaced method, whereas the lag effect refers to the different retrieval times used in the
spaced method.
During the 1960s and 1970s, a number of researchers (Bjork, 1970; Glenberg,
1976, 1977; Hintzman, 1969, 1976; Madigan, 1969; Melton, 1967; Tulving, 1964;
Underwood, 1961, 1969) examined the spacing effect and lag effect. Melton (1967) had
participants view a list of 48 words presented one at a time at a rate of one word every
1.5 seconds. Each word could appear once or twice. Words that were immediately
repeated were called massed items. Repeated words that had intervening stimuli, that is,
other words, were spaced items. After the participants viewed the list, they were asked
to recall the words. In free-recall, words that had been repeated were recalled more
often than words that had not been repeated. More important, spaced words were
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recalled more than massed words. An additional finding was that the greater the length
of the intervening stimuli, the more the target words were recalled, thus producing the
lag effect. Massed items and spaced items received the same total presentation time, but
the spaced items were nonetheless recalled better than massed items. How can this be
explained?
Greene (1989; 1992) proposed a dual hypothesis to explain two separate
mechanisms that underlie the spacing effect in retrieval tasks using free recall and in
cued-recall. His dual hypothesis was developed from two distinct camps of memory
researchers. The first hypothesis explaining the spacing effect in free-recall is the
encoding-variability theory. In this theory, spaced items are stimuli repeated at different
times; each repetition leaves a different trace in memory. In contrast, massed stimuli
leave only one trace. The chances of retrieving information successfully are greater if
there are several traces. Any item experienced more than once is experienced in
different contexts, and the greater number of contexts or the more contextual
information encoded with the target item, the better is the memory of the item.
The encoding-variability theory as argued by Glenberg (1979) depends on
contextual, structural, and descriptive components. Contextual components are the
contextual information provided at presentation, such as the characteristics of the
physical environment, the time, and the learner’s cognitive and affective state.
Contextual components are automatically encoded. Although the presented stimuli
might not change at each presentation, variability occurs at each presentation because it
is a new event. For example, if stimuli are presented to participants in one room, and
then the same stimuli are presented again in a different room, the items are recalled
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better than if both presentations occurred in the same room because the participants will
have two contextual components from which to recall the item.
Structural components are relations and associations between the items. They
are not automatically processed but depend on the participant’s role in the task and task
completion. Rote memorization is not enough to encode the information. The individual
must actively chunk or group items of information. When the stimulus item is repeated,
the interactions increase the number of memory traces.
Descriptive components are specific item features that allow participants to
transfer semantic memory to episodic memory. The stimulus item’s orthography,
articulation, and meaning are drawn from semantic memory, which is usually stable,
and then incorporated into the structure and contextual components. The features from
the descriptive components are unchanging, but the structure and contextual
components are renewed at each stimuli presentation, so the specific descriptive
components to be transferred depend on the engagement of the participant. The more
participants are engaged in the encoding process, the more they recall. Retrieval of
items in memory is based on the combination of these components and the cued stimuli.
Retrieval performance is based on the traces of these three components and the
cues that are available at the time of retrieval. As the generality of the information in the
components increases, it is less likely that the traces will be activated. As more
components become involved in the encoding process, the number of traces increases,
and this leads to better recall. The repeated stimulus in the encoding-variability theory is
better if the lag between presentations is longer than shorter because the contextual,
structural, and descriptive components leave more traces to recall in memory. There are
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however limits to the length between presentations as argued by Raajimakers (2003)
below.
The second hypothesis (Green, 1989; 1992) is the deficient-processing theory,
which explained the spacing effect in cued-memory tasks. The theory is an
amalgamation of the results of several studies (Bregman, 1967; Cuddy & Jacoby, 1982;
Greeno, 1970; Hintzman, 1976; Zechmeister & Shaughnessy, 1980). The hypothesis
assumes that massed items are not processed in the same way as spaced items. Massed
items are repeated immediately, and people give less attention to the second occurrence
of the stimulus because they believe that they already know the item. In contrast, people
give more attention to each item when they are spaced because they are less confident
that they know the item. Greene (1992) outlined four types of studies to support his
hypothesis. The first type was overt rehearsal studies. Ciccone and Brelsford (1974)
confirmed that participants made fewer overt rehearsals of each item, that is, said the
item aloud, on the second occurrence of massed items than when the items were spaced.
The second type of study was the self-paced study of Zimmerman (1975), who
confirmed that participants spent less time on the second occurrence of massed items
even though they could control the amount of time for each item practiced. The third
type was pupil dilation studies, which are based on the idea that pupils dilate when
greater cognitive activity occurs. Magliero (1983) demonstrated that participants’ pupils
dilated more when items were spaced rather than massed. The fourth type was studies
on dual-task response times. Johnston and Uhl (1976) demonstrated that participants
were slower in identifying tone sounds when processing spaced items than massed
items. This indicated that massed items were not processed as thoroughly as spaced
items.
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Zechmeister and Shaughnessy (1980) pointed out that research participants tend
to overestimate their ability to recall massed items. The logic of the participants,
according to the researchers, was to deal with items in two ways. In the massed
repetition condition, if the item seems easy to remember, then less time is devoted to
rehearsing it; thus, the items are not rehearsed equally. Because people feel less
confident with spaced items, they are more likely to attend to each stimulus equally, and
hence recall more.
Greene (1992) offered the dual hypothesis in part because neither the encoding
variability theory, nor the deficient-processing theory could explain the spacing effect
completely. Since Greene’s proposal, several researchers have attempted to confirm his
hypothesis. Challis (1993) examined whether the spacing of repetitions improved
performance on cued-memory tests when items were studied in an intentional or an
incidental-semantic condition. Previous studies (Glenberg & Smith, 1981; Greene,
1989; Kahana & Greene, 1993) had demonstrated that the spaced effect reflected
different processes in free recall than in cued recall. Challis argued against a basic
assumption of the deficient processing theory, which is that participants in a cued-recall
task do not process the second presentation of a stimulus in a massed practice condition
as well as in a spaced practice condition because of a false belief of knowledge. Greene
argued that items presented in a spaced fashion are less familiar on the second
occurrence compared with massed items, and therefore receive more attention, which
leads to better recall. Challis, however, argued that semantic priming underlies the
spacing effect; this proposal is a modification of the deficient processing theory. A
spacing effect was noticed in the intentional-learning conditions but not in the
nonsemantic, incidental learning conditions, which confirmed Greene’s findings
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(Challis, 1993). The difference is that Challis found a spacing effect in incidental
learning conditions when the task was semantically orientated. Material learned under
semantic study conditions using spaced effects were recalled better on explicit and
implicit cued memory tests. He argued that in the first presentation of the item,
involuntary or automatic semantic processing occurs. During the second presentation of
the item, more semantic processing occurs because of the priming effect from the first
presentation, especially when the interval between the spacing is short. No spacing
effects occurred when the encoding task was focused on the structural features of the
words. In effect, levels of processing determined performance, because if the
participants were asked to focus on non-semantic features in the first presentation of an
item, the spacing effect became negligible in the overall performance of recall.
Russo, Parkin, Taylor, and Wilks (1998) also supported Greene’s dual process
theory. In the first part of their study, Russo et al. had 36 native English speakers from
the University of Essex divide their attention between studying words on a list and
performing a concurrent tone-detection task. In free-recall, a spacing effect was
obtained in both the focused and divided attention conditions, whereas in a cuedmemory task, a spacing effect was obtained in the focused-attention condition but not in
the divided-attention condition. In the second experiment, a semantic orientation task
was used with the word list and a spacing effect was obtained for both the focused and
divided attention conditions. Their conclusions supported Challis’ (1993) finding that
without a semantic orientation task, dividing attention inhibited semantic processing.
Because explicit cued-memory tests typically involve conceptually driven processing, a
spacing effect is obtained when participants engage in semantic processing during
encoding but not when semantic processing is inhibited. They further modified the
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deficient-processing theory focusing on perceptual processing. Semantic processing
might underlie the spacing effect for familiar, meaning-based words, but perceptual
processing might underlie the spacing effect for new, unfamiliar stimuli such as names
or faces.
Toppino and Bloom (2002) conducted two experiments in which the first
replicated the essential features of Greene’s (1989) experiment, which involved
assessing the spacing effect in free recall as a function of the intentionality of learning.
Forty-eight students majoring in psychology at Villanova University participated in the
first experiment. They found a spacing effect in the intentional-learning condition
similar to that reported by Greene (1989), that is, spaced repetition items were recalled
better than massed repetition items, and longer spacing led to better free recall. Unlike
Greene, they did not find spacing effects in free recall following incidental learning.
Therefore in their second experiment, they hypothesized that the duration of the interrepetition intervals might have hindered the retrieval of spaced items in the incidentallearning condition, but not in the intentional-learning condition. Greene used a
presentation rate of 10 seconds per word. Toppino and Bloom argued that a spacing
effect should emerge under incidental-learning conditions if the stimulus presentation
rate was faster than that. In the second experiment, 72 psychology students were
randomly split into two groups of 36 and were presented stimuli at different rates, 10
seconds per word, as in the original, and 3 seconds per word, respectively. Their results
indicated that a spacing effect occurred in the faster presentation of stimulus. Thus, they
questioned whether there is a disassociation between free-recall and cued memory as
Greene’s dual hypothesis asserts.
Raaijmakers (2003), who presented a new model for the spacing effect based on
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the Search of Associative Memory (SAM) model developed by Raaijmakers and Shiffin
(1980), sought to mathematically confirm the component-levels theory (Glenberg,
1979). An important unanswered question in the encoding variability theory concerns
whether memory traces are stored separately, or whether the repeated stimulus
strengthens the initial trace. Raaijmakers (2003) introduced a mathematical formula for
memory recall
m

V(i) = Π S (Qj, Ii)
J=1

where V(i) is activation strength of an image, Ii, and S is the strength of association
between a cue, Qj, and image. He compared data in the studies by Rumelhart (1967),
Young (1971), and Glenberg (1979) using the formula. He demonstrated that the basic
spacing effect is due to additional contextual elements in the same trace, but only when
the trace is retrieved or recognized in the second presentation. When two or more items
simultaneously occupy working memory, the strength of their association is increased.
Therefore, items that co-occur more often are more strongly associated. In SAM,
memories consist of a set of associations between items in memory and between items
and contexts. If the trace is not recognized, then a new trace is formed. Raaijmakers also
used the formula, Precall (t) = [1 - (1 – Ps (t)) Lmax] PR (t), to include the probability of
recall for timed interval presentations. P is probability, R is recall, t is time, and Lmax is
the criterion of failure.
The Search of Associative Memory model and Anderson’s cognitive processing
model support the hypothesis that spaced repetition enhances recall because items in
memory have more traces to make associations. The semantic meanings associated in
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memory traces can be retrieved when cues reactivate those representations, and thereby
increasing recall.

Foreign Language Testing and Repetition
The effects of repetition in foreign language testing have received little
attention. In an early study, Natalicio (1979) outlined the role of repetition in testing.
She stated that language pedagogy in the 1950s and 1960s endorsed repetition to such
an extent that it seemed self-evident and therefore no arguments were provided
supporting its usage. She stated:
The first mention of repetition in a testing handbook is Harris's reference to
sentence repetition as one of the highly structured speech sample techniques that
"appear to be relatively recent and have not as yet won much acceptance in
American testing of English as a second language" (p. 83). Hardly a strong
endorsement for repetition, but its possible use was at least acknowledged (p.
166).
Even by the late 1970s, research into the effects of repetition in second language testing
was limited. As Natalicio pointed out, Valette (1967) did not include repetition in her
first edition of Modern Language Testing, but did include repetition briefly in the
bilingual section in her second edition (1977).
Repetition in second language testing has not advanced much from Natalicio’s
position. A review of selected SLA testing books indicates that repetition is still not
considered a crucial part of testing listening. For instance, repetition is not mentioned in
Language Test Construction and Evaluation (Alderson, Clapham, & Wall, 1995),
Language Testing in Practice (Bachman & Palmer, 1996), or Testing in Language
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Programs (Brown, 2005). However, repetition might not have been mentioned for
several reasons. First, these authors address more general aspects of test design, such as
reliability, validity, or developing item types. The main point emphasized in each of
these textbooks is that every testing situation must be considered in regards to the
overall context, and therefore specific points of test design are not offered. Another
possible reason that repetition is not mentioned could be that these authors address
overall language proficiency, rather than specific language skills. Each language skill
has certain characteristics that might not apply to the other skills. For example,
repetition on reading tests might not be as important as on listening tests because
readers have greater control over the text.
Indeed, when examining selected texts focused on listening assessment, such as
Buck (2001) or Rost (2002), repetition is mentioned. In Buck’s (2001) Assessing
Listening, repetition was covered in several ways. He first stated that on some listening
tests, such as the Finnish National Foreign Language Certificate: English Intermediate
Level, test-takers are permitted to listen to the text twice. Buck’s second point was that
repeating the listening text would make the test task much easier, citing studies by
Berne (1995) and Cervantes and Gainer (1992). Additionally, he cited Sherman (1997),
who stated that repetition is one way to make listening tasks easier for lowerproficiency test-takers. Buck concluded, however, that repeating the text is not the best
way to measure listening comprehension based on the observation that “In virtually all
real world listening situations we hear the text once, and only once, and fast, automatic
processing of language is a basic listening ability that we need to test” (pp. 170-171).
He went on to argue that comprehension needed only to be approximate because most
real world situations are not so vital as to require exact understanding, and if exact
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comprehension is required, then there are generally opportunities for clarification and
negotiation of meaning by the listener. However, Buck went on to argue that there are
some situations, such as pre-recorded announcements in public areas, in which repeated
text is natural. I would argue there are more situations in which repetition is used,
including delayed repetition (spacing effect). In these cases, it is important to
comprehend detailed information accurately.
In Rost’s (2002) Teaching and Researching Listening, repetition is mentioned
twice. First, he stated that it is a way of helping listeners achieve greater comprehension
without altering the text, and it is easy to administer. The second occurrence was in a
table referencing a study by Henning (1991), reviewed in the following section, in
which Rost viewed repetition as a way to vary test difficulty.
These two leading specialists in second language listening research refer to
repetition only briefly, and the spacing effect is not considered at all. There are several
studies, however, in which the role of repetition in second language listening
comprehension was examined. The spacing effect is included in a few studies, but the
methods incorporating it are confounded by the use of other types of repetition.

Studies Addressing Repetition
Cervantes and Gainer (1983) examined the effectiveness of syntactic
simplification and repetition on listening comprehension in a two-part study. In the first
part, 76 Japanese native-speaking English majors at a Japanese university were
separated into low and high proficiency groups. In the second part there were 82
different Japanese native-speaking English majors from the same university. Each
experiment had a different design, but the results of the first experiment were used in
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designing the second experiment. In the first part, the participants were randomly
assigned to one of two short lectures (time not indicated) about Malcom X, an African
American civil rights leader in the 1960s. One version was syntactically simplified.
After the lecture, the participants were given one minute to complete a 44-item cloze
test. Cervantes and Gainer only examined the effects of syntactic simplification on
listening comprehension in this part of the experiment. The results of the first part of the
experiment indicated that the groups that heard the syntactically simplified version
scored significantly higher on the recall cloze test than the groups that heard the more
complex version. No interaction effect was found between the lecture version and
proficiency level.
In the second part, Cervantes and Gainer (1983) examined the relative effects of
syntactic simplification and repetition on listening comprehension. In this part of the
experiment, repetition was included to compare its effect against syntactic modification.
The participants were 82 English majors from a Japanese university who did not
participate in the first experiment. Because the results from a 20-item pretest indicated
that the two groups, 28 seniors and 54 freshmen, had significantly different listening
proficiency levels, they were randomly assigned to one of the three treatments. All three
treatments were recordings of a short lecture (no time length was given) concerning a
tidal wave. The first version had a low degree of subordination (7.33 average words per
T unit) and the second version had a higher degree of subordination (18.33 average
words per T unit). A T unit is intended to measure the smallest word group that can be
considered a grammatical sentence, regardless of how it is punctuated. The third version
was identical to the second version; however, each dictation segment was repeated once
although the method of repetition was not stated. The participants then took a partial
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dictation test in which three to seven words were deleted from 13 dictation segments.
The participants listened to the entire segment and filled in the deleted portions. The
results indicated that the comprehension scores from the syntactically simplified test
(Treatment 1) were higher than the complex version (Treatment 2). Additionally, the
mean for the repeated complex version (Treatment 3) was higher than that for the nonrepeated complex version (Treatment 2). A sampling error noted by the authors limited
other conclusions of the study.
The authors concluded that both syntactically simplified information and
repetition aided comprehension. Although they were unable to compare syntactically
simplified information and repetition because of the sampling error, their conclusion
offered implications for pedagogy and testing. The first was that designers of listening
comprehension materials avoided using repetition to give the material an ‘authentic’
quality. The second was that aiding listening comprehension might be approached using
simplification and/or repetition. Finally, their results indicated that the effects of
syntactic simplification on higher-order and lower-order cognitive questions needed to
be examined more closely when using repetition.
Henning (1991) conducted a study in response to criticisms of the TOEFL
listening comprehension test-item format. Henning’s purpose was to measure the testtakers’ ability to comprehend meaning while varying (a) the effects of memory load
through the use of repetitive and non-repetitive aural presentation procedures and (b)
passage length. The rationale for using repetition was that it would lessen the memory
burden for longer passages and higher-order questions and that listening comprehension
would therefore be measured more effectively. Henning defined higher-order cognitive
questions as those requiring understanding across two or more sentences. Lower-order
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cognitive questions were those requiring understanding specific information at the word
level in a single sentence. Henning hypothesized that repetition allowed for more
opportunities to increase comprehension and/or reinforce memory for the information
comprehended the first time.
A sample of 120 ESL participants that volunteered for the study was gathered
from three American schools (Santa Monica Community College, UCLA Extension,
and NYU American Language Institute). The participants varied widely in language
proficiency, language background, time of residence in an English-speaking country,
and amount of formal English instruction. In the listening comprehension test, the
participants heard a sentence and then chose the answer that had the closest meaning to
the sentence they had heard. This example is from the TOEFL listening comprehension
test as cited by Henning,
You will hear:
You will read: (A) Mary outswam the others.
(B) Mary ought to swim with them.
(C) Mary and her friends swam to the island.
(D) Mary’s friend owned the island.
The speaker said, “Mary swam out to the island with her friends.” Sentence (C),
“Mary and her friends swam to the island,” is closest in meaning to the sentence
you heard therefore, you should have choose answer (C).
Three 48-item listening comprehension tests were administered using a counterbalanced design, so all the participants took all three tests. The results indicated that
longer passages were more difficult than shorter passages. Additionally, higher-order
items were more difficult than lower-order items. Repetition of the stimulus passages
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showed no consistent difference from non-repetition, whether in terms of test difficulty
or test reliability. Even though there was a slight trend for the items in the repetition
condition to be easier than those in the non-repetition condition, it did not reach
statistical significance, using an ANCOVA with Rasch-item difficulty estimates as the
dependent variable. This result supports the argument that immediate repetition is
similar to non-repetition, but this conclusion seems counter-intuitive to the
commonplace experience most people have in listening. As discussed previously in the
spacing effect section, however, the results confirmed the spacing effect hypothesis.
One drawback to the study, which is a common drawback to most studies
involving repetition, was that only one form of repetition was conducted. As pointed
out, immediate repetition will have similar results as listening to a passage once.
Another small drawback was the task itself was unnatural and lacked authenticity.
Students taking tests do not often listen to one sentence and then compare the meaning
of that sentence with several written sentences in order to identify the one with a similar
meaning.
Berne (1995) compared pre-listening tasks, repetition, and listening
comprehension performance in which two of the three research questions were focused
on repetition by examining the effect of multiple exposures to a listening passage on
listening comprehension and the combined effect of pre-listening activities and multiple
exposures to the listening passage. She tested 62 American university students studying
Spanish in the third semester of a four-semester program. The participants were
believed to be relatively experienced L2 learners of Spanish. Individual packets were
randomly assigned to students in intact classes. The packets contained one of three
types of pre-listening activities: a question preview activity, a vocabulary preview
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activity, and a filler activity for the control group. After completing one of the prelistening tasks, the participants watched a video-taped lecture and answered 10
multiple-choice questions. Note-taking while watching the video was discouraged. The
participants watched the same video again and took the same test again. The amount of
time between watching the video was not stated, but at least several minutes transpired
because the first test was collected and the new one was distributed.
A two-way repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted. The dependent variable
was the scores of two comprehension tests (test 1 and test 2), and the independent
variables were pre-listening activities and exposure to the passage. The results were
mixed for her first research hypothesis that pre-listening material would improve
listening comprehension. The participants who previewed the test questions scored
significantly higher than those who completed the filler activity, but those participants
who previewed the test questions did not score significantly higher than those
previewing vocabulary.
In regards to the second research hypothesis that repetition would increase
comprehension, the results indicated that repeating the stimuli was beneficial to all
participants. In her post hoc analysis, the contrasts revealed that the second
comprehension scores (M = 4.36) (repeated listening passage) were significantly higher
than the first comprehension scores (M = 3.33) for all pre-listening activities (question
preview activity, p = .01; vocabulary preview activity, p < .01; filler activity: p = .01).
Berne argued, however, that a vocabulary preview as a pre-listening exercise might
have distracted listeners’ attention from the message content on the first listening
presentation because of the small score differences between the two comprehension
tests. This argument contradicted her results for the third research hypothesis.
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In regards to the third research hypothesis, the lack of an interaction effect
among the pre-listening activities, as noted above, indicated that repetition did not
influence one pre-listening activity more than another.
Several limitations affected the results of this study. The test procedures were
unusual if the participants had not been informed of the steps involved. The participants
listened to the videotape and answered questions, the tests were collected and a new test
was distributed, the participants listened again, and then took the same test. It was
unclear if the participants knew the test procedures, particularly whether the listening
input would be repeated and whether they knew that the same questions would be asked
on the second test. As stated previously, recall is inhibited if the participants are not
prepared. In addition, the lack preparedness would effect encoding of the information.
Therefore, the interval between the tests might have disrupted their focus of attention,
reduced the effectiveness of encoding information, and inhibited recall. As Berne
pointed out, there were several differences between the classroom material and test
material. For example, the text used for the comprehension test was more difficult than
the text used in class. Finally, none of the groups scored over five out of ten, which was
less than 50% correct; this suggests that the listening passages or the tasks were too
difficult for the participants, thus limiting the effectiveness of repetition.
Sherman (1997) examined the effect of question preview on listening
comprehension tests with 78 undergraduate students majoring in social sciences at
LUISS University in Rome, Italy. She used a counter-balanced Latin Square design to
give four groups of students four different tests. All of the test formats included
repetition. In the first format, students previewed ten short-answer questions, listened to
the passage twice, and then answered the previewed questions. In the second format, the
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students listened to the passage twice and then answered questions. In the third format,
the students listened once to a text, read the questions, listened again, and then
answered the questions. In the fourth format, the students listened to the passage twice
and then wrote down what they could remember of the story. In addition to taking the
tests, the participants completed a questionnaire in which they expressed their opinions
about each test format.
The results of an ANOVA, where the dependent variable was the test score and
the independent variable was the test version, indicated that the scores on the different
tests did not differ significantly, but the third format had the highest mean score (50%
compared to 42%, 42%, and 37%). Also, according to the questionnaire responses, 52
out of 135 participants favored the third format.
The results were surprising in that viewing the questions prior to the listening
passage (format one) had the same results as viewing the questions after listening
(format two). Sherman speculated that the number of questions could have been too
taxing and therefore negatively influenced recall and comprehension. The delayed
repetition condition (format three) indicated positive results empirically and affectively.
Brindley and Slatyer (2002) explored the influence of tasks on test results
involving the Certificates in Spoken and Written English (CSWE). The principal aim
was to identify how five key task characteristics and task conditions affected test
difficulty. One of the variables examined was the number of hearings. The participants
were 284 adult ESL learners enrolled in Certificate III in teaching centers across three
states in Australia. These participants engaged in various combinations of three tasks.
One task (control condition) was given to all the participants. The participants listened
once to a two-minute recorded monologue concerning the Australian educational
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system, and then completed a sentence-completion task in which a few words of
English were written in ten sentences. Four versions of the remaining two tasks were
created based on the item difficulty variable; these tasks were randomly assigned after
the participants had completed the first task. Other than the topic change, the second
task’s baseline was similar to the first task, but the other versions included changing the
item format, repetition, and the use of live speech. The third task’s baseline was similar
to the control version, but the topic was about the Guide Dog Association in Australia.
Additionally, the third task’s versions included short answers instead of sentence
completion, a dialogue instead of a monologue, and a faster speech rate.
In order to determine which tasks influenced item difficulty, the researchers first
analyzed the scores using a Rasch-based program to obtain person ability and item
difficulty estimates. In order to do this, all of the test forms were combined and treated
as a single test containing 89 items with task 1 (control) providing a linking set of
common items. Based on the ability/difficulty scale, the tasks could be interpreted as
easier and more difficult. The easiest task required the participants to complete a table
after listening. The most difficult task was characterized by increased speech rate.
Although not addressed specifically, the results from a graph indicated that the number
of hearings did not affect item difficulty when compared with other stimuli variables
such as listening once, or live versus recorded speech. Similar to previous studies, the
immediate repetition condition resulted in no difference in scores. Accordingly, this
finding reflects the theoretical basis that immediate repetition and one listening get
similar results, a finding similar to Henning’s results.
Cheng (2004) compared multiple-choice and short-answer response formats in
listening comprehension. Her main research question focused on whether the response
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format influenced the listening comprehension score. One hundred fifty-nine technical
college students from Taiwan majoring in environmental engineering, mechanical
engineering, or architectural design participated in a three-part listening comprehension
condition that was counter-balanced. Although the students were considered to have
low listening proficiency, the test was designed and piloted specifically for them so that
the listening conditions would be appropriate. In the first condition, the students
answered ten multiple-choice questions after listening to the passage once. In the
second condition, the students answered ten multiple-choice cloze questions after
listening to the passage once. In the third condition, the students answered 10 shortanswers in their L1 after listening to the passage twice (no details were given as to the
repetition procedure, but it was inferred to be immediate repetition).
A one-way, repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted with the factor being
each condition (multiple-choice, multiple-choice cloze, and short-answer) and the
dependent variable being the listening comprehension score from each condition. The
ANOVA indicated a significant difference for the treatments, df = 2, F = 24.401, p =
.05. A post hoc comparison of means using the Scheffé test indicated that there was a
significant difference between the short-answer condition and both multiple-choice
conditions. The participants scored lower in the short-answer condition (M = 25.23)
than the multiple-choice condition (M = 33.84) and multiple-choice cloze condition (M
= 35.43). There was no statistically significant difference between the multiple-choice
condition and the multiple-choice cloze condition.
There were several drawbacks in this study. The first was that repetition only
played a part in one of the conditions, short-answer, even though repetition could have
been included across all three conditions. The second drawback was that repetition was
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not operationalized; therefore, it was not clear whether the repeated condition was
immediate or delayed. Additionally, it was not clear whether the students were allowed
to view the questions while listening to the passage.
Chang and Read (2006) investigated four listening support formats in which one
of the conditions was repeated input. The first research question concerned whether
different types of listening support would affect listening performance. The second
research question asked whether the listening support types would affect higher or
lower proficiency participants in the same manner. They examined the effects of the
different formats on listening comprehension with 160 students from intact classes
studying business at a college in Taipei, Taiwan. The participants were given one test
condition based on their class and class day. Based on a TOEIC test, each group was
further divided into low and high listening proficiency sub-groups. The participants in
each condition completed two listening tests with 15 multiple-choice questions for each
listening text. In the repeated input condition, the students were asked to listen to the
text without any special preparation. Then they previewed questions before listening to
the text twice, so they heard the text three times in all. Thereafter they answered 15
multiple-choice questions in three minutes. The steps were repeated for the second
listening text.
Chang and Read (2006) conducted a 4 x 2 ANOVA. The dependent variable was
the combined test score. The independent variables were four types of listening support
(previewing questions, repeated input, topic preparation, and vocabulary instruction)
and two listening proficiency levels (high and low). The results indicated that repeated
input generated the second highest mean test scores while topic preparation was the
highest (see Table 3).
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Table 3. Mean Scores for Each Listening Support Condition
PQ (n = 40) RI (n = 40)
TP (n = 40) VI (n = 40)
Total (N = 160)
16.47 (55%) 17.95 (60%) 19.12 (64%) 14.90 (50%)
17.11 (57%)
M
3.60
4.60
4.45
4.02
4.44
SD
Note. PQ = preview the questions; RI = repetition of the input; TP = topic preparation;
VI = vocabulary instruction.
For the first research question, significant main effects were found for listening
support, F(3, 152) = 8.19, p < .05 partial η2 = .13, and listening proficiency F(1, 152) =
8.31, p < .05, partial η2 = .04. There was also a statistically significant interaction
between listening support and listening proficiency, F(3, 152) = 2.74, p < .05, partial η2
= .04. Comparing the two proficiency groups, two of the four types of listening support,
previewing questions (t = 3.53; p = .001) and repeated input (t = 2.84; p = .007), were
statistically significant. The high proficiency group scored higher using these two types
of listening support than the lower proficiency group. These results indicated that the
different types of listening support affected comprehension scores for the different
proficiency groups, but the effect sizes were small.
In answer to the second research question, the researchers reported that listening
support activities affected the low and high proficiency levels differently. The main
effects for listening support were statistically significant for both high proficiency
students, F(3, 152) = 6.20, p < .05, and low proficiency students, F(3, 152) = 4.23, p <
.05. The post hoc tests revealed that repeated input (t = 3.93; p = .000) and topic
preparation (t = 3.17; p = .003) were significantly better than vocabulary input for high
proficiency students. For low proficiency students, the results indicated that topic
preparation (t = 3.17; p = .003) was significantly better than preview questions (t =
3.48; p = .001) and vocabulary input (t = 3.07; p = .004). These results indicated that
high proficiency learners benefitted the most from repeated input (as shown in Table 4),
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but the differences between two of the three listening support activities were not
statistically significant. The low proficiency learners benefitted the most from topic
preparation, but the difference of this activity from repeated input was not statistically
significant whereas the other listening support activities were.

Table 4. Descriptive Statistics of Listening Support by Subgroups
PQ (n = 40)

RI (n = 40)

TP (n = 40)

VI (n = 40)

Total (N =
160)

Proficiency
H
L
H
L
H
L
H
L
H
L
level
19
21
20
20
20
20
19
21
78
82
N
18.39 14.91 20.47 16.44 19.50 8.82 14.83 14.95 18.20 16.29
M
2.79 3.49 3.60 4.10 4.82 4.17 4.45 3.95 4.38 4.31
SD
Note. PQ = preview the questions; RI = repetition of the input; TP = topic preparation;
VI = vocabulary instruction.
Chang and Read (2006) also conducted informal interviews in Chinese after the
test to elicit the participants’ observations about the test. The questions were general in
nature, such as, How did you like the test? Did you have any difficulties? Although no
specific data were reported, the authors’ conclusions were similar to Sherman’s (1997)
results; students preferred the repeated-input format even though they might not have
scored well.
The main drawback to this study was that the repeated input condition had both
immediate and delayed repetition treatments. The participants heard the passage twice
(immediate treatment), were shown the questions, and then heard the passage again
(delayed treatment). The participants only viewed the questions between the second and
third listening. It was not clear whether the participants were asked to actively answer
the questions in their mind prior to the third listening. A second drawback was that
another treatment condition could have been included to make comparisons between the
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repeated input condition and topic preparation condition. The repeated input condition
did not have any topic preparation support, which influences schema building, and thus
listening comprehension. In this study, the first listening could be equated to a difficult
form of topic preparation; therefore, the results did not differ much from topic
preparation.
Chang and Read (2007) examined listening support factors on listening
comprehension with 140 students at a five-year post secondary educational program at a
Taiwanese college with low levels of listening proficiency as measured by the TOEIC
listening section (a scaled score of 165 out of 465). Two research questions were
investigated. The first asked was what type of listening support, repetition, visual, or
textual, would enhance comprehension for low-proficiency listeners. The second asked
what type of support (visual, textual, or repeated input) would affect the students’
perceptions of the listening task. Chang and Read stated that learners bring beliefs to the
task, and those beliefs influence task performance.
A counter-balanced design was employed so that all participants took part in all
three aspects of listening support. For the repetition support, students previewed the test
items, listened once, and then responded to the items. The students were then given a
fresh test paper, they listened a second time, and responded to the test items again.
There were three listening passages with 12 items per passage for a total of 36 multiplechoice and gap-filling items. The multiple-choice questions focused on general ideas
whereas the gap-filling items focused on specific information. The number of each
question type was not stated.
To answer the first research question, a one-way ANOVA was conducted. The
independent variables were visual support, textual support, and repeated support. The
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dependent variable was the listening comprehension score. The results indicated that all
three types of listening support resulted in significantly higher scores than the control
condition, F(3, 556) = 20.16, p < .05. The descriptive statistics for the four conditions
are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Descriptive Statistics for the Four Conditions (Chang & Read, 2007)

M of 3 text (SD)
Text 1 (SD)
Text 2 (SD)
Text 3 (SD)

Visual
support
6.36 (2.28)
7.92 (1.74)
5.64 (2.38)
5.76 (2.01)

Textual
support
6.36 (2.34)
7.92 (2.17)
5.04 (2.27)
6.12 (1.69)

No
support
5.04 (2.63)
6.48 (2.91)
3.84 (1.97)
4.56 (2.13)

Repeated
support
7.20 (2.54)
8.76 (1.76)
5.88 (2.55)
6.84 (2.36)

The authors conducted a post hoc Scheffé test that indicated that repeated input
produced significantly higher scores than the other types of listening support, F(3, 559)
= 20.16, p = .000, η2 = .10. To answer the second research question, the analysis of a
follow-up questionnaire and informal interviews revealed that the students preferred
repeated input (44%) over the other listening support conditions; these findings were
similar to Sherman’s (1997) results. The participants accurately estimated their scores in
the repeated input condition when asked to give a score for each listening test. Another
conclusion drawn from the questionnaire and interviews was that low proficiency
learners needed more than one type of listening support input to improve their listening
comprehension.
There were several drawbacks in the study. The first was similar to the other
studies in that repetition was only considered in one way, which in this case was spaced
repetition. Second, although passage comprehension was assessed using two types of
questions (multiple-choice and gap-filling), each type focused on either general or
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specific information, but not both. The multiple-choice questions could have assessed
both general and specific information. Additionally, the researchers did not take into
account how question type might have influenced the test scores.

Question Types
Alderson, Clapham, and Wall (1995) described a test concern called the method
effect, which is the influence that the test method has on test-takers’ scores. This is
important because the purpose of a test is to measure the participants’ skill of a specific
construct, not to determine how well individuals can perform on one test method over
another. Bachman and Palmer (1996) also pointed out that the test method affects test
performance:
The characteristics of the tasks used are always likely to affect test scores to
some degree, so that there is virtually no test that yields only information about
the ability we want to measure. The implication … is to insure that the tests we
use will have the qualities we desire and are appropriate for the uses for which
they are intended (p. 46).
Green (1975) categorized assessment into two types of formats: selective formats, such
as multiple-choice, which require participants to recognize and choose an appropriate
response, and constructive formats, such as short-answer, which require participants to
recall auditory information and produce an appropriate reply. It is generally accepted
that recognition is an easier cognitive process than recall (Anderson, 2009b; Bahrick &
Phelps, 1987; Meeter, Murre, & Janssen, 2005). Most of the research on assessment
formats has been focused on reading comprehension, but the conclusions drawn can be
applied to listening comprehension as well.
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Traub (1993) examined the equivalency of multiple-choice and productive
responses in reading and writing tests. He concluded tentatively that the different
formats measure something different depending on the domain, either writing or
reading. In writing, he argued that items requiring inference, application, or evaluation
of ideas are answered in similar ways regardless of item format because the
manipulation of data to obtain the answer is not recognized by most examinees. On the
other hand, items of test ideas that are stated explicitly in the reading passage might be
approached differently because answers for multiple-choice items only need to be
recognized. Productive responses still need to be processed for understanding in order
to create a response. In reading, he argued that the multiple-choice and constructedanswer test formats do not differ because they are measuring the same construct
characteristics. Rodriguez (2003) used a meta-analysis of 29 studies to conclude that
multiple-choice and short-answer question types shared an underlying construct if the
question-stem was almost the same. However, as the question-stem differences
increased, the correlation between the different question types decreased indicating that
somewhat different constructs were being measured.

True-False Questions
There have been many L1 investigations of the validity of true-false tests, but
only one study by Dudley (2006) has been published comparing multiple-choice and
true-false formats on a foreign language test. Despite controversy surrounding the face
validity of true-false items, numerous researchers (Frisbie, 1992; Irvin, Halpern, &
Landman, 1980) have confirmed the format’s construct validity and have found it equal
to the reliability of the multiple-choice format. One common misconception about true-
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false tests is that the test items can be strongly influenced by guessing. Ebel and Frisbie
(1991) pointed out that by blind guessing on a 100-item true-false test, it is virtually
impossible to correctly guess 70 items on any reasonably measured test with .85 to .95
reliability coefficients. Two difficulties in making true-false tests are that the statements
need to be unambiguous and a large number of items are needed. Ebel and Frisbie
advised that test designers can increase the number of items that can be completed in a
particular amount of time by using a multiple true-false format rather than the
traditional true-false format.

Multiple-Choice Questions
Multiple-choice is a standard format in testing and its validity has been
examined in a variety of ways. Several studies, however, have indicated that multiplechoice item distractors can influence the test-takers’ responses. Oller (1979) argued that
the theoretical underpinning of the multiple-choice item format was to influence testtakers decision-making process negatively because the purpose of distractors is to lead
respondents into considering alternatives that might not have occurred to them, thus
preventing them from choosing the correct answer. Drum, Calfee, and Cook (1981)
examined young native English readers’ performance across several standardized tests,
and their conclusion concurred with Oller’s position. Their most consistent finding was
incorrect choice variance. If one or more of the incorrect choices seemed plausible then
incorrect choice variance increased. As the readers’ proficiency increased, their
tendency to choose plausible wrong choices also increased. Plausible choices that were
not explicitly denied in the reading passage required students to weigh all of the
evidence and make a reasoned response. For those with limited reasoning skills or for
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impulsive readers, the multiple-choice format with plausible wrong choices created
what Drum et al. called "an attractive nuisance” (p. 508).
Freedle and Kostin (1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1996, 1999) have done a great deal
of research on multiple-choice test item formats in testing first and second language
learners’ proficiency. They argued for the legitimacy of multiple-choice tests and
pointed out how they should function: “Ideally, a language-comprehension test ‘should’
assess primarily the difficulty of the text itself—the item structure itself should only be
an incidental device for assessing text difficulty” (Freedle & Kostin, 1999, p. 3).
According to Brown and Hudson (2002), the advantages of the multiple-choice format
are that it can cover a large range of materials, limits guessing, requires a short-time to
administer, is easy to score, and is objective.

Short-Answer Questions
Short-answer tests have high face validity in testing listening comprehension
because guessing is virtually impossible. The test format is similar to authentic
language use in that the test-taker has to respond productively using only their language
skills. Unlike multiple-choice and true-false formats, which test only receptive skills in
an inauthentic way, short-answer tests integrate productive and receptive skills.
Although the range of material that short-answer tests can cover is more limited than
receptive tests, such as true-false tests, the response is more attuned to recall than
recognition because the answer must be provided (Ebel & Frisbie, 1991; Traub, 1993).
Cheng (2004) examined the listening comprehension performance of L2 learners using
multiple-choice, multiple-choice cloze, and open-ended items. Because the participants’
language proficiency was not high, they completed the open-ended responses in their
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native language. Even then, the open-ended items were significantly more difficult than
the multiple-choice and multiple-choice cloze items. The drawbacks for short-answer
tests are that the scoring is sometimes subjective because multiple answers are possible,
abstract thoughts are difficult to explain in a few words, and they are inefficient because
they are time-consuming.

Test-Wiseness
Another method effect in assessment concerns the test-takers’ attitude or testwiseness. Allen (1992) examined English second language learners’ test-taking ability
to manipulate strategies according to the test items on a multiple-choice test. He
developed and validated a test based on Millman, Bishop, and Ebel’s (1965) inventory
of test-wiseness principles. He concluded that students were differentially skilled in test
taking, and that these differences could increase construct invalidity. To limit the
negative effects of any particular test format, Alderson et al. (1995) advised using more
than one test method for testing any ability.
Test item format bias is a concern because evidence suggests that the item
format alone affects results. According to Brown (2005), an item is “the smallest unit
that produces distinctive and meaningful feedback on a test when it is scored or rated”
(p. 41). Item format then concerns matching the item type to the purpose and content of
the test. Two aspects of item format need to be addressed when assessing listening
comprehension. The first is response measurement on listening comprehension tests.
Because listening comprehension is a mental construct that involves no outward
physical demonstration, assessing it is difficult. Measuring the construct requires a
productive response (i.e., speaking or writing), so the reasons test-takers make incorrect
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responses are not clear. Did they produce an incorrect response because they lacked
sufficient comprehension of the text or because the response was too difficult to
produce? The degree to which other language skills influence the measurement of
listening comprehension is problematic, but as previously noted, test developers can
limit the amount of bias by designing tests for a specific audience and following
standardized testing developmental guidelines such as the ones Brown offers: Make
sure (a) the item format matches the purpose and content of the items, (b) there is only
one correct answer, and (c) the item is written at the participants’ proficiency level.
Test format bias has been demonstrated in several second language listening
studies. Buck (1991) and others (Chang & Read 2006; Shohamy & Inbar, 1991; Weir,
1993) have indicated that previewing questions influences comprehension and listening
strategies either negatively or positively. Buck used introspective interviews in which
he concluded that previewing questions affected second language listeners in three
ways. First, listeners chose listening strategies based on viewing the questions. Second,
it allowed them useful clues for the content about to be heard. Third, previewing the
questions made the listening content easier to understand, which implies that without
the questions, comprehension would have been less.
The second item format concern is the type of influence that receptive and
productive responses exert on the results. As Nunan (1999) and Rost (2002) noted,
listening requires both passive and active reciprocity of the listener. Sometimes it is
necessary for the listener to respond, and therefore productive answers should be
included in listening comprehension tests. Cheng (2004), however, has indicated that
receptive responses (multiple-choice) are easier than productive ones (short-answer)
even though the stimulus on listening comprehension tests is presented in the same
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manner. Repetition should help listeners successfully produce responses on listening
tests requiring a productive response.

Cognitive Difficulty of Questions
One aspect that influences cognitive item difficulty is the interaction between
the item type and test-taker. For instance, the test item and its relationship to the
participant’s background knowledge plays a role in determining question difficulty. As
previously stated, Yi’an (1998) concluded that background knowledge played a role in
how the participants answered the questions. For higher proficiency learners answering
multiple-choice questions, background knowledge acted as a facilitator as it allowed the
learners to use the stem questions or distractors when responding. However, as Yi’an
pointed out, this facilitating effect does not guarantee a correct response. For lower
proficiency learners, multiple-choice questions acted in a compensatory way to fill in
missing information. Again, this effect did not necessarily mean that the learners
responded correctly.
Another aspect is the relationship of the question stem and response item.
Nissan, DeVincenzi, and Tang (1996) concluded that inference items, which ask about
information not stated explicitly in the passage, were significantly more difficult than
items that required information explicitly stated in the passage. Kostin (2004) replicated
Nissan et al’s. (1996) study and came to the same conclusion. In addition, both studies
indicated that lexical overlap and redundancy helped comprehension. Further studies
have confirmed these findings (Brindley & Slatyer, 2002; Buck & Tatsuoka, 1998; Hu,
2006).
For this study, question difficulty was considered in the following ways. First,
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Bloom’s taxonomy (1956) of six levels of cognitive difficulty was used as the basis for
determining question difficulty. Brown (2001) interpreted Bloom’s taxonomy for
language purposes and outlined seven levels (p. 172). The first level, which is
considered the easiest level, is called knowledge questions. These types of questions ask
for factual information, and test recall and recognition of information. The second level,
which is considered more cognitively difficult, is comprehension questions. These types
of questions ask individuals to interpret and infer information. The fourth level, which
is more difficult than the preceding levels, is called inference questions. These questions
include forming conclusions that are not directly stated in the input. Second, Henning’s
(1991) definition was also adapted to make comparison more applicable. Therefore,
lower-order cognitive difficulty was defined as questions requiring an understanding of
specific information stated in the passage within a single sentence. Higher-order
cognitive difficulty was defined as questions that can only be answered by using
information from two or more sentences or inferences.

Gaps in the Literature
Although several researchers have examined repetition in listening
comprehension, there has not been any systematic method in which repetition has been
defined and implemented. No definition has been given other than the number of times
the participants listened, so readers are left to wonder whether immediate or delayed
repetition was used. Although counter-intuitive to commonplace experience, memory
research has indicated that delayed repetition (i.e., spacing effect) is more effective than
immediate repetition (i.e., massed effect). Researchers investigating second language
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listening comprehension tests need to compare immediate and delayed repetition
conditions in order to determine their relative effects.
A second gap in the literature concerns the role of repetition and question type
formats in listening comprehension. Cheng (2004) examined question formats on
listening comprehension tests, but did not consider repetition across formats or question
difficulty. It is generally easier for test-takers to answer receptive items than to produce
a response because a productive response requires greater cognitive processing.
Repetition should allow participants to compare previous comprehension responses to
subsequent responses to make more accurate responses.
A third gap in the literature is that the interaction between question difficulty
and repetition has not been examined thoroughly. Only Henning (1991) made a
distinction between higher and lower-order cognitive questions. Chang and Read (2007)
distinguished between general and specific content questions, but used different
question formats, gap-filling versus multiple-choice, for each concept. Therefore a
comparison could not be made. In addition, the questions were combined to form one
comprehension score.
A fourth gap in the literature is the relationship between repetition, language
proficiency, question format, and question difficulty. Is one type of question format or
question difficulty better suited for assessing one proficiency level over another? Chang
and Read (2006) examined listening support for second language learners for two
proficiency levels, but did not thoroughly examine repetition or questions’ cognitive
difficulty.
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Purposes of the Primary Study
The main purpose of the primary study is to examine the effect of several types
of repetition on a second language listening comprehension test. Thus, the first
independent variable is repetition, which has five levels: non-repetition (the control
condition), immediate repetition, delayed repetition theory, delayed repetition A and
delayed repetition B. In the immediate repetition condition, the input stimuli are
repeated a second time prior to the participants answering listening comprehension
questions. In this study, this means that the participants hear a passage twice before
answering a set of five questions. Delayed repetition has three versions, and in all
versions the participants are unable to see the questions during the second playing of the
passage. In the delayed repetition theory condition, participants listen to a passage, are
given an intervening variable, hear the passage again, and answer five questions. In the
delayed repetition A condition, participants listen to a stimulus, answer five questions,
hear the passage again, and then answer the same five questions. The delayed repetition
B condition involves repeating the input stimuli after the participants preview the
questions. Participants view five questions, listen to a stimulus, answer the five
questions, hear the passage again, and then answer the same five questions.
The second purpose of this study is to examine the effect of repetition on
receptive responses (multiple-choice and true-false) and productive (short-answers)
responses. Receptive items are hypothesized to be easier to answer accurately because
the answer is given in the available options, whereas productive items must be answered
actively by each individual (Anderson, 2009b) (Table 6).
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Table 6. Cognitive Difficulty Rank Based on Question Type
Comprehension difficulty
Most difficult

Easiest

Question format
Short-answer (productive)
Short-answer (productive)
Multiple-choice (receptive)
True-false (receptive)
Multiple-choice (receptive)
True-false (receptive)

Question type
Inference (higher)
Specific (lower)
Inference (higher)
Inference (higher)
Specific (lower)
Specific (lower)

Delayed repetition is hypothesized to help test takers answer questions requiring
a productive response more accurately because the second time offers listeners a chance
to use the cognitive utilization stage to compare memory traces with their answer.
The third purpose of this study is to examine the effect of repetition on question
difficulty, operationlized as lower or higher-order questions. Lower-order questions are
those that require understanding a specific word within one sentence. Higher-order
questions require understanding beyond the word level; test-takers must be able to infer
information across one or more sentences. Lower-order questions are hypothesized to
be easier to answer accurately than higher-order questions because they require less
cognitive processing (Table 7). Higher proficiency listeners benefit from delayed
repetition because they can use partial memory traces to complete answers whereas
lower proficiency listeners do not have as many memory traces and therefore do not
benefit as much. Delayed repetition should help more than no repetition and immediate
repetition as comprehension difficulty increases because it allows listeners more
opportunities to compare and retrieve memory traces.
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Table 7. Cognitive Difficulty Rank Based on Question Difficulty
Comprehension difficulty
Hardest

Easiest

Question format
Short-answer (productive)
Multiple-choice (receptive)
True-false (receptive)
Short-answer (productive)
Multiple-choice (receptive)
True-false (receptive)

Question type
Inference (higher)
Inference (higher)
Inference (higher)
Specific (lower)
Specific (lower)
Specific (lower)

The fourth purpose of this study is to examine how repetition, question format,
question difficulty, and proficiency level interact. Repetition should be beneficial in
cases where the learner needs assistance. Repetition is not beneficial for items that are
too easy or too difficult for the learner. By comparing the proficiency levels, it is
possible to determine where repetition helps each group. For example, it is possible to
determine whether repetition benefits one group more than another for receptive
responses with higher-order cognitive questions.

Research Questions
1. Does the method of repetition affect listening comprehension scores?
2. Is the effect of the repetition method the same for all question types?
3. Is the effect of the repetition method the same for question difficulty?
4. What changes occur between the first and second responses?

Research Hypotheses
There are several ways in which repetition can potentially benefit listening
comprehension, but the benefits might depend on a combination of factors: type of
repetition, such as immediate or delayed, type of item format, such as receptive or
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productive, and question difficulty, such as higher-order and lower-order cognitive
questions. The spacing effect in first language studies has indicated that repetition
exerts positive effects because it creates multiple memory traces. Other than capacity
limits, the structural process of memory does not change across languages, so the
positive effects of the spacing effect should be present in the second language. The
following six hypotheses were investigated in this study.

Hypothesis 1: Delayed repetition will increase comprehension scores for all response
types.

Hypothesis 2: Delayed repetition will aid higher proficiency listeners more than lower
proficiency listeners because they will have comprehended more of the passage the first
time.

Hypothesis 3: There will be no significant difference between non-repetition and
immediate repetition for items requiring a receptive response.

Hypothesis 4: Immediate repetition will result in higher scores than non-repetition but
not as great as delayed repetition for productive responses.

Hypothesis 5: Delayed repetition will allow the participants to answer higher and lowerorder cognitive questions more accurately.
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Hypothesis 6: In the delayed repetition condition, the second response will be correct
significantly more often than the first response.
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CHAPTER 3
PRELIMINARY STUDY

This chapter introduces the methods, results, and discussion of the preliminary
study.

Methods
Participants
The data collected in this study came from students enrolled at a prestigious,
private, coeducational university in Japan during the 2008 academic school year. The
school has a comprehensive reading and listening examination for all first-year students.
Half of the students take the examination in the spring semester and the other half take
it in the fall semester. Based on a placement examination administered at the beginning
of the academic year, students are separated into low and high proficiency groups. The
low proficiency group takes the fall examination and the high proficiency group takes
the spring examination. However, the degree to which the two groups of students
differed in terms of their English proficiency is unclear because the raw data for the
placement test were unavailable due to the school’s privacy policy.
A total of 1,601 students from six intact classes with class sizes ranging from
100 to 150 students participated in the study. The students were taking a required
English reading and listening course. They were assigned to each class based on their
major: business, tourism, economics, and social studies. Most of the participants have
had six years of compulsory English instruction from junior high school to high school.
Some participants have also studied English outside of the traditional formal
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educational context such as during homestays, in private language schools, or on the
Internet. In the language program, all first-year students are required to take four units
of English per semester for a total of eight units of English in the first year. The reading
and listening class accounts for one unit. Additionally, the listening test is administered
at the end of the semester as a preview for the unified examination that all first-year
students must take. The results of this test account for ten percent of their listening
course grade.
Because the test administered in this study is a requirement of the university’s
language program, no formal permission to use the test data for research purposes was
sought from the students. Permission to collect the data for research purposes was
obtained from the university’s administration with the director of the language program
fully aware of and supporting this study. The university’s language program was
conducting a needs analysis and was requesting alternate testing proposals. The
approach to testing listening comprehension described in this study was one of several
proposals examined by the university to modify the unified test examination for future
use.

Educational Context
Tests administered in this private university often incorporate aspects of both
norm-referenced and criterion-referenced tests. Students are not usually informed of the
specific content of the test, other than that it covers general English language skills. A
multiple-choice format is used on most of the tests, and the interpretation of the result is
pass/fail. The participants in this study, however, knew the general content of the test,
as they were informed that the test content is similar to the material used in the listening
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and reading class. Additionally, the participants knew that the test would include truefalse, multiple-choice, and short-answer items.
One of the stated goals of the listening course is that students should be able to
understand and answer specific questions related to short reading and listening
passages. To this end, students use a computer-assisted program called Associated
Liberal Creator’s (ALC) Net Academy designed by Hitachi.
Each listening passage averages about one minute and is spoken at a rate of
approximately 130 words per minute (wpm). At the end of each passage, students are
presented with three questions asking about explicitly stated information. The students
are not required to make inferences when answering the questions. Students can
autonomously choose from 80 listening and reading lessons that are rated by ALC to
indicate difficulty, but feedback from the students indicated that the rating system was
not very accurate.
According to the university’s guidelines, instructors usually select and assign at
least one listening and one reading exercise activity per class that takes approximately
45 minutes to complete. Ninety-minute classes were held once a week for 13 weeks.
Instructors were given guidelines to implement the ALC Net Academy program, but
they had considerable freedom to do more than that. As described below, ALC’s
reading and listening sections have five steps each, and completing the ten steps for two
topics took approximately fifteen minutes. After finishing one unit of ALC’s Net
Academy program, instructors gave supplemental quizzes based on the reading and
listening texts. The reading quizzes were comprised of matching, fill-in-the-blank, and
true-false questions. The listening activities included material developed by each
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teacher related to listening activities such as movie dialogue clips, songs, or news
programs.
The listening section of ALC’s Net Academy program has five steps with
guidelines for each step. The first step is to listen to the text. Visual aids help the
listeners follow the text passage, for example, students can see speaker turn-taking. In
the second step, students take a quiz made up of three multiple-choice or three true-false
questions. Students have the option of viewing the questions and answer choices. The
third step, Discovery, has several aspects to it. Students have the option of listening to
the text turn by turn at three speaking speeds, and the option of viewing the spoken text
in English or a Japanese translation. There are no time constraints to this step. In the
fourth step, Speed Listening, the students select from five listening speeds. Additionally
there are several visual options to view in relation to the spoken text while listening
such as the turn-taking visual or complete or partial English written text. In the fifth
step, Review, students listen to the text at normal speed and can view a transcript of the
text in English or Japanese. The audio quality is not consistent throughout all lessons
and faster speeds also diminish the quality.
For this course, one instructor monitors three or four computer rooms at once as
indicated in Figure 9. The instructor is in one classroom and two assistants are in each
of the satellite classrooms, which are on the same on the same floor as the instructors.
The instructor can control all audio and visual information to all the students via the
computer. Each student has a computer and demonstration monitors are placed
throughout the computer rooms as shown in Figure 10. In addition, there is an overhead
camera (OHC) that is connected to the demonstration monitors; therefore, each student
has a clear view of any material presented by the instructor.
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Satellite Room A (e.g., Room #2 on first
floor) with teacher-assistant monitors
30-50 students
Hallway

Teacher's room (e.g., Room
#1 on first floor)
30-50 students

Satellite Room B (e.g., Room #3 on first
floor) with teacher-assistant monitors
30-50 students
Satellite Room C (e.g., Room #4 on first
floor) with teacher-assistant monitors
30-50 students

Figure 9. Physical layout of classes for one instructor and assistant.
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Student Demonstration Student
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monitor
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Figure 10. Example of the computer layout in one room.
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Materials and Instrumentation
The experimental listening test consisted of six passages, three monologues and
three dialogues. Each passage was followed by five questions consisting of three
higher-order cognitive questions and two lower-order cognitive questions. Three
question formats were used in the test, which is explained in greater detail below. Each
listening passage was approximately one to two minutes long. Ten native English
professors and five native Japanese professors that teach English took the test before it
was piloted with a group of 15 university students attending a different university. In
addition, all of the professors were asked to identify which questions were higher-order
and lower order. All of them distinguished the question type correctly. The pilot results
from the university students indicated that the test was functioning appropriately. An
example of the listening text is shown below. All of the passages with questions are
shown in Appendix A.
E-cash is designed for secure payments from any personal computer to any other
work station, over e-mail or Internet. E-cash has the privacy of paper cash, while
achieving the high security required for electronic network environments
through innovations in public key cryptography. DigiCash pioneered this type of
cash chips cards and electronic wallets, always with a tamper-resistant chip for
storing the value. Now we present the first software-only solution: e-cash. With
e-cash you can pay for access to a database, buy software or a newsletter by email; play a computer game over the Internet, receive the five dollars a friend
owes you, or even order a pizza. The possibilities are truly unlimited.
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Table 8 shows the three question types with example questions for each question
difficulty level.

Table 8. Examples of the Three Question Types for Lower and Higher Order Cognitive
Questions
Test method

Lower-order listening comprehension question sample

T-F

The main design benefit of E-cash is secure payment via the Internet.
(*T)

M-C

Question stem: What is the main design benefit of E-cash?
*A. A secure payment system
B. You can buy jewelry
C. E-cash limits spending

S-A

What is the main design benefit of E-cash? (*Payments are secure)
Higher-order listening comprehension question sample

T-F

There are a variety of ways to use E-cash to make transactions via the
Internet. (*T)

M-C

Q stem: Why is E-cash secure?
*A. It is encrypted.
B. It is electronic.
C. It has a key.

S-A

Why is E-cash secure? (*It is encrypted or protected)

Note. T-F = True false; M-C = Multiple-choice; S-A = Short answer. * indicates correct
answer.
Participants listened to a short passage that took between 50-180 seconds, and
answered five questions per passage. The listening items were developed to measure not
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only overall listening comprehension, but also distinguish between lower and higherorder cognitive listening comprehension. The lower-order cognitive items referred to
information from the text directly, and were limited to one sentence. For example, in the
aural text, the phrase “designed for secure payment” was used. The answer item also
used the phrase “secure payment.”
Higher-order true-false items asked about information across several sentences,
or synonyms were used instead of the exact wording in the listening text. For example,
the phrase “secure payments” was used in the aural text, and “encrypted” was used in
the answer phrase. Freedle and Fellbaum (1987) demonstrated that item difficulty could
be increased by using vocabulary stated in the listening passage as distractors in the
answer options. This was not done in any of the passages. Vocabulary used in the
listening passage was only used as a correct response choice.

True-False Questions
In two out of six passages, five true-false questions for each passage were
developed to measure listening comprehension. One passage was a monologue and one
was a dialogue. Although not a common format on standardized tests, the true-false
format was used for two reasons. First, true-false questions were used after some
passages in the ALC listening program, so the students were familiar with this format.
Second, it provided a different measure of the receptive listening construct compared
with the multiple-choice question format.
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Multiple-Choice Questions
Five multiple-choice questions were developed for two out of the six listening
comprehension passages. One passage was a monologue and one was a dialogue.
Multiple-choice questions were also used in the ALC Net program, and were a wellknown format to the participants. Multiple-choice items were developed to measure
lower and higher-order listening comprehension.

Short-Answer Questions
Five short answers were developed to measure the participants’ comprehension
on two out of the six listening passages. One passage was a monologue and one was a
dialogue. This format is uncommon on standardized tests, but the university
incorporates short answers in a variety of ways on tests such as the entrance
examination or placement examination. Students were given activities in class to
become more accustomed to this listening test format. This format was used for two
reasons. The first was to move away from receptive measurement of listening
comprehension to a productive measurement. The second was to measure the effect of
repetition using a third test method. Although providing short answers measuring
higher-order listening comprehension is hypothesized to be the most difficult item type,
they were developed specifically for this study to demonstrate that repetition influences
comprehension in multiple ways.

Research Design
Three listening test formats were used in this study: non-repetition (NR),
immediate repetition (IR), and delayed repetition (DR) (see Table 9). The listening
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passage is not repeated in the non-repetition test format. In the immediate repetition test
format, the listening passage is repeated after a five second delay so that there is no
intervening variable. In the delayed repetition test format, the listening passage is
repeated after a two-minute delay. The delay provides enough time for the participants
to answer all five questions.
Table 9. Research Design
RT

Group A

X1

O

RT

Group B

X2

O

RT

Group C

X3

O

RT

Group D

X1

O

RT

Group E

X2

O

RT
Group F
X3
O
Note. RT = Random assignment of treatment condition to a teacher’s intact class; X =
treatment condition; O = measurement.
Procedures
The experiment took place on the university campus over two days. There were
between three and four computer rooms for each instructor. Each instructor was
randomly assigned different treatments that were administered to about 150 students
each. Two instructors were assigned the non-repetition test format, immediate repetition
test format, and the delayed repetition test format, respectively. The instructors used an
overhead camera along with computer demonstration monitors to administer the test.
All the treatment groups listened to the same listening passages. The test was
made up of six listening sections: (a) Training for the Olympics, T-F, (b) Joining a
Gym, S-A, (c) Co-workers Talking, M-C, (d) Sake S-A, (e) Aviation Museum, S-A, (f)
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Weather Report, M-C. Prior to each listening section, instructions were given in
Japanese verbally (Table 10), and an English sample item (Table 11) was shown on an
overhead camera and the computer demonstration monitors. Additionally, the topic for
each listening passage was shown below the example on the monitor to help activate the
test-takers’ schema prior to listening.

Table 10. Example of Japanese Verbal Instructions for the Three Treatments
Non-repetition
聞き取りを始める前に（問題文を読んで）これから聞き取る文章のテーマを推
測してください。文章は一回しか流れませんので注意深く聞いてください。聞
き取り終了後、５つの問題に解答してください。聞き取り中にメモをとっても
構いません。文章の内容をもとに解答してください。	
 
Immediate repetition
聞き取りを始める前に（問題を読んで）これから聞き取る文章のテーマを推測
してください。同じ文章が二回流れます。聞き取り中にメモをとっても構いま
せん。文章は二回続けて流れます。聞き取り終了後、５つの問題に解答してく
ださい。文章の内容をもとに解答してください。
Delayed repetition
聞き取りを始める前に（問題を読んで）これから聞き取る文章のテーマを推測
してください。聞き取り中にメモをとっても構いません。聞き取り終了後、５
つの問題に解答してください。文章の内容をもとに、aの解答欄に解答してく
ださい。次にもう一度同じ文章が流れます。聞き取り中、問題文は隠されます
。聞き取り終了後、一回目と同じ５つの問題に解答し、解答用紙のbのセクシ
ョンに答えを記入してください。採点されるのはbの解答のみです。bの解答が
aと同じ場合も、bの解答欄にその答えを記入してください。	
 
Table 11. Sample Item Instructions for the Three Treatment Conditions
Non-repetition
Directions: Identify the topic before listening. Please listen to the passage carefully
because you will hear it only once. After listening to the passage once, you will be
asked 5 true-false questions. You may take notes while listening. Answer each question
based on what is said in the passage.
Example:
Question

Answer
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Table 11. (continued)
American university entrance examinations are easy.

True

Topic: Training for the Olympics
Immediate repetition
Directions: Identify the topic before listening. Please listen to the passage twice. You
may take notes while listening. After listening to the passage once, you will hear it
again. Then you will be asked 5 true-false questions. Answer each question based on
what is said in the passage.
Example:
Question
American university entrance examinations are easy.

Answer
True

Topic: Training for the Olympics
Delayed repetition
Directions: Identify the topic before listening. Please listen to the passage. You may
take notes while listening. After listening to the passage, you will be asked 5 true-false
questions. Answer each question in the “a” column based on what is said in the passage.
You will listen to the passage a second time. The instructor will cover the questions
when listening the second time. You will be asked the same 5 true-false questions.
Please answer the questions in the “b” column.
Only the “b” column answers will count for the test score. If the “a” and “b”
sections are the same, then fill both in.
Example:
Question

Answer (a column)

Answer (b column)

True

True

American university entrance
examinations are easy.

If the “b” section is different than the “a” section, only the “b” section will count. Please
do not make any changes to section “a” answers.
Example:
Question

Answer (a column)

Answer (b column)

False

True

American university entrance
examinations are easy.
Topic: Training for the Olympics
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The students were able to take notes while listening. Due to limitations of the
scan mark-sheet, the participants typed their answers into a Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet. The students, who had practiced the procedures using the Excel software in
class when taking quizzes, were responsible for the data input much like that of an
ordinary test. The participants in the delayed repetition group input their data slightly
differently than the other treatment groups. Because they had two chances to answer the
question, they were asked to input their data twice. After listening once, they typed their
initial answers in column A. After listening the second time, they typed their final
answers in column B. Only the responses in column B were counted for scoring, and the
participants were aware of that. The participants were informed that column A answers
would be used only for research concerning the development of test questions and
formats. The participants submitted their Excel files via the university’s intranet.

Non-Repetition Test Procedures
In the non-repetition condition, the instructor first gave verbal instructions in
Japanese while showing the English instructions, a sample question, and the listening
passage topic on the overhead projector and computer demonstration monitors. Next,
the listening passage was played via the classroom’s audio system. The questions were
not available for viewing while the listening passage was being played. After listening
to the passage, the participants were given one minute to answer five true-false
questions that were shown on the overhead projector and computer demonstration
monitors. The instructor followed the same steps (instructions, playback, questions) for
the remaining five listening sections with one minute added for answering the multiplechoice and short-answer sections as shown in Table 12.
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Table 12. Procedures for Non-Repetition Listening Treatment Condition
Listening passage
Passage 1

Non-repetition
Instructions
Play passage once
1 minute to answer five true-false questions

Passage 2

Instructions
Play passage once
2 minutes to answer five multiple-choice questions

Passage 3

Instructions
Play passage once
2 minutes to answer five short-answer questions

Passage 4

Instructions
Play passage once
1 minute to answer five true-false questions

Passage 5

Instructions
Play passage once
2 minutes to answer five multiple-choice questions

Passage 6

Instructions
Play passage once
2 minutes to answer five short-answer questions

Immediate Repetition Test Procedures
During the immediate repetition condition, the procedures were as follows. First,
the instructor gave verbal instructions in Japanese while showing the English
instructions, a sample question, and the listening passage topic on the overhead
projector and computer demonstration monitors. Next, the listening passage was played
twice via the classroom’s audio system. There was a short pause of five seconds
between the first and second playback. The questions were not available for viewing
while the listening passage was being played. After listening to the passage twice, the
participants answered five true-false questions. The questions were displayed via the
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overhead projector and computer demonstration monitors. The students were given one
minute to answer five true-false question items. The instructor followed the same steps
(instructions, playback, questions) for the remaining five listening sections with a slight
variation in the time provided to answer questions (See Table 13).

Table 13. Procedures for Immediate Repetition Listening Treatment Condition
Listening passage
Passage 1

Immediate repetition
Instructions
Play passage twice
1 minute to answer five true-false questions

Passage 2

Instructions
Play passage twice
2 minutes to answer five multiple-choice questions

Passage 3

Instructions
Play passage twice
2 minutes to answer five short-answer questions

Passage 4

Instructions
Play passage twice
1 minute to answer five true-false questions

Passage 5

Instructions
Play passage twice
2 minutes to answer five multiple-choice questions

Passage 6

Instructions
Play passage twice
2 minutes to answer five short-answer questions

Delayed Repetition Test Procedures
The procedures for the delayed repetition condition, as shown in Table 14, were
as follows. First, the instructor gave the verbal instructions in Japanese while showing
the English instructions, a sample question, and the listening passage topic on the
overhead projector and computer demonstration monitors.
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Table 14. Procedures for the Delayed Repetition Listening Treatment Condition
Listening Passage Delayed Repetition
Passage 1
Instructions
Play listening passage once
30 seconds to answer five true-false questions
Play listening passage again
30 seconds to answer five true-false questions
Passage 2

Instructions
Play listening passage once
1 minute to answer five multiple-choice questions
Play listening passage again
1 minute to answer five multiple-choice questions

Passage 3

Instructions
Play listening passage once
1 minute to answer five short-answer questions
Play listening passage again
1 minute to answer five short-answer questions

Passage 4

Delayed Repetition
Instructions
Play listening passage once
30 seconds to answer five true-false questions
Play listening passage again
30 seconds to answer five true-false questions

Passage 5

Instructions
Play listening passage once
1 minute to answer five multiple-choice questions
Play listening passage again
1 minute to answer five multiple-choice questions

Passage 6

Instructions
Play listening passage once
1 minute to answer five short-answer questions
Play listening passage again
1 minute to answer five short-answer questions

Next, the listening passage was played via the classroom’s audio system. The questions
were not available for viewing while the listening passage was being played. After
listening to the passage, the students were given 30 seconds to answer five true-false
questions that were shown via the overhead projector and computer demonstration
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monitors. The instructor covered the questions on the overhead projector and blacked
out the computer demonstration monitors during the second playback. After listening to
the passage again, the participants saw the same five true-false questions again, and
were given 30 seconds to answer them. The instructor followed the same steps
(instructions, playback, questions, playback, questions) for the remaining five listening
sections with a slight variation in the time provided to answer questions.

Data Preparation
The data were examined and screened prior to running in SPSS. In addition to
using Rasch measures, raw scores were used to compare proficiency groups, question
types, question difficulty and where response changes occurred. The first step involved
data preparation using Excel, and the second step involved data screening. The original
spreadsheets were not used in any modification procedures. Only copied spreadsheets
were used in the first step.
In the first step, each participant’s Excel spreadsheet was put into one
spreadsheet based on the treatment using Excel’s macro program; thus, three
spreadsheets were produced: non-repetition, immediate repetition, and delayed
repetition. Each treatment spreadsheet was then put into one spreadsheet with the
treatment variable included. This procedure produced one spreadsheet with each
individual’s answers and treatment type. Figure 11 shows the steps in the procedures.
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Student #1

Student #2

	
 
	
 
	
 
	
 
	
 
Student
#1
Student
#2
Student
#3

Student #3

Transformed by Excel’s macro
program into one worksheet using
column B answers only.
A

B

C

D

E

T

F

F

T

F

T

F

F

T

F

T

F

F

T

F

F
Athletic
culb
Family
fitness
Family
fitness

G

H

$100

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

Tennis

No

C

B

C

C

A

$100

5

Tennis

No

C

B

C

C

A

$100

5

Tennis

No

C

B

C

C

A

Figure 11. Visual example of Excel’s macro procedure to transform worksheets for
delayed repetition A and B conditions.
The participants’ answers were recoded into correct (1) and incorrect (0)
responses. True-false and multiple-choice answers were recoded using Excel’s find and
replace option. Two instructors assessed the correctness of the short-answer responses;
a third rater was used when the first two raters disagreed. The inter-rater reliability
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estimate, using Cohen’s kappa, was .92 across 10 items. The instructors were given no
specific guidelines other than that the answer needed to be specific enough to convey
the correct meaning. Spelling errors were not considered unless they affected the
meaning adversely. The answers were then re-coded into correct (1) and incorrect (0)
responses. Empty cells were treated as incorrect responses. A visual scan of the
spreadsheet was performed to determine if any participants made any major
mismarkings, such as putting a T-F response in a S-A cell. After viewing the data, 16
participants were eliminated because they did not answer any of the items or submitted
two answer forms, which left the total number of participants at 1,585.

Rasch Analysis
According to Bond and Fox (2007), “The Rasch model provides a mathematical
framework against which test developers can compare their data” (p. 41). Linacre
(2011) explained it as a method for obtaining objective, fundamental, linear measures.
Rasch analysis allows for a meaningful understanding of the spacing between measures
because the person ability and item difficulty estimates are linear measures placed on
the same interval scale. It is important for test developers to have a clear, explicit idea
of the construct being measured, that is, a single construct should be measured by the
items, a characteristic that is often referred to as unidimensionality. Unidimensionality
does not imply the use of only one cognitive process, rather, it is a focus on one
attribute or dimension at a time (Bejar, 1983). For example, the measurement of the
listening comprehension construct involves three cognitive stages (Anderson 2005), but
only one construct is being measured.
The Rasch model can indicate whether a listening comprehension test is a valid
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measure of the listening construct. Several hypotheses were used in constructing the
difficulty of the listening comprehension tests used in this study, and the model’s item
hierarchy should reflect those hypotheses. By viewing the item’s hierarchy, it is a
practical way of observing the construct’s linear construction, like placing a ruler
alongside it. The Rasch model is used in three ways in this study, all of which can
indicate the degree to which the listening comprehension tests used in this study are
unidimensional. First, the Rasch model’s item fit statistics reflect whether the items and
persons match the model’s predictions, which in turn, indicate whether the items are of
sufficiently high quality. Misfitting items can be detected and revised or deleted to help
ensure the integrity of the test. The fit statistics offer empirical support that the items are
behaving as predicted by the by the Rasch model. Second, item and person reliability
estimates indicate the stability of the item, difficulty estimates, and person ability
estimates. Item reliability concerns the stability of item difficulties that have been
ranked by a particular sample of persons. Third, the Rasch principal component analysis
of item residuals that differ from the targeted construct helps identify any additional
dimensions in the data.

Rasch Fit Statistics
Rasch infit and outfit statistics indicate the degree of agreement between the
observed responses and the expectations of the model. A high item fit statistic indicates
that an item is behaving differently from the other items in the modeled expectations,
which might indicate the item does not measure the same dimension as the other items.
When checking for misfitting items, Linacre (2008) advised the following guidelines:
Investigate negative point-measure or point-biserial correlations, examine outfit mean-
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square before infit mean-square statistics, examine the mean-square fit statistics before
the standardized fit statistics, and examine high values before low or negative values.
Outfit and infit statistics are reported in two ways: mean squares, which have an
expected value of 1, and t-standardized, which have an expected value of zero. Mean
squares are based on the sum of squared standardized residuals, and the indices are used
to identify individuals with responses that depart significantly from the predictions of
the Rasch model. Infit and outfit mean-square statistics should have values ranging
between .5 to 1.5 (Linacre, 2008). Mean-squares greater than 1 indicate more variation
than expected by the model, while indices lower than 1 indicate less variation than
expected (McNamara, 1996). Values greater than 1.5 or values less than .5 indicate
items that possibly detract from the measurement of the construct. For example, values
greater than 1.5 might indicate that an item is measuring another construct whereas
values less than .5 might indicate an item that is redundant. For this study a meansquare fit criterion of .5-1.5 was used to identify good-fitting items. Because the
standardized fit statistics are too sensitive with large samples, such as the one in this
study, they were not used when assessing item fit.

Item and Person Reliability
Rasch analysis provides reliability estimates for both persons and items and both
are analogous to Cronbach’s alpha. Person reliability reflects the consistency of person
ordering as measured by the measurement scale. It indicates whether the participants
would score the same way on other tests measuring the same construct. That is to say, if
participant A scored higher than participant B on one test, then on other tests measuring
the same construct, participant A would score higher than participant B if the person
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reliability is high (Bond & Fox, 2007). In addition to the person reliability estimate, a
person separation statistic is also reported. This indicates the number of statistically
significant groups that can be identified, given the variance in total scores and the
reliability of the measure. A higher separation statistic indicates greater reliability
because the range of ability estimates in relation to their standard errors is greater.
Person reliability and separation are strongly related, but the separation statistic is more
sensitive, as it is not bound by 0 and 1 like the reliability estimate. In an example given
by Linacre (2008), a person reliability of .5 might indicate only one or two levels of
ability whereas a higher person reliability of .9 might indicate three or four levels of
ability.
The second reliability estimate provided by a Rasch analysis is item reliability,
which is interpreted similarly to person reliability. Item reliability reflects the
consistency of item ordering as measured by the measurement scale. It indicates the
replicability of the item difficulty estimates if the items were given to another sample
group. That is to say, if item A is more difficult than item B with one sample of test
takers, the same ranking will be found with another set of test takers when the item
reliability is high (Bond & Fox, 2007). According to Linacre (2008), item reliability
chiefly depends on a wide difficulty range among the items and large sample size. In
addition to the item reliability estimate, an item separation statistic is also reported. A
higher separation statistic indicates that the items can be separated into more
statistically distinct measures of performance.

Principal Components Analysis of Item Residuals
Rasch measures are always unidimensional, and ideally one latent variable
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should explain all systematic variance. The purpose of the Rasch principal component
analysis (PCA) of item residuals is to explain variance, not construct variables. The
PCA examines the residuals for contrasts that can explain the most variance. Ideally,
once the variance attributed to the construct dimension has been removed, the
remaining variance should represent a random pattern of noise (Linacre, 2008). When
the correlation matrices of standardized residuals across items and across persons are
computed, any dimensions not a part of the construct or variations of the construct
appear. If the eigenvalue of the first contrast is less than 2.0, then the hypothesis that the
residual variance is random noise can be assumed. If the eigenvalue is greater than 2.0,
then the loading patterns become important. By examining items that have a loading of
greater than ±.4, it is possible to better understand whether a second dimension might be
present or not.

Results
In order to examine the dimensionality and reliability of the tests that were used
in this study, the results of the July 2008 and January 2009 listening comprehension test
were combined and analyzed by submitting the dichotomous raw data to a Rasch
analysis. All Rasch analyses were conducted with WINSTEPS version 3.73 (Linacre,
2007). The Rasch logit scale was converted to a CHIPS scale in order to avoid negative
person ability and item difficulty estimates. The mean of a CHIPS scale is set at 50.0 by
convention.
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Preliminary Listening Comprehension Test
The raw mean score for the participants was 14.3 out of a possible 30 with a
standard deviation of 3.8. The Rasch mean item estimate was 50.0 CHIPS, the item
reliability estimate was 1.00, and item separation was 17.53, which indicated that the
test questions separated into 17 statistically different levels of difficulty. The Rasch
person reliability estimate was .60, and person separation was 1.22, indicating that the
person ability estimates were not well separated. One reason for this is that the Japanese
university entrance examination filters students entering the university and thereby
reduces the variance in English proficiency. Another reason is that the placement
examination filters them further into courses made up of students with similar language
proficiency. Finally, students in the lower proficiency group are more likely to drop out
as indicated by attendance records so the proficiency level becomes even more
homogenized.
The Rasch fit statistics were checked using the following three steps. First, the
point-measure correlations were checked to ensure that there were only positive
correlations. Second, the outfit mean square statistics were checked to ensure that the
items were within the 0.5-1.5 criterion. Third, the infit mean square statistics were
checked to ensure that the items were within the 0.5-1.5 criterion. As Table 15
indicates, Item 25 was the most difficult item with a difficulty estimate of 60.1, whereas
item 1 was the easiest with a difficulty estimate of 36.6.
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Table 15. Rasch Item Difficulty and Item Fit Statistics for the Preliminary Listening
Test
Item

Item
Item
Infit
Infit
Outfit
Outfit
response cognitive
ZSTD
MNSQ
ZSTD
type
level
Measure SE MNSQ
1
TF
low
36.6
.5
1.00
.1
.88
-1.0
2
TF
low
46.8
.2
1.08
3.9
1.11
4.2
3
TF
high
51.1
.2
1.05
3.2
1.21
8.7
4
TF
high
51.1
.2
.97
-1.8
1.00
-.2
5
TF
high
52.8
.3
1.11
5.2
1.28
8.7
6
SA
low
52.8
.3
.92
-3.8
.89
-3.8
7
SA
low
53.0
.3
1.12
5.2
1.11
3.6
8
SA
high
51.5
.2
.97
-1.8
.96
-1.7
9
SA
low
46.8
.2
.94
-3.4
.91
-3.7
10
SA
high
48.3
.2
.90
-6.8
.88
-6.2
11
MC
low
54.2
.3
1.10
3.6
1.15
3.9
12
MC
high
50.6
.2
1.01
1.0
1.01
.3
13
MC
high
50.8
.2
1.04
2.4
1.05
2.3
14
MC
low
45.4
.3
.98
-.9
.98
-.5
15
MC
high
57.3
.3
1.02
.4
1.07
1.2
16
TF
high
46.9
.2
1.07
3.9
1.10
4.1
17
TF
low
50.8
.2
1.00
.0
1.00
.1
18
TF
low
43.4
.3
.95
-1.5
.92
-1.9
19
TF
high
42.9
.3
.99
-.3
1.06
1.2
20
TF
low
43.1
.3
.95
-1.5
.92
-1.8
21
SA
low
48.3
.2
.92
-5.4
.90
-5.3
22
SA
high
56.3
.3
1.00
-.1
.99
-.2
23
SA
low
58.9
.4
.91
-1.6
.78
-3.1
24
SA
high
47.7
.2
1.00
.1
1.00
.1
25
SA
high
60.1
.4
.96
-.6
.86
-1.6
26
MC
low
51.2
.2
1.01
.5
1.00
.0
27
MC
high
50.3
.2
1.01
.7
1.01
.6
28
MC
low
50.3
.2
.93
-5.3
.91
-4.7
29
MC
high
49.7
.2
1.06
3.9
1.06
2.9
30
MC
low
50.8
.2
.98
-1.4
.97
-1.3
Note. TF = True-false; MC = Multiple-choice; SA = Short-answer. Item difficulty
measure estimates are Rasch CHIPS.
Figure 12 shows the Wright map, which displays the person-item relationship in
a pictorial representation (Bond & Fox, 2007). The CHIPS scale is shown on the far left
side of the figure. According to Linacre (2008) CHIPS are a useful transformation, in
which 1 logit = 4.55 CHIPS. In this user-scaling system, standard errors tend to be
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about 1 CHIP in size. A comparison of the locations of the person measures (left side)
and item measures (right side) shows that the mean person ability measure (M = 49.50;
SD = 3.1) is approximately equal to the mean of the item measures (M = 50.00; SD =
4.90). In addition, Figure 12 shows that several of the item measures were redundant in
that they shared the same location on the logit scale with at least one other item.
Nonetheless, the item difficulty estimates displayed sufficient variance in that the most
difficult items were beyond most of the participants’ listening comprehension ability.
Along the left side of the map, the participants are spread out over 24 CHIPS, minimum
= 35.8 CHIPS, maximum = 61.8 CHIPS, with higher proficiency students toward the
top of the map and lower proficiency students toward the bottom. Along the right side
of the map, the items spread out over 23 CHIPS, minimum = 36.6 CHIPS, maximum =
60.1 CHIPS, with the easier items toward the bottom of the map and the more difficult
items toward the top. In this case, the listening comprehension test covers the abilities
of the lowest to the highest students, so there are no ceiling or floor effects. Placing the
persons and items on the same interval scale clearly indicates the items matched the
persons’ abilities for the construct measured. As expected, most of the participants were
in the middle of the map indicating they had similar listening proficiency. Another
conclusion that can be drawn by looking at Figure 12 is that the short-answer items
were more difficult than the true-false items, and higher-order questions were generally
more difficult than lower-order questions.
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More able persons | More difficult items
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. |
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. +T ITEM 23-sa low
ITEM
. | ITEM 15-mc high
. T| ITEM 22-sa high
.# |S ITEM 11-mc low
.### S| ITEM 5-tf high
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.##### | ITEM 13-mc high ITEM
ITEM 30-mc low
ITEM
50 .############ M+M ITEM 12-mc high ITEM
ITEM 28-mc low
ITEM
.######## | ITEM 10-sa high ITEM
.#### S| ITEM 16-tf high ITEM
## |S ITEM 14-mc low
. T| ITEM 18-tf low
ITEM
. |
40
. +T
. |
| ITEM 1-tf low
. |
|
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+
Less able persons | Less difficult items

25-sa high

6-sa low
26-mc low
4-tf high
17-tf low
29-mc high
21-sa low
2-tf low

ITEM
ITEM
ITEM
ITEM

7-sa low
3-tf high
8-sa high
27-mc high

19-tf high

ITEM 20-tf low

ITEM 24-sa high
ITEM 9-sa low

Note. Each #' = 39 people; each . = 1-38 person; tf = true-false; mc = multiple-choice; sa
= short-answer; high = higher cognitive order; low = lower cognitive order.
Figure 12. Wright map for the preliminary listening comprehension test.

The Rasch principal components analysis of the residuals was applied to detect
other potential measurement dimensions in the preliminary listening test data. The
Rasch model accounted for 22.7% of the variance in the data. The first residual contrast
accounted for 6% of the variance (eigenvalue = 1.7). According to Reckase (1979), the
variance explained by the first factor, which in this case is the variance accounted for by
the Rasch model, should be greater than 20% to indicate unidimensionality. This
criterion was met. Loadings on the first contrast were examined next. Six items had
loadings greater than ±.4. Further examination indicated that the items could be
separated into two groups. The three items with the highest positive loadings were truefalse items, while the three items with the highest negative loadings were short-answer
items. This indicated that the true-false items measured the listening construct
somewhat differently from than the multiple-choice and short-answer items; However,
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given that the eigenvalue of the first contrast was below 2.0, the test was considered to
be fundamentally unidimensional.
Using the participants’ Rasch person ability estimates, a 3 x 2 factorial ANOVA
with polynominal contrasts was conducted to evaluate the effects of three treatment
conditions (non-repetition, immediate repetition, delayed repetition) and two
proficiency groups (high and low) on listening comprehension scores. The descriptive
statistics are shown in Table 16. The assumptions for the ANOVA were checked. First,
a total of 77 outliers with z-scores above 3.0, or those identified using boxplots of SPSS,
for each treatment condition and group were eliminated, leaving 1,508 participants.
Second, homogeneity of variance was checked using Levene’s test. The test was
significant, thus indicating that the group variances were unequal. However, large
sample sizes affect Levene’s test because small differences in the group variances
produce significant results, thus making the null hypothesis incorrect. As an alternative,
Field (2007) advised looking at the variance ratio. If the ratio is less than 2.0 by taking
the highest variance value and dividing it by the lowest variance value, then it is safe to
assume homogeneity of variance. In this case, the highest variance value was the lower
proficiency participants in the delayed repetition condition (2.762 = 7.60). This figure
was divided by the lowest variance value, which was the higher proficiency participants
in the non-repetition condition (1.992 = 3.99) yielding 1.90, which was less than 2.0
criterion. Third, the scores were considered independent because no cheating was
reported.
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Table 16. Rasch Descriptive Statistics for the Treatment Conditions and Proficiency
Groups

n
M
SE
95% CILB
95% CIUB
SD
Skewness
SES
Kurtosis
SEK

Nonrepetition

Immediate
repetition

Delayed
repetition

Low
proficiency
group

High
proficiency
group

432
49.15
0.10
48.94
49.35
2.18
0.07
0.12
-0.09
0.23

489
49.66
0.11
49.44
49.89
2.54
-0.14
0.11
-0.41
0.22

587
49.80
0.11
49.56
50.02
2.65
0.11
0.10
-0.46
0.20

779
48.99
0.09
48.81
49.17
2.38
0.08
0.09
-0.30
0.18

729
50.19
0.09
50.02
50.36
2.36
0.06
0.09
-0.41
0.18

Note. CILB = Confidence interval lower bound; CIUB = Confidence interval upper
bound.
The results from the ANOVA indicated a significant main effect for treatment
conditions, F(2,1502) = 20.81, p < .05, partial η2 = .03, a significant effect for
proficiency, F(1, 1502) = 120.16, p < .05, partial η2 = .07, and a significant interaction
effect between the treatment conditions and proficiency groups, F(2, 1502) = 3.15, p <
.05, partial η2 = .005.

Research Question 1: The Effect of Repetition on Listening Comprehension
Research question 1 asked whether the method of repetition influences listening
comprehension scores. Figures 13 indicates that the different conditions affect
comprehension scores. As the main effect for treatment conditions was significant, a
post hoc test using Games-Howell’s pairwise test procedure was used because of the
different sample sizes. Pairwise comparisons were made with alpha set at .017 (.05/3).
The results revealed significant differences between the non-repetition condition and
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immediate repetition condition, the non-repetition condition and delayed repetition
condition, but not between immediate repetition condition and delayed repetition
condition.

Note. 1 = Non-repetition; 2 = Immediate repetition; 3 = Delayed repetition
Figure 13. The mean Rasch item difficulty estimates for each condition.
Research Question 2: The Effect of Repetition on Question Type
Research question 2 asked whether the type of repetition affected the listening
comprehension scores for different question types. To answer this question, it was
necessary to use the raw scores because the Rasch estimate measures could not be
broken into separate person ability estimates for the difficulty question types. The data
were screened using the checklist proposed by Tabachnick and Fidell (2001, p. 91),
and the assumptions were checked and met prior to analysis. First, 55 outliers with z-
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scores above 3.0, or those identified using boxplots of SPSS, for each treatment
condition and group were eliminated (Field, 2007). Second, Levene’s test was
significant, so the variance ratio was examined. Similar to the Rasch estimate
measures, the highest variance value was the delayed repetition condition (3.712 =
13.76). This figure was divided by the lowest variance value, which was for the nonrepetition condition (2.632 = 6.91) yielding 1.99, which was less than 2.0 criterion.
Finally, the internal consistency reliability estimate of the 30 items on the listening test
was examined using Cronbach’s alpha, which was .50. This is consider low and was
expected as the Rasch analysis indicated that the question types might be measuring
different qualities of the same construct. The descriptive statistics for the three
treatment conditions and two proficiency groups are shown in Table 17.

Table 17. Raw Score Descriptive Statistics for the Treatment Conditions and
Proficiency Groups
High
Low
NonImmediate
Delayed
proficiency
proficiency
repetition
repetition
repetition
group
group
n
442
496
608
757
789
M
13.28
14.31
15.27
15.22
13.59
SE
0.13
0.15
0.15
0.12
0.12
95% CILB
13.01
14.02
14.97
14.97
13.37
95% CIUB
13.54
14.61
15.56
15.48
13.83
SD
2.83
3.35
3.73
3.43
3.31
Skewness
-0.04
0.01
-0.06
0.05
0.13
SES
0.12
0.11
0.09
0.09
0.09
Kurtosis
-0.23
-0.03
-0.36
-0.14
-0.12
SEK
0.23
0.22
0.19
0.18
0.17
Note. CILB = Confidence interval lower bound; CIUB = Confidence interval upper
bound.
	
 
A one-way MANOVA was conducted to determine the effects of three treatment
conditions (non-repetition, immediate repetition, delayed repetition) and on three
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dependent listening comprehension scores (true-false, multiple-choice, and shortanswer). Significant differences were found for the treatment conditions, Wilks’s Λ =
.94, F(6, 3056) = 16.27, p < .01, η2 = .03.
A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted on each dependent
variable as a follow-up test to the MANOVA. Using the Bonferroni method, each
ANOVA was tested at the .017 level (.05/3). The ANOVA was significant for all the
treatment conditions, true-false, F(2, 1530) = 19.39, p < .01, η2 = .01, multiple-choice,
F(2, 1530) = 55.14, p < .01, η2 = .03, and short-answer, F(2, 1530) = 110.97, p < .01, η2
= .04. Post hoc pairwise comparisons were made using Games-Howell’s test procedure
with alpha set at .005 (.017/3) for the treatment conditions. For the true-false question
type, there was a significant difference between the non-repetition condition and
delayed repetition condition. No other significant differences were found. For the
multiple-choice question type, there were significant differences between the delayed
repetition condition and non-repetition and immediate repetition conditions, but not
between the non-repetition condition and immediate repetition condition. For the shortanswer question type, there were significant differences between the non-repetition
condition and immediate and delayed repetition conditions, but not between the
immediate repetition condition and the delayed repetition conditions.

Research Question 3: The Effect of Repetition on Question Difficulty
Research question 3 asked whether the type of repetition affected question
difficulty. After the data were screened and assumptions checked, 81 outliers were
eliminated. Descriptive statistics are shown in Table 18. A one-way MANOVA was
conducted to determine the effects of three treatment conditions (non-repetition,
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immediate repetition, delayed repetition) and on two dependent listening
comprehension scores (low cognitive difficulty and high cognitive difficulty).
Significant differences were found for the treatment conditions, Wilks’s Λ = .94, F(6,
3056) = 16.27, p < .01, η2 = .03.

Table 18. Descriptive Statistics for the Treatment Conditions and Question Difficulty
Non- repetition
Immediate repetition
Delayed repetition
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
cognitive cognitive cognitive cognitive cognitive cognitive
difficulty difficulty difficulty difficulty difficulty difficulty
n
434
434
491
491
595
595
M
7.02
6.23
7.72
6.61
8.76
6.48
SE
0.08
0.08
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.09
95% CILB
6.85
6.07
7.54
6.43
8.59
6.30
95% CIUB
7.18
6.39
7.90
6.80
8.93
6.66
SD
1.77
1.71
2.04
2.05
2.12
2.18
Skewness
-0.12
-0.07
0.07
-0.01
-0.24
0.21
SES
0.12
0.12
0.11
0.11
0.10
0.10
Kurtosis
-0.44
-0.37
-0.14
-0.43
-0.29
-0.38
SEK
0.23
0.23
0.22
0.22
0.20
0.20
Note. CILB = Confidence interval lower bound; CIUB = Confidence interval upper
bound. All statistics are based on raw scores.
A one way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted on each dependent
variable as a follow-up test to the MANOVA. Using the Bonferroni method, each
ANOVA was tested at the .025 level (.05/2). The ANOVA was significant for low
cognitive difficulty questions, F(2, 1517) = 98.83, p < .01, η2 = .12, and high cognitive
difficulty questions, F(2, 1517) = 4.23, p < .01, η2 = .01.
Post hoc pairwise comparisons were made using the Games-Howell’s test
procedure with alpha set at .008 (.025/3). For the low cognitive difficulty questions,
there were significant differences between all the treatment conditions, while for the
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high cognitive difficulty questions, there was a significant difference only between nonrepetition condition and immediate repetition condition.

Research Question 4: Changes Between the First and Second Responses
Research question 4 asked where changes might occur between the first and
second responses. By comparing the answers in the first response to the second
response, it can be shown where repetition improves or inhibits correct answers, either
for the question type, question difficulty, and/or proficiency level. Table 19 provides the
breakdown of responses for those participants in the delayed repetition condition. There
are nine possible changes in answering from the first listening to the second listening.
There are two changes that are particularly important. The first change concerns the
participants who changed an initially correct response to an incorrect response; this
occurred 1,524 times. On the other hand, the participants changed an initially incorrect
response to a correct response 2,497 times.

Table 19. Total Responses from First Listening to Second Listening
Response for first listening
Response for second listening
Total changes
NA
NA
1,215*
NA
Incorrect
1,671
NA
Correct
1,490
Incorrect
NA
221
Incorrect
Incorrect
4,699
Incorrect
Correct
2,497
Correct
NA
152
Correct
Correct
5,611
Correct
Incorrect
1,524
Note. NA = Not answered. * = There are no changes for this category per se as the
participants did not change their second response from the first response.
Further examination of the changes according to question type is shown in Table
20. There are several considerations in examining the data. First, the categories
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Incorrect to not answered (NA) and Correct to NA, are probably made up of
participants who did not type the answers in column b even though there were explicit
instructions to do so. Second, although the students were encouraged to write an answer
the first time, no explicit instructions were given to write answers in column a after the
first listening. Therefore many participants did not respond the first time, but waited for
the second listening, and then answered. It appears that some participants waited to
make a decision on the multiple-choice questions more frequently than the true-false
and short-answer responses as indicated by the responses of NA to NA, incorrect or
correct response. As Oller (1979) pointed out, multiple-choice question types are
designed to distract the test-takers, and thereby inhibit proper focus on the correct
response. The change from the correct to an incorrect answer mainly occurred with the
true-false and short-answer question types. This might reflect a positive aspect of
multiple-choice responses in that once participants feel the correct response has been
selected, then they are less likely to change their response.

Table 20. Total Response Changes by Question Type
Response for
Response for
first listening
second listening
True-false
Multiple-choice
Short answer
NA
NA
59*
1,094*
62*
NA
Incorrect
125
967
579
NA
Correct
180
830
480
Incorrect
NA
35
130
56
Incorrect
Incorrect
1,346
1,226
2,127
Incorrect
Correct
963
511
1,023
Correct
NA
59
71
22
Correct
Correct
2,860
1,317
1,434
Correct
Incorrect
733
214
577
Note. NA = Not answered. * = There are no changes for this category per se as the
participants did not change their second response from the first response.
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Discussion
Research Question 1 asked whether the method of repetition affected the
listening comprehension scores. Overall the results support the idea that delayed
repetition increases listening comprehension scores more than immediate repetition and
non-repetition, but the effect size is minimal as most ranged under .1 (.04, .03. .01,
respectively). Hypothesis 1, which stated that delayed repetition will increase
comprehension scores for all response types, was generally supported. It was expected
that the delayed repetition condition would be significantly higher than the immediate
repetition condition, but that was not the case.
Hypothesis 2, which stated delayed repetition will aid high proficiency listeners
more than low-proficiency listeners, was not accurate as seen in Figure 14. The mean
scores increased for the lower proficiency group, but the scores did not increase for the
higher proficiency group. Both types of repetition, immediate and delayed, were
significantly better than non-repetition.
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Note. 1 = Non-repetition; 2 = Immediate repetition; 3 = Delayed repetition.
Figure 14. The mean Rasch item difficulty estimates for each condition by proficiency
level.
The repetition results matched the results from Read and Chang (2006, 2007) in
that repeated input increased listening comprehension scores, but they differed from
Henning’s (1991) and Brindley and Slatyer’s (2002) findings because they did not find
an effect for repetition. The delayed repetition condition increased the scores the most
followed by immediate repetition condition and non-repetition condition, respectively.
The low proficiency participants gained the most from delayed repetition, whereas the
high proficiency participants did not gain as much from delayed repetition. Although
slightly different procedures were used, Chang and Read (2006) had the opposite occur,
higher proficiency participants gained more from multiple repetitions than the lower
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proficiency participants. One reason for the difference is the use of Rasch estimates. As
seen in research question 2, the use of raw scores instead of Rasch estimate measures
produces slightly different interpretations when taking proficiency level into account.
Research Question 2 asked whether the method of repetition would affect the
three question types (i.e., true-false, multiple-choice, and short-answer). Because raw
scores were used instead of Rasch measures, there were slightly different outcomes than
from Rasch measures. Overall, the type of repetition had different effects on question
type, and the results support hypothesis 3 that there would not be a significant
difference between the non-repetition repetition condition and immediate repetition
condition for items requiring a receptive response. The results indicate that both the
true-false and multiple-choice (receptive) scores were not significantly better in the
immediate repetition condition than the non-repetition condition. As seen in Figure 15,
however, the high proficiency participants gained the most, a finding that is similar to
that reported by Read and Chang (2006, 2007).
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Note. 1 = Non-repetition; 2 = Immediate repetition; 3 = Delayed repetition. The y-axis
is in raw scores.
Figure 15. Mean raw scores for True-false questions by condition and proficiency.
For multiple-choice questions, the results were similar to the true-false questions.
There was no significant difference found between the non-repetition condition and
immediate repetition condition requiring a receptive response. As seen in Figure 16,
both the lower and higher proficiency participants gained in the immediate condition,
but not significantly for the receptive responses of true-false and multiple-choice. Again,
these results are similar to Read and Chang (2006, 2007).
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Note. 1 = Non-repetition; 2 = Immediate repetition; 3 = Delayed repetition. The y-axis
is in raw scores.
Figure 16. Mean raw scores for multiple-choice questions by condition and proficiency.
Hypothesis 4 stated that productive responses would be significantly higher in
the immediate repetition condition than the non-repetition condition, but not as high as
the delayed repetition condition. The results also support hypothesis 4 as seen in Figure
17. The scores are higher in the immediate repetition condition than in the nonrepetition condition, but lower than in the delayed repetition condition.
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Note. 1 = Non-repetition; 2 = Immediate repetition; 3 = Delayed repetition. The y-axis
is in raw scores.
Figure 17. Mean raw scores for short-answer questions by condition and proficiency.
Research Question 3 asked whether the method of repetition affects question
difficulty. Hypothesis 5 stated that the delayed repetition condition will result in higher
scores for both lower- and higher-order cognitive difficulty questions than the nonrepetition and immediate repetition conditions. The results indicate that the hypothesis
is supported for lower-order cognitive difficulty questions but not for higher-order
cognitive difficulty questions. As seen in Figure 18, both proficiency groups benefitted
from delayed repetition.
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Note. 1 = Non-repetition; 2 = Immediate repetition; 3 = Delayed repetition. The y-axis
is in raw scores.
Figure 18. Mean raw scores for Low-order cognitive questions by condition and
proficiency.
Research Question 4 asked where the changes occurred between the first and
second response. Hypothesis 6 stated the second response will have higher scores than
the first response. As seen in Figure 19, the second response was higher than the first
response for all question types. The greatest increase of scores from the first response to
the second response occurred with the multiple-choice questions. The least increase
occurred with true-false questions. These results are expected in that multiple-choice
responses have more options to process, and thus the extra time available to consider
the alternatives increased the scores more than the true-false and short-answer
responses. Additionally, the short-answer questions had a greater increase than the true131

false questions. This might have occurred because the amount of information that
needed to be processed for the true-false questions was easier the first time; thus, fewer
changes were made during the second listening.

Note. 1 = First response; 2 = Second response. The y-axis is in raw scores.
Figure 19. Mean raw scores for first and second response by question type.

Limitations of the Study
Although the results indicate support for the spacing effect, there were several
problems with the study that call into question the results. The first problem was
establishing equivalence between the groups in each condition. A commercial test was
used to separate the students into proficiency levels after entering the university, but
those scores were unavailable. In addition, the groups were from different departments.
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Although teacher testimonials and general experience indicated that these groups were
roughly equal in terms of listening ability, the lack of specific scores lessens the validity
of these beliefs.
A second problem was the potential of confounding the interpretation of the
delayed condition. By allowing the participants to view the questions prior to answering
them the second time, the results could have been either from the spacing effect or from
allowing the participants to focus on the appropriate information provided by the
questions. This problem coupled with the first problem could lead to a false conclusion.
A final problem was that the Rasch person reliability estimates were low. One
possible reason for this is the way in which the answers were coded. Non-answers were
considered incorrect, but Winsteps can use missing data more effectively when coded as
non-answers. Another reason could be that the number of items was not sufficient to
measure the targeted group precisely.
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CHAPTER 4
PRIMARY STUDY

The primary study was conducted to resolve some of the outstanding issues with
the preliminary study. First, the passages and conditions were randomized to eliminate
testing effects among the groups. In addition, the randomization also balanced group
variance. Second, two treatment conditions were added to test the spacing effect more
effectively, both theoretically and practically. Third, the number of items were
increased from 30 to 60 to target the participants’ listening ability more effectively. The
additional items should increase the Rasch person reliability estimates and the amount
of variance explained.

Methods
Participants
The participants in this study were attending the same university as those in the
preliminary study, but these first-year students were a part of the 2010 class. Therefore,
none of these students participated in the preliminary study. The number of students that
participated in this study was 2,041, but 179 students indicated on their answer sheet
that they did not want their answers to be used in this study. The remaining 1,862
participants had different majors, such as literature, business, law, psychology, and
science, which was similar to the preliminary study.
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Educational Context
The educational context for the course was the same as in the preliminary study.
First-year students were taking a required listening and reading course using ALC
Academy via online lessons. However, the university changed the curriculum slightly in
three ways. First, the number of required English classes per week was reduced from
four to three. Second, the number of weeks per semester increased from 13 to 15. Third,
lower proficiency students took the course in the spring semester while the higher
proficiency students took the course in the fall.

Material and Instrumentation
The material used in this study differed from the preliminary study in one way.
The number of passages on the experimental test increased from 6 to 12, which in turn
increased the number of items from 30 to 60. Of the original items, one passage (sake)
was eliminated because some of the items could have been answered based on
experience without listening to the passage. The additional items were piloted in the
previous year during the final unified examination of the reading and listening course.

Research Design
Although the use of intact classes was the same as in the preliminary study,
there were three significant changes. First, all of the passages were randomized for each
class as shown in Table 21. Second, all of the conditions were randomized for each
class as shown in Table 22. Third, all of the instructors were randomized for the classes.
These three changes were spread out over 26 classes, 13 were run each semester, and
were designed to present the conditions in such a way as to reduce confounding issues
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caused by intact classes. In the end, eight classes dropped out, five in the first semester
and three in the second semester, because of teachers’ requests after starting the study.

Table 21. Randomization of Conditions for the First Semester
Condition order
Class 1
3
1
5
4
2
2
1
5
3
4
1
3
Class 2
2
5
4
5
2
3
1
4
5
4
1
3
Class 3
2
4
2
3
1
5
2
3
4
5
1
3
Class 4
5
2
4
1
2
3
1
4
5
1
2
3
Class 5
4
5
4
5
3
2
1
4
5
2
1
3
Class 6
3
2
1
4
5
2
3
1
5
4
3
5
Class 7
2
4
1
1
2
5
3
4
5
2
3
4
Class 8
1
1
5
2
3
4
3
4
2
1
5
1
Class 9
5
3
2
4
3
1
2
5
4
1
5
3
Class 10
4
2
5
3
4
1
5
3
4
2
1
1
Note. 1 = Non-repetition; 2 = Immediate repetition; 3 = Delayed repetition theory; 4 =
Delayed repetition A; 5 = Delayed repetition B.
Table 22. Randomization of Passages for the First Semester
Passage order
Class 1
6
4 11 12
1
2 10
9
3
8
7
5
Class 2
9
6
1
2
4 10 11
8 12
3
7
5
Class 3
11
8 10
2
5
7
4 12
3
1
9
6
Class 4
3 12
2 10
8
6
1
4
7 11
9
5
Class 5
6 10 12
5
3
8
1
9
4
7 11
2
Class 6
7 12
8
1
4
3 11 10
9
2
6
5
Class 7
3
7 10
8 11
1
9
2
6
5 12
4
Class 8
7
4 10
9
1 11
8
3
6
2 12
5
Class 9
8
7
5
1
3
4 10
9 11
6
2 12
Class 10
10 11
8
1
9
7 12
4
5
3
2
6
Note. 1 = Olympics; 2 = Job Opportunity; 3 = Visiting a Gym; 4 = English Class
Introduction; 5 = Air and Space Museum; 6 = Weather Report; 7 = University Student
Center; 8 = Shipping Order; 9 = Telephone Shopping; 10 = Bicycles in Japan; 11 =
School Uniforms; 12 = Wine-making.
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Procedures
The procedures differed slightly from the preliminary study. Two conditions
were added, so there were five treatment conditions as shown in Table 23. Condition 1
was the non-repetition group in which the procedures were exactly the same as in the
preliminary study. Condition 2, the immediate repetition condition, also used the same
procedures as in the preliminary study. Condition 3, delayed repetition theory, was
added to satisfy theoretical aspects of the spacing effect. In this condition, the
participants were asked to count from ten to one between the first and second listening.
The participants were instructed not to count silently, but to vibrate their vocal chords
slightly. As argued by Baddeley (2009), the use of the phonological loop should limit
the amount of information held in working memory, and therefore be considered an
effective intervening variable. Condition 4, the delayed repetition A condition, used the
same procedures as in the preliminary study. Condition 5, delayed repetition B, was
added to measure the effect of previewing questions.

Table 23. Procedures for Treatment Conditions
Condition
Control

Step 1
View Topic

Step 2
Listen

Immediate
repetition
Delayed
repetition
theory
Delayed
repetition A
Delayed
repetition B

View Topic

Listen

View Topic

Listen

View Topic

Listen

View Topic;
Preview questions

Listen
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Step 3
Answer
questions
Listen
again
Students
count
10-9-8…
Answer
questions
Answer
questions

Step 4

Step 5

Answer
questions
Listen
Answer
questions
Listen
Listen

Answer
questions
Answer
questions

There was one more procedural difference between the two studies. The testing
in the preliminary study was conducted in one day. In the primary study, the increased
number of passages required two days of testing. The participants completed six
passages on one day and the remaining six passages were completed on the same day
the following week.

Procedures for the Additional Conditions
In the third condition, the instructor first gave verbal instructions in Japanese
while showing the written English instructions, a sample question, and the listening
passage topic on the overhead projector and computer demonstration monitors. Next,
the listening passage was played via the classroom’s audio system. The questions were
not available for viewing while the listening passage was being played. After listening
to the passage once, the participants were asked to count, quietly but with vocal chord
vibration, from ten to one in order to disrupt working memory. The participants listened
to the same passage a second time. Thereafter, the participants were given one minute to
answer five true-false questions that were shown on the overhead projector and
computer demonstration monitors. The instructor followed the same steps (give the
instructions, play the passage, have the participants count from ten to one, play the
passage again, and have the participants answer questions) for the remaining listening
sections with one minute added for answering the multiple-choice and short-answer
sections as shown in Table 24.
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Table 24. Procedures for the Third Condition
Listening passage
All 12 Passages

Condition 3
Instructor says Japanese instructions
Participants read English instructions
Instructor plays the listening passage once
Participants count backwards from 10 to 1
Instructor plays the listening passage again
Participants have 1 minute to answer five questions

In the fifth condition, the instructor first gave verbal instructions in Japanese
while showing the English instructions, a sample question, and the listening passage
topic on the overhead projector and computer demonstration monitors. Next, the
instructor showed the questions for the listening passage for 15 seconds. After covering
the questions, the listening passage was played via the classroom’s audio system. The
questions were not available for viewing while the listening passage was being played.
After listening to the passage once, the participants were given 30 seconds to answer
five true-false questions shown on the overhead projector and computer demonstration
monitors in column A of the Excel sheet. The participants listened to the same passage a
second time. Thereafter, the participants were given 30 seconds to answer five true-false
questions shown on the overhead projector and computer demonstration monitors in
column B of the Excel sheet. The instructor followed the same steps (give the
instructions, show the questions, play the passage, have the students answer the
questions, play the passage again, have the students answer the questions again) for the
remaining listening sections with 30 seconds added for answering the multiple-choice
and short-answer sections as shown in Table 25.
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Table 25. Procedures for the Fifth Condition
Listening passage
All 12 Passages

Condition 5
Instructor says Japanese instructions.
Participants read English instructions.
Instructor shows the questions on monitors for 15 seconds.
Instructor plays listening passage once.
Participants have 30 seconds to answer the questions in
Column A of the Excel worksheet.
Instructor plays listening passage again.
Participants have 30 seconds to answer the questions in
Column B of the Excel worksheet.

Data Preparation
Similar to the preliminary study, the participants’ answers were entered into one
Excel worksheet and recoded into correct (1) and incorrect (0) responses. For true-false
and multiple-choice responses, the answers were recoded using Excel’s find and replace
option. For short-answer responses, two instructors assessed the correctness of the
answer; a third rater decided when there were disagreements between the first two
raters. The inter-rater reliability estimate, using Cohen’s kappa, was .96 across 20 items.
The instructors were given no specific guidelines for the short-answer responses other
than that the answer needed to be specific enough to convey the correct meaning.
Spelling errors were not considered unless they affected the meaning adversely. The
answers were then recoded into correct (1) and incorrect (0) responses. A visual scan of
the spreadsheet was performed to determine if any participants made any major
mismarkings, such as putting a T-F response in a S-A cell. Depending on the type of
analysis, empty cells were treated differently. In the Rasch analysis, empty cells were
treated as a non-response so there was no need to treat the missing data. The Winsteps
program only processes observed data to compute sums and counts, which means there
is no need to impute missing data (Linacre, 2007). In the raw scores analysis, empty
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cells were treated as missing data and data imputation was conducted as explained in
the raw score preparation section below.

Rasch Analysis
The Rasch fit statistics indicated that all the items were within the acceptable
infit and outfit mean-square range of .5-1.5, except one short-answer item from passage
9. This item had low outfit mean square estimate (.45), but acceptable infit mean square
estimate, so it did not degrade measurement. Short-answer items were the most difficult
while true-false items were the easiest.
The raw mean score for the participants was 32.7 with a standard deviation of
7.0. The Rasch mean estimate was 50.0 CHIPS, the item reliability estimate was .98,
and the item separation was 8.10. The Rasch person reliability estimate was .78, and the
person separation was 1.86. Figure 20 shows the Wright map, which is the person-item
relationship in a pictorial representation (Bond & Fox, 2007). The CHIPS scale is
shown on the far left side of the figure with higher proficiency students toward the top
of the map and lower proficiency students toward the bottom. Along the left side of the
map, the participants are spread out over 34 CHIPS, minimum = 38.1 CHIPS,
maximum = 72.1 CHIPS; one participant was eliminated from the analysis because the
score was zero CHIPS. Along the right side of the map, the items spread out over 30
CHIPS, minimum = 31.1 CHIPS, maximum = 61.1 CHIPS, with the easier items toward
the bottom of the map and the more difficult items toward the top.
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| p9c2-3
| p9c1-3
p9c4-3
70
+ p5c1-3
| p9c1-4
p9c5-3
|
| p5c3-3
p9c3-3
| p5c1-5
p5c3-5
p9c2-4
. |T p12c3-3 p5c2-3
p5c2-5
60
. + p12c2-3 p5c4-3
. | p12c1-3 p5c5-3
p8c1-3
.# T|S p12c4-3 p5c2-2
p5c3-2
| p8c1-1
p8c1-4
p8c3-3
| p9c3-4
p9c4-1
p9c5-1
.### | p12c5-3 p2c3-1
p2c4-1
| p3c4-1
p3c5-1
p5c1-2
| p6c5-1
p7c1-4
p7c3-4
| p8c4-1
p8c4-3
p9c2-1
.####### S| p12c1-4 p12c1-5 p12c2-1
| p12c3-4 p12c3-5 p12c4-5
| p2c5-1
p3c2-2
p3c5-3
| p6c3-5
p6c4-1
p7c2-4
.############ | p11c1-4 p11c3-4 p12c1-2
| p1c2-3
p1c4-3
p1c5-3
| p2c4-2
p3c1-2
p3c1-3
| p3c4-2
p3c5-2
p6c1-2
| p6c5-2
p6c5-3
p6c5-5
| p9c1-2
p9c2-2
50 .############ M+M p10c1-4 p11c1-2 p11c1-5
| p11c5-4 p12c1-1 p12c4-1
| p1c2-2
p1c3-4
p1c3-5
| p3c4-3
p5c1-1
p5c2-1
| p6c2-2
p6c4-2
p6c4-3
| p9c3-2
p9c4-2
.####### S| p10c1-2 p10c2-4 p10c3-2
| p11c1-1 p11c4-4 p11c5-5
| p1c2-4
p1c2-5
p1c3-2
| p1c5-4
p1c5-5
p2c2-5
| p2c5-5
p3c1-4
p3c1-5
| p4c1-2
p4c4-4
p5c4-4
| p6c5-4
p7c3-3
p7c4-1
| p9c5-2
.### | p10c1-1 p10c2-2 p10c3-1
| p11c4-5 p12c5-2 p12c5-4
| p2c3-3
p2c5-3
p3c3-4
| p4c2-3
p4c2-4
p4c2-5
| p6c2-4
p7c1-3
p7c2-1
| p7c4-3
p7c5-1
p7c5-3
| p8c4-5
p9c1-5
.# T| p10c1-3 p10c2-1 p11c2-1
| p11c4-2 p11c4-3 p11c5-3
| p4c2-1
p4c2-2
p4c3-1
| p5c4-1
p5c5-1
p7c1-2
| p7c4-5
p7c5-2
. |S p10c3-3 p10c4-1 p11c4-1
| p4c3-5
p4c4-2
p4c4-3
| p7c2-2
p7c2-5
p7c5-5
. | p10c1-5 p10c2-3 p10c4-2
| p10c5-2 p10c5-3 p11c5-1
| p2c1-4
p3c4-4
p3c5-4
40
. + p10c3-5 p10c5-5 p11c5-2
| p9c5-5
. |T p10c2-5 p4c4-1
. |
. |
|
. |
30
+
Less able persons | Less difficult items

p9c4-4
p5c4-5

p5c5-5

p9c5-4

p8c2-3
p5c5-2
p8c5-3

p8c5-1
p6c1-1
p9c1-1

p6c2-1
p9c3-1

p3c1-1
p5c4-2
p7c5-4

p3c2-1
p6c1-3
p8c2-4

p3c3-1
p6c3-1
p8c3-1

p12c2-4
p1c1-3
p6c1-5
p8c2-1
p12c2-2
p2c1-1
p3c2-3
p6c1-4
p7c4-4

p12c2-5
p1c3-3
p6c2-3
p8c4-4
p12c3-1
p2c2-2
p3c3-2
p6c2-5
p8c1-2

p12c3-2
p2c2-1
p6c3-3
p8c5-4
p12c5-5
p2c3-2
p3c3-3
p6c3-2
p8c3-4

p11c2-4
p12c4-4
p1c4-2
p5c2-4
p6c4-5

p11c2-5
p1c1-2
p2c1-2
p5c3-1
p7c1-1

p11c3-5
p1c1-5
p2c5-2
p5c3-4
p8c2-2

p10c3-4
p12c4-2
p1c4-4
p2c3-5
p3c2-4
p5c5-4
p8c1-5

p10c4-4
p12c5-1
p1c4-5
p2c4-3
p3c2-5
p6c3-4
p8c5-2

p10c5-4
p1c1-4
p1c5-2
p2c4-5
p3c3-5
p6c4-4
p8c5-5

p11c1-3
p2c1-3
p4c1-3
p4c3-4
p7c3-1
p8c2-5

p11c2-2
p2c1-5
p4c1-4
p4c5-4
p7c3-2
p8c3-2

p11c3-2
p2c2-3
p4c1-5
p5c1-4
p7c4-2
p8c4-2

p11c2-3
p2c2-4
p4c3-2
p7c1-5

p11c3-1
p2c4-4
p4c3-3
p7c2-3

p11c3-3
p4c1-1
p4c5-2
p7c3-5

p2c3-4
p4c4-5
p8c3-5
p10c4-3
p1c1-1
p4c5-1
p1c2-1

p2c5-4
p4c5-3
p9c3-5
p10c4-5
p1c3-1
p9c2-5
p1c4-1

p3c4-5
p4c5-5
p9c4-5
p10c5-1
p1c5-1
p3c5-5

Note. Each #' = 36 people; each . = 1 to 35 persons; p = passage; c = condition; -# =
item number. For example, p10c2-5 is the fifth question in passage 10 under condition
2. Passages 1, 4, 7, 10 are true-false question types; Passages 3, 6, 8, 11 are multiplechoice question types; Passages 2, 5, 9, 12 are short-answer question types.
Figure 20. Wright map for the primary listening comprehension test.
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The listening comprehension test covers the abilities of the lowest to the highest
students, so there are no ceiling or floor effects. As stated previously, the common
linear interval data for persons and items gives a clear demonstration of whether the
items matched the persons’ abilities for the construct measured. As expected, most of
the participants were in the middle of the map indicating they were of similar listening
proficiency. A comparison of the locations of the person measures (left side) and item
measures (right side) shows that the mean for the person measures (M = 50.07; SD =
3.0) was equal to the mean of the item measures (M = 50.00; SD = 5.8).
The Rasch model accounted for 28.9% of the variance in the data with an
eigenvalue of 3.6 for the first residual contrast. Similar to the preliminary study, a
scatter plot of item loadings against the Rasch item difficulty calibrations was produced
to detect the presence of other dimensions. The scatter plot indicated the top four
loading values greater than .4 were true-false items from one passage (number 4) under
the delayed repetition B condition while the bottom four items with loadings less than .3
were short-answer items from one passage (number 2) under the delayed repetition B
condition.
Further examination of the other contrasts indicated that the second contrast had
loadings greater than .4. The top four values were from one passage (number 2) of
short-answer questions while the bottom four values of .3 were from two multiplechoice items of the same passage and two short-answer items from different passages.
The contrasts loading on different question types could indicate that the true-false and
short-answer question types measure the listening construct slightly differently. The
number of items and the strength of the loadings are not enough to consider them
distinct latent variables.
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Raw Score Preparation
In addition to using the Rasch item difficulty estimates, it was necessary to use
the raw scores in answering the some of research questions. Therefore, the raw data
were examined and missing data were imputed to complete the analysis. Missing data
can pose a serious threat to validity, but over the years, missing data have been handled
more effectively to provide better parameter estimates (Howell, 2007; Little & Rubin,
2002). One method of handling missing values is using multiple imputations with the
use of SPSS’s missing values package. The following steps were taken using the SPSS
missing value user guide. First, a missing value analysis was conducted. The descriptive
statistics in Table 26 show the original mean scores and the average of all five imputed
estimated mean scores.

Table 26. Original and Estimated Mean Scores for Each Condition
Original values
Average mean of five imputations
Condition
N
M
SD
N
M
SD
TF C1
1,427
3.32
1.00
1,862
3.28
0.98
1,862
TF C2
889
3.53
1.00
3.45
0.95
1,862
TF C3
1,008
3.44
1.07
3.37
1.01
1,862
TF C4
1,073
3.59
1.06
3.50
1.01
1,862
TF C5
1,000
3.82
1.03
3.74
0.95
1,862
MC C1
1,035
2.49
1.16
2.46
1.11
1,862
MC C2
1,124
2.64
1.14
2.63
1.10
1,862
MC C3
1,445
2.67
1.11
2.69
1.09
MC C4
991
2.88
1.13
1,862
2.87
1.09
MC C5
1,006
3.06
1.29
1,862
2.92
1.23
SA C1
666
2.05
1.06
1,862
2.14
1.03
SA C2
1,289
2.13
1.02
1,862
2.13
1.00
SA C3
940
2.26
1.04
1,862
2.29
1.01
SA C4
1,173
2.65
1.19
1,862
2.65
1.15
SA C5
1,251
2.43
1.03
1,862
2.41
1.01
Note. TF = True-false; MC = Multiple-choice; SA = Short Answer; C1 = Nonrepetition; C2 = Immediate repetition; C3 = Delayed repetition theory; C4 = Delayed
repetition A; C5 = Delayed repetition B. All statistics are based on raw scores.
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According to the SPSS manual for missing data version 19 (2010), “The null
hypothesis for Little’s MCAR test is that the data are missing completely at random
(MCAR). Data are MCAR when the pattern of missing values does not depend on the
data values” (p. 45). Little’s MCAR test indicated that the data were not missing at
random because the significance value was less than .05, Chi-Square = 4019.081, df =
1668, p = .000; therefore, multiple imputations were conducted. After viewing the
automatic multiple imputation results, there were several categorical factors that had
negative minimum scores. Therefore, it was necessary to conduct a custom imputation
so that the original values did not fall outside the reasonable ranges of the original
values. A fully conditional specification (MCMC) was conducted with all the variables,
and all the variables’ values were constrained to a minimum statistic of zero and a
maximum score of 9 based on the maximum descriptive score, except the variables of
the true-false conditions 1 and 3, which were given a maximum score of 15 and 14,
respectively, because these were the maximum scores in the descriptive statistics. Five
imputations were run, and those scores were averaged into one score to be used in the
repeated-measures ANOVA analysis.
In order to check normality and homogeneity, z-scores were created and
examined for outliers. Any participant with a z-score above or below 3.0 for each
variable, a total of 179 persons, was eliminated. Thereafter, boxplots for each variable
based on proficiency level were examined and 105 outliers were eliminated. The
number of participants examined was 1,578. For research question 3 though, the raw
scores for lower-order and higher-order cognitive question responses were examined
separately because of the difficulty of obtaining normality. After eliminating outliers,
1,677 participants were examined and their data were transformed using a Base 10
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logarithm. These transformed variables were used in the mixed repeated-measures
ANOVA. As a precautionary follow-up to the raw score results, Rasch person ability
estimates were used in conducting the follow-up ANOVA.

Results
The purpose of the study was to examine the relationship between repetition,
question type, question difficulty, and proficiency. Research questions and hypotheses
are stated and examined one by one. Rasch person ability estimates were used when
possible to confirm the findings from the raw scores. A mixed repeated-measures
ANOVA was conducted to evaluate the effect of four types of repetition by proficiency
level on three question types, true-false, multiple-choice, and short-answer. The
dependent variables were the total scores for each question type in each condition, as
shown in Table 27. There are six hypotheses, so specific contrasts were chosen to
examine each hypothesis more closely. For the treatment conditions, a repeated contrast
was selected so that each condition could be compared to the previous condition. A
difference contrast for question type was selected with the short-answer questions as the
base of comparison so that productive and receptive responses could be compared. The
simple contrast for proficiency level was selected with the lower proficiency group as
the base of comparison. An alpha level of .05 was used to evaluate significance for all
analyses.
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Table 27. Descriptive Statistics for Each Question Type in Each Condition by Proficiency Levels
Non-repetition
TF
Proficiency
level

Low

N

High

705

Immediate repetition

MC
Low

High

Low

873

High

Low

High

705

873

705

873

2.09

2.09

3.46

3.47

2.60

2.61

2.14

2.10

SE

0.03

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.01

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

95% CILB

2.92

3.39

2.40

2.40

2.06

2.06

3.43

3.44

2.56

2.58

2.10

2.06

95% CIUB

3.04

3.49

2.48

2.48

2.12

2.12

3.49

3.49

2.64

2.64

2.18

2.14

SD

0.95

0.72

0.56

0.56

0.47

0.49

0.40

0.41

0.51

0.52

0.54

0.56

-0.28

0.06

0.08

-0.04

0.13

0.15

-0.02

-0.09

0.13

0.13

0.03

0.05

0.09

0.08

0.09

0.08

0.09

0.08

0.09

0.08

0.09

0.08

0.09

0.08

-0.78

-0.64

-0.22

-0.07

-0.31

-0.32

-0.17

-0.21

-0.36

-0.31

-0.26

-0.40

0.18

0.17

0.18

0.17

0.18

0.17

0.18

0.17

0.18

0.17

0.18

0.17

Delayed repetition theory

873

High

2.44

TF

705

Low

2.44

SEK

705

Low

SA

3.44

Kurtosis

873

High

MC

2.98

SES

705

TF

M

Skewness

873

SA

Delayed repetition A

MC

SA

TF

Delayed repetition B

MC

SA

TF

MC

SA

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

705

873

705

873

705

873

705

873

705

873

705

873

705

873

705

873

705

873

3.36

3.35

2.66

2.7

2.26

2.3

3.51

3.5

2.85

2.89

2.63

2.67

3.69

3.74

2.91

2.91

2.39

2.4

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

0.02

3.32

3.31

2.63

2.67

2.21

2.26

3.47

3.47

2.81

2.85

2.59

2.64

3.65

3.71

2.87

2.87

2.35

2.37

3.4

3.38

2.7

2.74

2.31

2.34

3.54

3.53

2.89

2.92

2.67

2.7

3.72

3.78

2.96

2.94

2.43

2.43

0.5

0.48

0.51

0.53

0.66

0.64

0.48

0.46

0.49

0.51

0.53

0.52

0.46

0.48

0.6

0.58

0.48

0.45

-0.02

-0.25

0.04

0.05

0.14

0.24

-0.09

-0.1

0.07

-0.11

0.05

-0.08

-0.03

-0.1

0.11

0.19

0.06

0.11

0.09

0.08

0.09

0.08

0.09

0.08

0.09

0.08

0.09

0.08

0.09

0.08

0.09

0.08

0.09

0.08

0.09

0.08

-0.3

-0.23

-0.36

-0.23

-0.38

-0.22

-0.27

-0.41

-0.57

-0.3

-0.37

-0.13

-0.35

-0.23

-0.26

-0.41

-0.32

-0.33

0.18

0.17

0.18

0.17

0.18

0.17

0.18

0.17

0.18

0.17

0.18

0.17

0.18

0.17

0.18

0.17

0.18

0.17

Note. CILB = Confidence interval lower bound; CIUB = Confidence interval upper Bound; TF = True-false, MC = Multiple-choice, SA = Short-answer; Low = Low
proficiency level; High = High proficiency level. All statistics are based on raw scores.
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Mauchly’s test indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been violated for
the main effects of conditions, χ2 (9) = 256.06, p < .05, question type, χ2 (2) = 113.08, p
< .05, and conditions and question type, χ2 (35) = 979.76, p < .05. Therefore degrees of
freedom were corrected using Greenhouse-Geisser estimates of sphericity (ε = .93 for
the main effect of conditions, .94 for the main effect of question type, and .86 for the
main interaction effect of conditions and question type). The Hyunh-Feldt estimates of
sphericity were similar as well, (ε = .93 for the main effect of conditions, .94 for the
main effect of question type, and .87 for the main interaction effect of conditions and
question type).

Research Question 1: The Effect of Repetition on Listening Comprehension
Research Question 1 asked whether the method of repetition influences
listening comprehension scores. The mixed repeated-measures ANOVA indicated that
there was a significant main effect for the conditions, F(3.72, 5864.59) = 602.00, η2=
.28. Contrasts, with alpha set at .01 (.05/5), revealed that all the repetition conditions
had higher scores than the non-repetition condition. The immediate repetition
condition, F(1, 1576) = 169.06, η2= .10, was significantly higher than the nonrepetition condition; the delayed repetition theory condition, F(1, 1576) = 14.97, η2=
.01, was significantly higher than the immediate repetition condition; the delayed
repetition A condition, F(1, 1576) = 1680.21, η2= .20, was significantly higher than
the delayed repetition theory condition. The delayed repetition A condition, however,
F(1, 1576) = 1930.37, η2= .00, was not significantly higher than the delayed repetition
B condition. Follow-up post hoc pairwise comparisons using Games-Howell test
procedures were made using the Bonferroni method, alpha set at .002 (.01/5). There
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were significant differences between all the conditions except between the delayed
repetition A condition and the delayed repetition B condition. For hypothesis 1, the
delayed repetition conditions were better than the immediate repetition and nonrepetition condition. The immediate repetition condition scores were unexpectedly
higher than predicted. Even though the participants viewed the questions after
listening in conditions 1, 2, and 3, the spacing effect (delayed repetition theory
condition) was higher than immediate repetition and non-repetition conditions, but the
effect was weak. Additionally, conditions 4 and 5, which included previewing the
questions, had the highest scores. The results are displayed graphically in Figure 21.

Note. 1 = Non-repetition; 2 = Immediate repetition; 3 = Delayed repetition theory; 4 =
Delayed repetition A; 5 = delayed repetition B.
Figure 21. The estimated mean raw scores for each condition.
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The same mixed repeated-measures ANOVA also indicated that there was a
significant interaction effect between the treatment conditions and proficiency levels,
F(3.72, 5864.59) = 17.64, η2= .01. Contrasts, with alpha set at .01(.05/5), revealed a
significant difference between the non-repetition condition and the immediate
repetition condition, F(1, 1576) = 48.26, η2= .03. There were no other significant
effects found for the other conditions. For hypothesis 2, although the higher
proficiency participants scored higher than the lower proficiency group in all
conditions as shown in Figure 22, the differences were not statistically significant
except between the non-repetition and immediate repetition conditions.

Note. 1 = Non-repetition; 2 = Immediate repetition; 3 = Delayed repetition theory; 4 =
Delayed repetition A; 5 = delayed repetition B.
Figure 22. The estimated mean raw scores for each condition by proficiency level.
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As a follow-up precaution to the mixed repeated-measures ANOVA using raw
scores, Rasch item measures were used to conduct a two-way ANOVA. The
independent variables were the treatment conditions (non-repetition, immediate
repetition, delayed repetition theory, delayed repetition A, and delayed repetition B)
and question type (true-false, multiple-choice and short-answer), and the dependent
variable was the Rasch item difficulty measures. A repeated contrast was set for
conditions, and a difference contrast was set for question type. The data were checked,
and 20 items were eliminated to meet the assumption of homogeneity of variance. The
descriptive statistics are shown in Table 28. The ANOVA was not significant, F(4,
280) = 2.15, p = .075, η2 = .03; therefore, no further analysis was conducted.

Table 28. Descriptive Statistics for the Five Conditions
Delayed
NonImmediate
repetition
Delayed
theory
repetition
repetition
repetition A
N
56
55
56
57
M
50.04
49.52
49.44
48.57
SE
0.53
0.62
0.58
0.63
95% CILB
48.99
48.28
48.39
47.36
95% CIUB
51.10
50.77
50.70
49.87
SD
3.93
4.23
4.08
4.33
Skewness
0.11
0.11
0.33
0.32
SES
0.32
0.32
0.32
0.31
Kurtosis
-0.39
-0.39
-0.30
0.01
0.63
0.63
0.62
0.62
SEK
Note. All statistics are based on Rasch item difficulty estimates.

Delayed
repetition B
57
48.13
0.65
46.84
49.43
4.88
0.20
0.32
-0.89
0.62

Although the ANOVA using the Rasch estimates was not significant for
conditions, the trend was the same as the raw scores (see Figure 23). The Rasch
measures decreased by condition, which indicates that the items became easier.
Couple these scores with the low partial eta square estimates, and it appears that the
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delayed repetition A and B conditions, which include previewing questions, increase
comprehension scores more than the delayed repetition theory and immediate
repetition conditions. All forms of repetition were better than non-repetition.

Note. 1 = Non-repetition; 2 = Immediate repetition; 3 = Delayed repetition theory; 4 =
Delayed repetition A; 5 = delayed repetition B.
Figure 23. The mean Rasch item difficulty estimates by condition.
Research Question 2: The Effect of Repetition on Question Type
Research Question 2 asked whether the method of repetition affected the
listening comprehension scores for productive or receptive question types. The mixed
repeated-measures ANOVA indicated that there was a significant main effect for
question type, F(1.87, 2947.76) = 15275.82, p < .05, η2 = .91. Contrasts with alpha set
at .017(.05/3) revealed significant differences between receptive question types (truefalse and multiple-choice) and productive question types (short-answer), F(1, 1576) =
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22496.15, η2 = .94. There was also a significant difference between the true-false
question type and multiple-choice question type, F(1, 1576) = 10531.83, η2 = .87. This
indicates that receptive question types (true-false and multiple-choice) were easier
than the productive question type (short-answer), and true-false question types were
easier than multiple-choice question types on this listening comprehension test. .
Follow-up pairwise comparisons were made using the Bonferroni method set at .005
(.017/3). There were significant differences between all combinations of the three
question types.
The mixed repeated-measures ANOVA also indicated that there was a
significant interaction effect between the conditions and question type, F(6.8,
10854.34) = 56.73, p < .05, η2 = .04. Contrasts, with alpha set at .01 (.05/5), revealed
that the immediate repetition condition had statistically significant higher scores than
the non-repetition condition when comparing receptive and productive responses, F(1,
1576) = 66.93, p < .01, η2 = .04, and when comparing multiple-choice and true-false
responses, F(1, 1576) = 8.27, p < .01, η2 = .01; the delayed repetition theory condition
had significantly higher scores than the immediate repetition condition when
comparing receptive and productive responses, F(1, 1576) = 49.90, p > .01, η2 = .03,
and when comparing multiple-choice and true-false responses, F(1, 1576) = 73.88, p <
.01, η2= .05; the delayed repetition A condition had significantly higher scores than the
delayed repetition theory condition when comparing receptive and productive
responses, F(1, 1576) = 77.21, p < .01, η2 = .05, but it was not significantly different
when comparing multiple-choice and true-false responses, F(1, 1576) = 2.96, p = .09,
η2 = .00; the delayed repetition B condition had significantly higher scores than the
delayed repetition A condition when comparing receptive and productive responses,
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F(1, 1576) = 282.41, p < .01, η2 = .15, and when comparing multiple-choice and truefalse responses, F(1, 1576) = 35.19, p < .01, η2 = .00.
The results did not support hypothesis 3, which states that there will be no
significant differences between non-repetition and immediate repetition requiring a
receptive response. When taking proficiency into account, the interaction effect
between the conditions, question type, and proficiency level was significant, F(6.8,
10854.34) = 21.02, p < .05, η2 = .01. Contrasts with alpha set at .01 (.05/5) revealed
significant differences between the non-repetition condition and the immediate
repetition condition for both receptive and productive responses for the lower and
higher proficiency participants F(1, 2247.22) = 18.02, p < .05, η2 = .01. All the other
conditions and question types were not significant across proficiency levels. Although
the results did not support hypothesis 3, the effect of repetition was similar across
question type and proficiency level. The lower proficiency participants benefitted from
all types of repetition as shown in Figure 24.
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Note. 1 = Non-repetition; 2 = Immediate repetition; 3 = Delayed repetition theory; 4 =
Delayed repetition A; 5 = delayed repetition B.
Figure 24. Lower proficiency participants mean scores for question types by condition.
The effect of repetition for higher proficiency participants, as shown in Figure
25, was similar to the lower proficiency participants. The main difference between the
proficiency levels was that the immediate repetition condition and the delayed repetition
theory condition for true-false questions was not as beneficial for higher proficiency
participants. Previewing questions prior to listening was the most beneficial.

Note. 1 = Non-repetition; 2 = Immediate repetition; 3 = Delayed repetition theory; 4 =
Delayed repetition A; 5 = delayed repetition B.
Figure 25. Higher proficiency participants mean scores for question types by condition.
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The results supported hypothesis 4, which states that the immediate repetition
will result in higher scores than non-repetition but not as great as delayed repetition
for productive responses, in that there were significant differences between all the
conditions and the productive question types, irrespective of proficiency level.
Question type was analyzed using the Rasch item estimates in the follow-up
two-way ANOVA conducted previously to answer research question 1. The
independent variables were question type (true-false, multiple-choice, and shortanswer) and treatment conditions (non-repetition, immediate repetition, delayed
repetition theory, delayed repetition A, and delayed repetition B). The dependent
variable was the Rasch item difficulty estimates. The assumptions were checked and
met. Repeated contrasts were used for the conditions variable while difference
contrasts were used for question type in order to compare receptive and productive
question types. The ANOVA indicated no significant main effects for conditions, F(4,
280) = 2.15, p = .08, η2 = .03. There was a significant main effect for question type,
F(2, 280) = 34.19, p < .01, η2 = .21, but not for the interaction effect between the
conditions and question type, F(8, 280) = .426, p = .91, η2 = .01. Follow-up pairwise
contrasts, with alpha set at .017 (.05/3), revealed significant differences between truefalse questions and multiple-choice and short-answer question types. There was not a
significant difference between the multiple-choice question type and short-answer
question type.
The ANOVA results indicate that repetition enhances comprehension scores
but that the differences are marginal and can be influenced by question type. As seen
in Figure 26, there is a downward trend in the scores for true-false and multiple-choice
question types, which indicates that the items for the three question types are generally
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easier when repetition is present, and this is particularly the case for delayed
repetition. The exception to this was short-answer questions in the non-repetition
condition, which were easier than the immediate repetition and delayed repetition
theory conditions.

Note. 1 = Non-repetition; 2 = Immediate repetition; 3 = Delayed repetition theory; 4 =
Delayed repetition A; 5 = delayed repetition B.
Figure 26. The mean Rasch item difficulty estimates for question types by condition.
Research Question 3: The Effect of Repetition on Question Difficulty
Research Question 3 asked whether the method of repetition affects listening
comprehension scores when question difficulty differs. The raw score data were
examined again and 185 outliers were eliminated. The assumptions were checked and
it was found that the homogeneity of variance assumption was violated. Therefore the
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data were transformed using a log 10 transformation. For this research question, a
mixed repeated-measures MANOVA was conducted to evaluate the effect of four
types of repetition by proficiency level on two levels of question difficulty, lowerorder and higher-order cognitive difficulty. The independent variables were the total
raw scores for each question difficulty type in each condition, as shown in Tables 29
and 30.

Table 29. Descriptive Statistics for Question Difficulty Before Log 10 Transformation
Condition

Non-repetition

Immediate repetition

Delayed repetition
theory

Delayed repetition A

Delayed repetition B

N

735

942

735

942

735

942

735

942

735

942

Difficulty

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

Low

High

M

2.34

2.14

2.75

2.63

3.04

2.88

3.36

3.30

3.71

3.71

SE

0.03

0.03

0.04

0.04

0.04

0.04

0.04

0.04

0.04

0.04

95% CILB

2.28

2.08

2.67

2.55

2.96

2.80

3.29

3.22

3.62

3.62

95% CIUB

2.40

2.20

2.83

2.70

3.13

2.95

3.43

3.37

3.79

3.79

SD

1.24

1.30

1.66

1.61

1.75

1.55

1.52

1.52

1.78

1.78

Skewness

0.35

0.25

0.59

0.33

0.28

0.36

-0.08

0.13

-0.05

0.25

SES

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.06

Kurtosis

-0.44

-0.68

-0.06

-0.58

-0.68

-0.29

-0.63

-0.30

-0.54

-0.68

SEK

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.12

Note. CILB = Confidence interval lower bound; CIUB = Confidence interval upper
Bound. All statistics are based on raw scores.
Table 30. Descriptive Statistics for Question Difficulty After Log 10 Transformation
Condition
N
Difficulty
M
SE
95% CILB
95% CIUB
SD
Skewness
SES
Kurtosis
SEK

Non-repetition

735
Low
0.49
0.00
0.48
0.50
0.18
-0.68
0.06
0.50
0.12

942
High
0.45
0.00
0.44
0.46
0.20
-0.61
0.06
-0.31
0.12

Immediate
repetition

735
Low
0.53
0.01
0.52
0.54
0.21
-0.63
0.06
0.28
0.12

942
High
0.51
0.01
0.50
0.52
0.22
-0.69
0.06
-0.06
0.12

Delayed
repetition theory

735
Low
0.56
0.01
0.55
0.57
0.22
-0.74
0.06
0.17
0.12

942
High
0.55
0.00
0.54
0.56
0.20
-0.73
0.06
0.44
0.12

Delayed
repetition A

735
Low
0.61
0.00
0.60
0.62
0.18
-1.17
0.06
1.64
0.12

942
High
0.63
0.00
0.62
0.64
0.20
-1.20
0.06
1.47
0.12

Delayed
repetition B

735
Low
0.63
0.00
0.62
0.64
0.20
-1.20
0.06
1.47
0.12

Note. CILB = Confidence interval lower bound; CIUB = Confidence interval upper
Bound. All statistics are based on raw scores.
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942
High
0.63
0.00
0.62
0.64
0.20
-1.20
0.06
1.47
0.12

For the MANOVA, the repeated contrast for conditions was selected so each
condition could be compared to the previous condition. The simple contrast for
question difficulty was selected with lower-order cognitive difficulty as the base of
comparison. The simple contrast for proficiency level was selected with the lower
proficiency group as the base of comparison. An alpha level of .05 was used to
evaluate significance for all analyses. Mauchly’s Test indicated that the assumption of
sphericity had been violated for the main effects of conditions, χ2 (9) = 1302.55, p <
.05, question difficulty, χ2 (2) = .00, p < .05, and conditions and question difficulty, χ2
(9) = 1685.12, p < .05. Therefore degrees of freedom were corrected using
Greenhouse-Geisser estimates of sphericity (ε = .81 for the main effect of conditions,
1.00 for the main effect of question difficulty, and .76 for the main interaction effect
of conditions and question difficulty).
The ANOVA indicated that there was a significant main effect for conditions,
F(3.2, 5426.26) = 304.56, p < .05, η2 = .15, and question difficulty, F(1, 1675) =
15.93, p < .05, η2 = .01. In addition, there were significant interaction effects between
the conditions and question difficulty, F(4, 5068.84) = 24.13, p < .05, η2 = .01, and
between the conditions, question difficulty, and proficiency level, F(3.02, 5068.84) =
9.88, p < .05, η2 = .01. There was not a significant interaction effect between the
conditions and proficiency level, F(4, 5426.26) = 1.58, p = .19, η2 = .00.
The significant main effects for conditions and question difficulty were
ignored and the contrasts for the interaction effects between the conditions and
question difficulty were examined first, followed by those interaction effects with
proficiency included. Contrasts with alpha set at .01 (.05/5) revealed that although all
the repetition conditions were higher than the non-repetition condition (see Figure 27),
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there were no significant interaction differences between non-repetition and immediate
repetition, F(1, 1675) = 6.56, p = .02, η2 = .00, or immediate repetition and delayed
repetition theory, F(1, 1675) = 1.67, p = .20, η2 = .00. There were significant
differences between delayed repetition theory and delayed repetition A, F(1, 1675) =
21.07, p < .01, η2 = .01, and between delayed repetition A and delayed repetition B,
F(1, 1675) = 15.31, p < .01, η2 = .01. The results indicate that the delayed repetition
theory condition is the point at which question difficulty between lower- and higherorder questions become equal. It seems that previewing questions, which was
permitted in delayed repetition A and B conditions, allowed the participants to
overcome the defined difference between question difficulty.

Note. 1 = Non-repetition ; 2 = Immediate repetition; 3 = Delayed repetition theory; 4 =
Delayed repetition A; 5 = delayed repetition B; LCQD = Lower-order cognitive
question difficulty; HCQD = Higher-order cognitive question difficulty.
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Figure 27. Log 10 transformed mean scores for cognitive question difficulty in each
condition.
When proficiency was taken into account, the contrasts revealed that there
were no significant interaction differences between non-repetition and immediate
repetition, F(1, 1675) = 4.72, p = .03, η2 = .00, immediate repetition and delayed
repetition theory, F(1, 1675) = 4.01, p = .04, η2 = .00, delayed repetition theory and
delayed repetition A, F(1, 1675) = .00, p = .99, η2 = .00, or delayed repetition A and
delayed repetition B, F(1, 1675) =.91, p = .66, η2 = .00.
For the low proficiency participants, the results indicated that question
difficulty diminishes with repetition (see Figure 28). In the non-repetition and
immediate repetition conditions, the higher-order questions were more difficult than
the lower-order questions. In the delayed repetition theory condition, question
difficulty became similar, but the higher-order questions were still more difficult than
the lower-order questions. For delayed repetition conditions A and B, previewing
questions made the higher-order questions easier than or equal to the lower-order
questions, respectively.
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Note. 1 = Non-repetition ; 2 = Immediate repetition; 3 = Delayed repetition theory; 4 =
Delayed repetition A; 5 = delayed repetition B; LCQD = Lower-order cognitive
question difficulty; HCQD = Higher-order cognitive question difficulty.
Figure 28. Log 10 transformed mean scores for lower proficiency participants in
cognitive question difficulty in each condition.
For the high proficiency participants, the results indicated that repetition did
not affect question difficulty (see Figure 29). For all of the conditions, question
difficulty did not separate into two distinct types as higher-order and lower-order
question difficulty was virtually equal in each condition.
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Note. 1 = Non-repetition ; 2 = Immediate repetition; 3 = Delayed repetition theory; 4 =
Delayed repetition A; 5 = delayed repetition B; LCQD = Lower-order cognitive
question difficulty; HCQD = Higher-order cognitive question difficulty.
Figure 29. Log 10 transformed mean scores for higher proficiency participants in
cognitive question difficulty in each condition.
As a supplement to the analysis using raw scores, Rasch item difficulty
estimates were used to conduct a three-way ANOVA. The independent variables were
question difficulty (lower-order and higher-order cognitive difficulty), treatment
conditions (non-repetition, immediate repetition, delayed repetition theory, delayed
repetition A, and delayed repetition B), and question type (true-false, multiple-choice,
and short-answer). The dependent variable was the Rasch item difficulty estimates.
After eliminating items with z-scores greater than ±3.0, the assumptions for
conducting an ANOVA were satisfied. The descriptive statistics are in shown Table
31.
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Table 31. Descriptive Statistics for the Rasch Estimate Measures of Question Difficulty
Delayed repetition
theory
29
28

Condition
Non-repetition
Immediate repetition
Delayed repetition A
Delayed repetition B
N
29
27
29
28
30
28
27
27
Question
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
Low
High
difficulty
M
50.04
50.05
49.20
49.84
49.37
49.73
47.99
48.63
47.34
49.02
SE
0.84
0.87
0.83
0.87
0.84
0.85
0.83
0.87
0.83
0.87
95% CI
48.39
48.34
48.00
47.73
47.72
48.05
46.37
47.12
45.72
47.30
95% CIUB
51.69
51.76
51.25
51.15
51.02
51.41
49.62
50.55
48.96
50.73
Note. CILB = Confidence interval lower bound; CIUB = Confidence interval upper bound. All statistics are based on Rasch item
difficulty estimates.
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The ANOVA indicated no significant main effects for conditions, F(4, 255) =
2.12, p = .078, η2 = .03, question difficulty, F(1, 255) = 2.74, p = .10, η2= .01, or an
interaction effect between the treatment conditions and question difficulty, F(4, 255)
=.527, p = .72, η2= .01. Although there was no interaction effect between the repetition
conditions and the other independent variables, the trend is that repetition is beneficial
across all question types as seen in Figure 30. As these are Rasch measures, the item
difficulty estimates should become easier with repetition, therefore there should be a
downward trend for the repetition conditions.

Note. 1 = Non-repetition; 2 = Immediate repetition; 3 = Delayed repetition theory; 4 =
Delayed repetition A; 5 = delayed repetition B; LC = Lower-order cognitive difficulty;
HC = Higher-order cognitive difficulty.
Figure 30. Rasch item difficulty estimates for question difficulty in each condition.
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For true-false question types, both lower-order and higher-order cognitive
question difficulty decreased with repetition as seen in Figure 31.

Note. 1 = Non-repetition; 2 = Immediate repetition; 3 = Delayed repetition theory; 4 =
Delayed repetition A; 5 = delayed repetition B; LC = Lower-order cognitive difficulty;
HC = Higher-order cognitive difficulty.
Figure 31. Rasch item difficulty estimates for true-false questions.

For the multiple-choice questions, the results were similar to the true-false
questions in that repetition made both lower-order and higher-order cognitive questions
easier as seen in Figure 32. The difference was that delayed repetition B was not as
effective in reducing item difficulty as the other repetition conditions for the higherorder cognitive questions.
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Note. 1 = Non-repetition; 2 = Immediate repetition; 3 = Delayed repetition theory; 4 =
Delayed repetition A; 5 = delayed repetition B; LC = Lower-order cognitive difficulty;
HC = Higher-order cognitive difficulty.
Figure 32. Rasch item difficulty estimates for multiple-choice questions.

The results for question difficulty for the short-answer question type differed
from those for the receptive question types. Repetition generally decreased lower-order
cognitive question difficulty, but the immediate repetition and delayed repetition theory
conditions were not more effective than the non-repetition condition. Repetition was not
more beneficial than non-repetition in lowering higher-order cognitive question
difficulty, as seen in Figure 33. In addition, the Rasch item difficulty measures indicated
that the most difficult items for lower-order cognitive difficulty questions were from
delayed repetition theory.
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Note. 1 = Non-repetition; 2 = Immediate repetition; 3 = Delayed repetition theory; 4 =
Delayed repetition A; 5 = delayed repetition B; LC = Lower-order cognitive difficulty;
HC = Higher-order cognitive difficulty.
Figure 33. Rasch item difficulty estimates for short-answer questions.

The results for hypothesis 5, which stated that delayed repetition will allow
participants to answer higher and lower-order cognitive questions more accurately, were
similar to the results of research question 1. Repetition increased comprehension scores
across question difficulty, but the effect size for the conditions was small. The trend for
question difficulty was similar in both the raw score and Rasch analyses. Delayed
repetition conditions A and B produced the highest comprehension scores followed by
delayed repetition theory, immediate repetition, and non-repetition, respectively.
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Research Question 4: Changes between the First and Second Responses
Research Question 4 asked where the changes occurred between the first and
second response. Hypothesis 6 stated that the second response will have higher scores
than the first response. As seen in Figure 34, the scores for the second response were
higher than those for the first response for all question types. The greatest increase in
scores from the first response to the second response occurred for the short-answer
responses. The smallest increase occurred for the true-false responses. These results
were expected because productive responses are more difficult to process; thus, the
extra time increased the productive scores more than the receptive responses.
Additionally, the multiple-choice questions had a greater increase than the true-false
questions. This might reflect the amount of information that must be processed during
the first listening.
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Figure 34. The mean raw scores between the first and second time for delayed
repetition conditions A and B.

The responses were broken down by total changes as shown in Table 32 and by
question types as shown in Table 33. Participants were encouraged to write responses
even if they were not sure of the answer so the number of items unanswered was
reduced compared to the preliminary study. The important numbers are the 658 changes
from an incorrect to a correct response, and the 482 changes from a correct to an
incorrect response. Similar to the preliminary study, about 40 percent of the changes
were from correct to incorrect. Although repetition is beneficial overall, one conclusion
is that those participants who changed from a correct to an incorrect response are on the
borderline of comprehension for that question. These borderline participants are helped
by repetition, but in a limited way. This idea is discussed more thoroughly in the
General Discussion chapter.

Table 32. Total Response Changes from First Listening to Second Listening
Response for first listening
Response for second listening
Total changes
NA
NA
122*
NA
Incorrect
81
NA
Correct
246
Incorrect
NA
32
Incorrect
Incorrect
2,166
Incorrect
Correct
658
Correct
NA
36
Correct
Correct
5,787
Correct
Incorrect
482
Note. NA = Not answered. * = There are no changes for this category per se as the
participants did not change their second response from the first response.
Several categories of changes occurred for each question type, but only two
categories of changes, incorrect to correct and correct to incorrect, were examined. In
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the incorrect to correct category, most of the changes occurred in the short-answer
response, but a similar number of changes were made for the multiple-choice questions.
The number of changes in the correct to incorrect category was considerably less when
compared with the number of changes in the correct to incorrect category for shortanswer and multiple-choice question types. The difference between the number of
changes for true-false question type did not differ significantly.

Table 33. Total Response Changes by Question Type
Response for
Response for
first listening
second listening
True-false
Multiple-choice
Short answer
NA
NA
122*
178*
234*
NA
Incorrect
81
51
93
NA
Correct
246
1,122
703
Incorrect
NA
32
44
67
Incorrect
Incorrect
2,166
3,247
3,985
Incorrect
Correct
658
1,489
1,675
Correct
NA
36
40
12
Correct
Correct
5,787
3,398
2,456
Correct
Incorrect
482
215
561
Note. NA = Not answered. * = There are actually no changes for this category per se as
the participants did not change their second response from the first response.
Discussion
Research Question 1 asked whether the method of repetition affected the
listening comprehension scores. Hypothesis 1 stated that delayed repetition helps
participants respond more accurately to all response types because spaced repetition
allows the participants to confirm comprehension in the utilization stage of cognitive
processing. Overall, the results support the idea that repetition is more beneficial than
non-repetition, but the effect size was small at .28 overall, while each condition ranged
from .00 to .20. The immediate repetition condition comprehension scores were higher
than expected, thus differing slightly from the findings of Henning (1991) and Sherman
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(1995), who reported higher scores for repetition, but no statistically significant
differences. Using the Rasch measures, this study had similar results to Henning and
Sherman. Using the raw scores, the difference was significant, but the effect size was
small. The delayed repetition theory condition was not as high as the other delayed
repetition conditions, but was higher than the immediate repetition and non-repetition
conditions. The delayed repetition A and B conditions involved question previewing
and those scores were the highest among all the conditions. This finding indicates that
the theoretical aspects to the method of repetition have an important relationship to
comprehension scores. The spacing effect is effective in increasing comprehension
scores because the comprehension scores in the delayed repetition theory condition
were higher than the scores in the immediate repetition and non-repetition conditions.
Focus of attention in working memory in addition to the spacing effect increases
comprehension scores more than the spacing effect alone. As previous studies (Bern,
1985; Read & Chang, 2006, 2007; Sherman, 1995) have indicated, viewing questions
prior to giving the final answer is a powerful aid to comprehension. As for proficiency
levels, the results indicated that both groups benefited from repetition, but the effect
size was small. This finding is similar to the one reported by Read and Chang (2006).
This study differed in that previewing questions was just as beneficial for low
proficiency participants as high proficiency participants.
It was hypothesized that higher proficiency participants would benefit more
from delayed repetition because the utilization stage would allow them to manage the
memory traces more effectively (Anderson, 2005; Vandergrift, 2003). The results,
however, indicated that both low and high proficiency participants benefited. The effect
for repetition was similar for both proficiency groups, but the lower proficiency
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participants benefited more from immediate repetition than the higher proficiency
participants. Both groups benefitted from viewing questions prior to giving their final
answer.
Research Question 2 asked whether the method of repetition affected listening
comprehension scores for the receptive and productive questions. The results for this
question were similar to those found in previous studies. Similar to Cheng (2004), there
were significant differences between multiple-choice and short-answer question types.
This study also showed significant differences between receptive (true-false and
multiple-choice) and productive (short-answer) question types, a finding that supported
hypothesis 4, which stated that immediate repetition will result in higher scores than
non-repetition for productive responses. Additionally, there were significant differences
between the true-false and multiple-choice question types. Hypothesis 3, however,
stated that there will be no significant difference between non-repetition and immediate
repetition for items requiring a receptive response. The repetition conditions affected
question type, as each condition was significantly higher when comparing productive
and receptive responses, except between the delayed repetition A and B conditions. In
these conditions, the timing of previewing questions did not affect comprehension
scores overall.
When taking proficiency into consideration, the effect of repetition on question
type was generally similar, but there were a few differences. Repetition helped low
proficiency participants for each question type. Delayed repetition B was best for the
receptive question types, while delayed repetition A was best for the short-answer
question type. The same conditions were true for high proficiency participants as well.
For the high proficiency participants, the immediate repetition and delayed repetition
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theory conditions did not affect performance on the true-false questions. For the shortanswer questions, only the immediate repetition condition was unhelpful.
Overall, the hypotheses were generally confirmed. For both low and high
proficiency participants, the scores for all the delayed repetition conditions increased on
the short answer (productive) questions. However, the low and high proficiency
participants’ scores did not increase on the delayed repetition theory condition for the
true-false questions. In addition, the participants had higher than expected scores on the
immediate repetition condition for the receptive questions. Although this result did not
support hypothesis 3, it was shown earlier by the mode of analysis (Rasch estimate
measures versus raw scores) and the effect size that the difference between previous
studies and this study is minimal. Hypothesis 4 was generally confirmed in that all the
delayed repetition conditions had significantly higher scores than the immediate
repetition condition, which had significantly higher scores than the non-repetition
conditions for productive responses.
Research Question 3 asked whether the method of repetition affects listening
comprehension scores for lower-order and higher-order cognitive questions. Hypothesis
5 stated that delayed repetition will allow the participants to answer higher- and lowerorder cognitive questions more accurately. The results are not entirely clear for this
question because of the different results using raw scores and Rasch estimate measures.
Nonetheless, the two types of analyses offer important perspectives to understanding
repetition and question difficulty. The results of the MANOVA using raw scores
indicated that there were significant differences for question difficulty and repetition. In
the follow-up analysis, however, there were no significant interaction effects between
question difficulty and the non-repetition, immediate repetition, and delayed repetition
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theory conditions. The interaction effect was significant when higher-order cognitive
questions became easier than the lower-order cognitive questions in the delayed
repetition A and B conditions. Although not statistically significant, the participants in
the delayed repetition A condition had scores higher on the higher-order cognitive
questions than the lower-order cognitive questions. The participants in the delayed
repetition B condition scored equally well on the higher-order cognitive questions and
the lower-order cognitive questions. As these conditions include previewing questions,
it seems that the participants can focus their attention on both types of questions.
Therefore, the distinction made between higher and lower cognitive processing in this
study became nullified.
The two proficiency groups had different results for question difficulty in each
condition. For the lower proficiency participants, the findings were similar to the overall
results in that higher-order cognitive questions were more difficult than lower-order
cognitive questions, but the difference in scores was not significant. The non-repetition
condition had the greatest disparity between higher-order and lower-order cognitive
question difficulty. The difference between higher-order and lower-order cognitive
question difficulty became smaller in the immediate repetition condition, and even
smaller in the delayed repetition theory condition. For higher proficiency participants,
the scores for lower and higher-order cognitive questions were virtually equal between
lower and higher-order cognitive questions in all the conditions except in delayed
repetition A condition.
Although the Rasch measures indicated that there was not a significant
relationship between repetition and question difficulty, the measures indicated that
repetition made the items easier. The results were similar to Henning (1991) in that
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higher-order cognitive questions were more difficult than lower-order cognitive
questions.
Interestingly, the results indicated that delayed repetition diminishes question
difficulty for low proficiency participants, but for high proficiency participants the
distinction between lower-order and higher-order question difficulty was not clear.
Perhaps the high proficiency participants’ level is high enough that it allows them to use
question preview as a way to overcome question difficulty by focusing attention on the
appropriate details. Even though there were over 1,800 participants and the ANOVA
indicated that the proficiency levels were significantly different, F(1, 1577) = 14.76, p =
.00, η2= .01, the Rasch person separation statistic, 1.86, indicates that the difference
between the two proficiency groups might not be that great.
Research Question 4 asked where the changes occurred between the first and
second responses. The changes between the first response and the second response
mainly occurred for the short-answer responses. Even though the participants were
encouraged to respond after the first listening, the responses were inconsistent.
Depending on the instructor and passage number, the number of responses after the first
listening varied dramatically. For example, some participants responded after the first
listening for the items early on the listening test, but responded less frequently in the
later passages. In other classes, some participants gave no answer for the first response,
but then used a phrase, such as “I don’t know,” later on. In some extreme cases, some
participants gave only a first response and no second response, or vice versa. These
differences make it difficult to identify where the changes occurred consistently.
Although the number of unanswered questions decreased dramatically from the
preliminary test, this is misleading in that many participants responded by writing “I
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don’t know” or something similar. The number of incorrect to incorrect responses was
highest for the short-answer questions. This finding indicates that encouragement to
write an answer was not effective for these participants.
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CHAPTER 5
GENERAL DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of repetition on listening
comprehension. It is distinct from previous studies in that repetition was examined
across repetition types, question types, question difficulty, and proficiency levels. Four
research questions with several accompanying hypotheses were investigated.
Research Question 1 asked whether the method of repetition affects listening
comprehension scores. Comprehension scores were higher in the delayed repetition
conditions than the immediate repetition and non-repetition conditions. Overall, the
preliminary and primary results support the idea that repetition is more beneficial than
non-repetition. The effect of repetition in each condition, while not strong (η2 = .28),
was similar for both groups. Low proficiency participants benefited from immediate
repetition more than the higher proficiency participants though the effect size for
proficiency was almost zero, η2 = .01. Although delayed repetition theory was better
than non-repetition and immediate repetition, the participants were helped considerably
more by delayed repetition and previewing questions than by delayed repetition alone.
The results of this study matched the results of previous studies in several ways,
and added additional knowledge. The results confirm previous findings indicating that
viewing questions prior to giving a final answer is beneficial. Delayed repetition A and
B conditions consistently resulted in higher scores than the other conditions for all the
participants. Additionally, the results added new knowledge in that the spacing effect,
which was initially identified by having native speakers engage in various types of
tasks, works similarly in with L2 learners.
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The theoretical position laid out by the search of associative memory model
explains why the spacing effect occurs. First, the encoding variability theory, which
states that stimuli received in multiple different contexts are easier to remember, is
supported by all the delayed repetition results. Thus, one reason that the delayed
repetition A and B conditions resulted in the highest comprehension scores was because
the participants had more opportunities to encode the memory traces. These two
conditions were followed by the delayed repetition theory condition, which resulted in
higher comprehension scores than immediate repetition and non-repetition. Although
the immediate repetition and delayed repetition conditions provided the participants
with the same number of opportunities to encode memory traces, the spacing effect,
which is created by the intervening variable of counting, was enough to increase
comprehension scores. This reflects the spacing effect in that a forced intervening
variable can increase opportunities to encode more memory traces, and therefore
increase comprehension.
Second, Challis (1993) argued that the priming effect in semantic orientation
tasks is the basis of the spacing effect. The results from this study indicate that the
priming effect (i.e., previewing questions) might enhance the spacing effect as delayed
repetition A and B conditions resulted in the highest comprehension scores. The first
listening in the delayed repetition theory condition can be considered a form of priming
as well; this condition resulted in higher comprehension scores than the immediate
repetition and non-repetition conditions. Although the delayed repetition theory scores
were higher than the non-repetition and immediate repetition conditions, previewing
questions, either before or after the first listening, helped the participants achieve higher
comprehension scores.
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Third, Cowan’s working memory model (2005) indicates that the participants
could move previewing questions to activated memory while attending to the listening
passage in the delayed repetition condition. The central executive was presumably able
to direct activated memory to enhance focus of attention for the information during the
listening passage. If Sunderman and Kroll (2009) are correct in their argument that L2
working memory capacity involves being able to control attention and block interfering
stimuli, then it is possible to speculate that the participants were able to use question
previewing as a way of focusing on the specific information necessary for answering
the questions and blocking irrelevant information in the aural input. The successful use
of this strategy would help them use information in the utilization stage (Anderson,
2005) more effectively, and therefore be able to use multiple memory traces to achieve
higher comprehension scores.
Research Question 2 asked whether repetition affects listening comprehension
scores for receptive and productive question types. The productive question type (i.e.,
short answer) was hypothesized to be more difficult to answer correctly than the
receptive question types (i.e., true-false and multiple-choice) because recognition of the
correct response is not possible when giving a productive response. There was a
significant interaction between the repetition condition and question type, but the effect
size was small (η2 = .04) for each condition when comparing productive responses to
receptive responses. Additionally, the Rasch principal components analysis of the item
residuals also indicated that the question types might be measuring a different aspect of
the listening comprehension construct. As the contrasts in the Rasch principal
components analysis of item residuals indicated, the true-false questions separated from
the short-answer questions.
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Overall, the two proficiency groups mirrored each other across conditions for
the three question types, except for the true-false questions in the immediate repetition
condition. It was hypothesized that delayed repetition would increase comprehension
scores based on the encoding variability theory, which states that the different contexts
during encoding allow for more memory traces to be recalled, hence better
comprehension. The results supported the hypotheses that delayed repetition increases
comprehension for both receptive and productive question types. As explained above,
the more opportunities individuals have to encode memory traces, the greater their
chance to obtain higher comprehension scores.
It was also hypothesized that the immediate repetition condition would affect
comprehension scores differently for different question types. For the immediate
repetition condition, it was hypothesized that there would be no significant difference
between the non-repetition and immediate repetition condition for items requiring a
receptive response (i.e., true-false and multiple-choice questions). This prediction was
based on the deficient-processing theory, which states that attention is not as focused in
the second stimuli presentation as in the first stimuli presentation because the
participants assume they have the knowledge already. A receptive response requires less
cognitive processing than a productive response; therefore, the participants respond
approximately the same regardless of the immediate repetition condition or nonrepetition. However, the immediate repetition condition was more beneficial than nonrepetition for the receptive questions, a finding that failed to support the hypothesis.
Thus, the participants were able to focus their attention on the second stimuli
presentation well enough to increase their comprehension scores. As Greene (1989) and
Challis (1992) stated regarding the spacing effect with cued-recall, the deficient-
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processing theory can be affected by involuntary factors, such as stimuli entering echoic
memory in the sensory store. The unattended stimuli received in the sensory store can
increase the processing speed of the second stimuli presentation. The small traces of
neural activity occurring in the first presentation, even though unconscious, aid
processing the second time. In Cowan’s model (2005), the auditory stimuli are held in
the sensory store for 200-400 milliseconds. Then, the auditory information can be
transferred into a longer-lasting memory store that can last up to 20 seconds. In this
stage, the auditory information is available for processing in working memory so the
information can be compared with an existing pattern of information in the long-term
store. The effect was most beneficial for multiple-choice responses; a result that might
indicate that immediate repetition is a processing aid for discerning item distractors,
thus increasing comprehension scores. The participants might have been able to use the
information that was repeated immediately to eliminate incorrect options because they
only needed to recognize information that was not accurate.
Another hypothesis was that that the immediate repetition condition is more
beneficial than non-repetition for items requiring a productive response (i.e., shortanswer questions). Although this hypothesis goes against the deficient-processing
theory because massed items are not believed to be processed with the same degree of
attention as spaced items, it was assumed that the second listening can be used in the
utilization stage because the productive response requires more cognitive processing,
and therefore focuses attention more appropriately. The results, which indicated that the
immediate repetition condition did not have any greater influence on comprehension
than non-repetition, suggest a fundamental difference between receptive and productive
processing. When the question type is receptive, the immediate repetition condition
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results in greater comprehension than non-repetition. The unattended stimuli in the first
presentation help improve comprehension scores after the second presentation.
However, this effect decreases for more difficult productive question types. It is
possible that the unattended stimuli in the first presentation were not strong enough to
create an accurate productive response. Perhaps the increased cognitive processing load
for a productive response overburdens the utilization stage so that unattended stimuli
are not used effectively. As Cowan (2005) argued, the number of representations in
activated memory is unlimited, but the number that can be the focus of attention at any
point in time is limited to four. As the central executive directs attention and processing,
the act of producing a response without aid limits what can be processed, thereby
limiting the effectiveness of the utilization stage.
Research question 3 asked whether the method of repetition affects listening
comprehension scores for lower-order and higher-order question types. The findings for
this research question were ambiguous. The primary study’s MANOVA results
indicated that repetition increased comprehension scores for lower-order and higherorder question types when previewing questions was not involved. However, when
previewing questions were included in the delayed repetition A and B conditions, there
was no difference in comprehension scores between the lower-order and higher-order
question types. The follow-up Rasch item difficulty estimates indicated that the items
become easier with repetition although not significantly so.
It was hypothesized that delayed repetition would help the participants to
respond more accurately to both lower-order and higher-order cognitive questions based
on encoding variability theory. In addition, spaced items allow the participants to
confirm their comprehension in the utilization stage of cognitive processing. Although
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the participants in the delayed repetition conditions had higher comprehension scores,
the difference between the conditions was minimal, which is similar to Henning’s
(1991) results.
The Rasch item difficulty estimates indicated that the effect of repetition on
question difficulty was also similar across question types. The true-false question items
for both lower-order and higher-order cognitive questions were parallel across the
treatment conditions. This means that the difference between the lower-order and
higher-order cognitive questions was the same across all the conditions (see Figure 31).
For multiple-choice questions (see Figure 32), the results were close to parallel across
the treatment conditions except for the delayed repetition A and B conditions. In those
conditions, lower-order and higher-order cognitive difficulty questions were equally
difficult. The item difficulty estimates for the short-answer questions (see Figure 33)
displayed the greatest variance in that the difference between lower-order and higherorder cognitive questions was not parallel across the treatment conditions. First, item
difficulty was highest for the lower-order cognitive difficulty questions in the delayed
repetition theory condition. Second, item difficulty was highest for the higher-order
cognitive difficulty questions in the non-repetition condition. In short, the short-answer
questions had the least amount of consistency in terms of item difficulty, which
indicates that productive responses are more difficult to process than receptive
responses. The extra burden of producing a response might interfere with
comprehending the aural input, which in turn affects question difficulty.
There are two possible reasons why repetition was not as beneficial as expected
for the short-answer questions of both types of question difficulty of lower-order and
higher-order. One reason could be the procedures in the delayed repetition theory
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condition. As the participants were asked to count from ten to one between the listening
passages, some participants might have done it silently rather than by vocalizing. With
the large group of participants in one room, it was difficult to identify anyone that did
not vocalize the number.
Another possible reason the lower-order and higher-order cognitive questions
did not work as expected with the short-answer questions could be because of what
occurs at the parsing stage. In the parsing stage, individual words are transformed into
mental representations that account for the combined meaning of the words. It is
possible that the participants were unable to comprehend the meaning of the text
because they were unable to focus attention long enough to make the necessary
inference to answer the question accurately. As the comprehension scores in all of the
repetition conditions were lower than the non-repetition condition for higher-order
cognitive questions, the extra information increased the amount of cognitive processing
to be done, and thereby reduced the time available to process information to make an
inference answer accurately. As Henning (1991) and Alderson et al. (1995) warned, the
distinction made between lower-order and higher-order cognitive difficulty is not
necessarily an easy or clear one. A lapse in concentration can easily lead a listener to
miss specific information, whereas information that is inferred can often be ascertained
from more than one point in the text. Nonetheless, previous research (Henning, 1991;
Yi’an, 1998) has shown higher-order cognitive questions to be generally more difficult
than lower-order cognitive questions. The findings in this study do not contradict this
conclusion, nor do they indicate that repetition effectively increases the comprehension
of higher-order cognitive questions.
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Research Question 4 asked where changes occurred between the participants’
first and second responses when given an opportunity to listen to the input a second
time. The results for this research question are ambiguous for several reasons. First, the
participants were not required to respond the first time and as a result, many did not
write an answer after the first listening. Second, changes in responses took place mostly
with the short-answer questions. As the results indicate, this was the most difficult
question type, so many participants either wrote “I don’t know” or something similar
for the first response. Conversely, the true-false questions were the easiest items, so the
participants made few changes to their initial answer, presumably because they were
satisfied with that response and/or were able to confirm the accuracy of the response
when listening the second time.
There are several conclusions that can be drawn even though the participants
were not explicitly required to give two responses. One conclusion is that giving two
chances to respond increases comprehension. In both the preliminary and primary
studies, the changes the participants made generally increased their comprehension
scores. Although this effect most likely arose from previewing the questions, an act that
that leads to greater focus of attention on specific parts of the listening text, an
additional contributing factor could be the process of answering the question itself. As
the process creates memory traces, previewing the question magnifies the positive
benefits of the process. Perhaps a more sophisticated process of introducing the topic
prior to listening could lead to similar results provided that the participants to consider
questions about the passage. It is also possible that more changes occur when the
question type becomes more difficult. In the preliminary and primary studies, most of
the changes occurred in short-answer responses. As a productive response requires
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greater cognitive processing, the second listening provided the listeners with more
processing time to respond accurately. The participants made fewer changes to the truefalse questions, presumably because they were easier to process and respond to, given
that only two choices were possible. Although multiple-choice questions are easier than
short-answer questions, they do require test takers to process more information than
true-false questions; therefore, it is understandable that more changes were made for
multiple-choice than for true-false questions.
Providing test-takers with a second opportunity to respond did not always result
in a positive outcome. When examining correct to incorrect responses, participants
changed their correct response to an incorrect response about 30% of the time. In these
cases, true-false items changed the most frequently at 42%, followed by short-answer
and multiple-choice items, 25% and 12%, respectively. When examining the changes
overall, however, the participants changed the true-false items the least. This indicates
that the participants were generally comfortable with their first response, but if they
were unsure of the correctness of their response, they were likely to respond wrongly
the second time. Although the participants made almost the same number of changes
with multiple-choice and short-answer items, there were fewer changes from correct to
incorrect responses with multiple-choice items. These changes could indicate where
some participants found comprehension most difficult. As multiple-choice items offered
the most cues because of the presence of distractors, this could have allowed the
participants to select a response they felt was the most accurate. Thus, they made fewer
changes. Because the short-answer items required a productive response and no
additional cues were given, the participants were unlikely to change their first response.
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Further research might indicate how participants can overcome partial comprehension
and how the question type affects comprehension scores.

Theoretical Implications
Although the use of different types of memory was not examined specifically in
this study, the findings suggest several ideas regarding this issue. First, comprehension
scores are affected by the amount of attention given to the cue. As the delayed repetition
A and B conditions involved previewing questions, both low and high proficiency
participants were able to use the cues effectively to respond more accurately to
questions because their scores were generally the highest regardless of the question
type. The factors that influence retrieval as outlined by Anderson (2009) indicate that
attention given to the cues prior to responding increases scores. Second, the search of
associative memory model in encoding variability theory (Glenberg, 1976) helps
explain the spacing effect. As the number of stimuli cues increased, the comprehension
scores increased as well. The delayed repetition A and B conditions presented the most
stimuli cues, as the listening passage was repeated twice and preview questions were
included; therefore, those conditions produced the highest comprehension scores. In
addition, the delayed repetition theory condition increased comprehension scores over
the immediate repetition and non-repetition conditions because it allowed the
participants to use the utilization stage more effectively, that is, they were able to bring
back the first stimuli presentation into the focus of attention with the second stimuli
presentation, and therefore could use the two memory traces to respond more accurately
to the comprehension questions. Overall, encoding variability theory helps explain
higher comprehension scores.
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Another theoretical implication concerns the use of the parsing and utilization
stages (Anderson, 2005) in L2 working memory for listening comprehension. As
listeners concentrate on comprehending meaning first, repetition can be used in the
utilization stage to increase comprehension. Both higher and lower proficiency
participants were able to take advantage of repetition across different question types at a
similar rate. This finding can be interpreted in two ways. The first is that participants
with a greater working memory capacity are not afforded any special benefits through
repetition than participants with a smaller working memory capacity. However, as
working memory was not measured in this study, this conclusion is speculative and
further research is necessary. A second way is that the participants used a variety of
retrieval factors in increasing their scores. As mentioned above, attention to the cues
aided comprehension scores in delayed repetition conditions A and B. Another
possibility is that the relevance and strength of cues in the item distractors affects
comprehension. The questions on the test did not use the same vocabulary terms used in
the listening passage as item distractors. Therefore, the participants could make use of
the parsing stage more effectively, which in turn helped them in the utilization stage.
As argued previously, because focus of attention is limited, there is a diminishing
return to the utilization stage. Perhaps when too much information and more difficult
item types occur simultaneously, the utilization stage becomes overburdened. For
example, as the question type became more difficult, moving from true-false questions
to short-answer questions, the delayed repetition B condition became less effective. The
delayed repetition A condition was more effective than the delayed repetition B
condition because the participants in the delayed repetition B condition viewed the
questions prior to the first listening whereas the participants in the delayed repetition A
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condition viewed the questions after the first listening. Although the delayed repetition
B condition produced higher scores than the remaining conditions, previewing
questions was not beneficial in increasing comprehension scores for short-answer
questions. This could indicate a point of diminishing returns of the utilization stage for
productive responses. Another limit to the utilization stage could be the loss of the exact
linguistic form in the parsing stage, which can be seen as a trade-off between the
amount of information to be retrieved and the form of that information. If one is asked
to retrieve a small amount of information, then exact retrieval does not seem to be an
issue. As the amount of information to be retrieved increases, however, then the exact
form is condensed into general meaning, and the original words and grammar are lost
and are no longer able to be recalled.

Implications for Listening Assessment
The findings indicate that using spaced repetition on comprehension tests might
be more practical for classroom tests than for commercial tests. As noted in the
limitations section, there is a trade-off between the amount of time necessary to repeat
items and the number of items used. The trade-off in the number of items might not be
effective on tests designed to measure a group of participants with a wide proficiency
range such as the TOEFL. In the classroom, however, there are fewer test-takers and
their proficiency level differences are smaller. In addition, there are usually fewer items
on classroom tests, so the amount of time needed for delayed repetition is reduced.
A second implication is that the type of question used for listening tests in an
EFL situation affects comprehension. Repetition benefits all proficiency groups when
they take multiple-choice items, and they are most often used in large-scale language
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assessment. In addition, lower proficiency students benefit more from repetition with
true-false questions, while higher proficiency students benefit more with short-answer
questions.
Another implication is that repetition reduces question difficulty. The immediate
repetition and delayed repetition theory conditions reduced question difficulty
marginally, whereas the delayed repetition A and B conditions reduced question
difficulty considerably. Previewing questions and spacing the listening passages
allowed the participants to focus their attention on the appropriate information and to
thereby increase their comprehension scores. There could be a limitation of this effect to
only receptive responses, as productive responses had inconsistent results across the
conditions. This indicates that productive responses to higher-order cognitive questions
overburdens the cognitive processing in the utilization stage. Instead of reducing the
burden and allowing participants to confirm their comprehension, repetition might
create too much information to be processed and affect comprehension negatively.
I spoke with several participants in the study about the different conditions in
general terms. One recurring theme was that they stopped listening after becoming
confused. Once they lost understanding during the passage, most of them did not listen
any further or repair any misunderstanding. Although most of the participants stated
that they preferred hearing the passage twice, once they became confused, repetition
was helpful only up to the point of confusion. Thereafter, the participants generally
ignored the rest of the passage. It seemed that addressing one point of confusion in the
passage was the most they could process.
A fourth implication is the process of requiring a response. As many of the
participants were hesitant to offer a first response unless required to do so, perhaps the
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focus should be on note-taking in the first listening. The test-takers could then be
required to give only one response on the second listening. In both the preliminary and
primary studies, the participants were encouraged to write a response in the first
listening, but many did not. During the conversations I had with the participants, many
felt uncomfortable giving a response after the first listening unless they were certain of
the answer. Even though they knew the response was not going to be assessed, they
were still hesitant to write one. I doubt that requiring a response would change the
results, but the process of writing information, such as key words or a summary, could
help listening comprehension.
A final implication is for second language acquisition in general. I believe all
teachers use repetition in their classroom to some extent. Delayed repetition highlights
the benefits of recycling material in a variety of ways. First, in one class, having the
students cover material through different exercises enhances their comprehension of the
material. Instead of doing an activity once, teachers can ask students to do the activity
several times by breaking up each completed activity with different exercises. Second,
by breaking up the activity, previous material can be incorporated by reviewing the
information through different exercises. Therefore, delayed repetition can be used
across several classes. Third, delayed repetition can be applied across several years, as it
usually done through a spiral curriculum. Delayed repetition can also be used within an
activity such as a listening comprehension test.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION

This study investigated the role of repetition on a second language listening
comprehension test. The role of repetition was also considered across question type,
question difficulty, and proficiency level. The study incorporated the spacing effect into
several treatment conditions to investigate several hypotheses. The first hypothesis was
that delayed repetition would increase comprehension scores over immediate repetition.
The second hypothesis was that delayed repetition would increase comprehension
scores more for higher proficiency participants than for lower proficiency participants.
The third hypothesis was that there would not be a significant difference between nonrepetition and immediate repetition requiring a receptive response. The fourth
hypothesis was that immediate repetition would have significantly higher scores than
non-repetition requiring productive response. The fifth hypothesis stated that delayed
repetition will allow participants to answer both higher and lower-order cognitive
questions more accurately. The sixth hypothesis was that the participants would score
significantly higher in the second response than in the first response.

Summary of the Findings
The findings of this study are straightforward. First, spaced repetition results in
greater comprehension than immediate repetition or non-repetition. Therefore, the first
hypothesis was generally confirmed in that delayed repetition resulted in higher scores
than immediate repetition and non-repetition. This finding indicates that encoding
variability theory works similarly in first and second language contexts. In addition,
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previewing questions and using the spacing effect aid comprehension more than using
just the spacing effect. These effects were consistent across the two proficiency levels
as each group paralleled each other in all the conditions. This meant that the second
hypothesis was not confirmed because the higher proficiency participants did not
produce higher scores than the lower proficiency participants. It was expected that
higher proficiency participants would benefit more from delayed repetition than the
lower proficiency participants. Delayed repetition is beneficial for both groups equally.
Because the effect for both proficiency levels was approximately equal, it supports the
idea that repetition is being processed similarly in memory. This in turn might support
Cowan’s (2005) assertion that the underlying neural network of working memory is in
long-term memory. The first listening and/or previewing questions activate memory
traces. Focus of attention in the second listening is enhanced, thereby allowing the
central executive to manage the memory traces more efficiently.
Second, repetition was beneficial across question types. It was hypothesized that
the immediate repetition condition would affect true-false and multiple-choice questions
in the same way as the non-repetition condition. However, the third hypothesis was not
confirmed because there were significant differences between the non-repetition and
immediate repetition conditions for receptive responses. The lower proficiency
participants were able to use immediate repetition effectively in answering receptive
questions, especially true-false items. The higher proficiency participants, however, did
not effectively use immediate repetition to raise their scores for the true-false questions.
This might indicate the starting point of a ceiling effect as the delayed repetition
conditions did not significantly increase comprehension scores either. It was also
hypothesized that immediate repetition would be more beneficial than non-repetition for
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productive responses. There were significant differences between the two conditions,
and the participants in the two proficiency levels responded similarly for short-answer
questions. This supported the fourth hypothesis of immediate repetition helping more
than non-repetition for productive responses.
Third, repetition had different effects on question difficulty depending on the
proficiency level and question type. Overall, repetition made question difficulty easier,
as the difference between lower- and higher-order cognitive questions became less
distinguishable through each condition. The delayed repetition theory condition was the
point where lower- and higher-order questions almost became equal. The biggest
difference between question difficulties occurred in the non-repetition condition. There
was almost no distinction between lower and higher-order cognitive questions in the
delayed repetition conditions. There was a bigger difference between question difficulty
for lower proficiency participants than for higher proficiency participants. Question
difficulty paralleled each other across the receptive question types, but for productive
questions question difficulty was inconsistent. As it is more cognitively difficult to
produce a short-answer response, the extra information provided by repetition might
have made the higher-order questions even more difficult. The lower-order questions
generally followed the hypothesis that delayed repetition will allow the participants to
increase their comprehension scores.
Fourth, participants are more likely to change their short-answer responses than
their true-false responses if given the opportunity to respond twice. This indicates that
as the response type becomes more difficult, repetition increased the chance for a
response change. Hypothesis 6 was confirmed in that the participants’ second response
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scores were greater than the first response scores. Therefore, this might reflect the
participants’ unwillingness to respond the first time.

Limitations
There are several limitations to this study. First, the large intact class size meant
that control over individual actions was limited. This was important in the delayed
repetition theory condition because the participants were asked to count numbers out
loud. As a group, the participants were heard voicing the numbers between the listening
passages as instructed, but some individuals might not have done it. This could have
reduced the influence of the treatment condition.
Second, each listening passage had only one form of question type. Therefore,
the stem types could not be compared directly with each other on each listening
passage, which might indicate that the question types are measuring different aspects of
comprehension of the listening passage.
Third, missing data might have influenced the outcomes to some extent.
Although imputation methods have become increasingly advanced and accurate, one
has to be careful in interpreting the results based on such methods.
Fourth, the design and instruments used in this study did not permit me to
determine how the memory stimuli related to specific types of memory, such as
working memory or long-term memory, affect the use of repetition and listening
comprehension. The assumption was that both play a role in comprehension because
language comprehension requires the use of both types of memory. Working memory is
related to processing speed, that is, the rate at which participants can manage and
temporarily store information. The participants were given sufficient time to accomplish
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the tasks and were able to use notes, so the role of working memory and the effect of
working memory limitations might not have been large.
Fifth, the cognitive difficulty of the questions was divided into only two general
categories, high and low. The defining distinctions between high and low cognitive
difficulty were simplistic and might have been ineffective due to a variety of influences
such as question type, topic orientation, or lack of concentration.
Finally, the issue of time was not addressed in this study. Repetition takes time
and therefore reduces the number of items that can be administered. This is an
important issue in the field of language assessment because administering a greater
number of items can increase the reliability and validity of decisions. This study sought
to broaden the understanding of repetition prior to comparing time costs.

Suggestions for Future Research
This study was limited in the amount of resources available, so there are several
suggestions for future research. First, the role of the cognitive processes in repetition
should be examined more thoroughly. A qualitative study in which participants
verbalize their thoughts while performing tasks in the different repetition conditions
would shed light on their cognitive processes. As reported previously, I asked several
students who participated in the study about the different conditions. All of them
preferred hearing the passage more than once, but they also reported that they stopped
listening after becoming confused. Once they lost understanding in the passage, most
did not try to listen any further. It seems that their tolerance for ambiguity is low, and
how they can overcome confusion during the passage would be beneficial. In addition, a
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qualitative investigation could help determine where students are on the cusp of
comprehension and how they deal with incomprehension.
Second, the test procedures could be explored in relation to cognitive processes.
The delayed repetition theory condition was an unusual procedure and I believe it had
little face validity among the participants. In addition, a more controlled comparison of
the conditions between the first and second response could highlight where repetition
benefits specific question types or question difficulty. As previous research has
demonstrated, previewing questions or schema building prior to answering can
effectively raise comprehension scores. The amount of time given between a listening
passage and responding could be investigated, as manipulating the time between
listening and responding might reveal a more effective way, such as predicting the
questions, to incorporate the utilization stage in the cognitive listening process. A more
direct comparison between spaced repetition and previewing questions could also be
examined.
Third, researchers could randomly assign experimental conditions to subgroups
of participants. This will allow researchers to show more convincingly that some of the
conditions are indicators of better listening comprehension. One of the difficulties of
using intact classes in an EFL setting is getting enough participants. Another difficulty
is placing the participants in different conditions without creating confounding
influences. Taken together, these two difficulties can be reduced by assigning
conditions randomly.
Finally, the role of repetition on affective variables, such as anxiety, motivation,
or confidence, could be examined more closely. As previous studies have indicated,
listeners prefer to hear a passage twice even if it does not increase scores. Massed
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repetition is not as effective as spaced repetition, but the face validity of massed
repetition is greater than that of spaced repetition. Perhaps consciousness raising
exercises using different repetition methods might demonstrate how spaced repetition is
better than massed repetition.

Final Conclusions
This study began by asking a practical question that arose from my experience
in the foreign language classroom. Spaced repetition is often used in a variety of ways
in the classroom, such as recycling material in one class through different exercises,
recycling material over several classes, or recycling material over a year. Intuitively
most people understand the benefits of repetition. This study emphasized the benefits of
spaced repetition over a shorter period of time than is normally associated with
repetition. The spacing effect is used in numerous daily activities such as information in
commercials, ideas in speeches, or announcements in public places. Greater awareness
of its use and applicability in the classroom can only enhance our knowledge of
processes involved toward greater comprehension and learning. The results might not
lead to the revision of test procedures in contexts in which time is not available for
incorporating repetition in the test. It is hoped that smaller classroom studies explore
test procedures, and perhaps shed more light on the cognitive and affective processes in
second language testing. Although the smaller classroom sizes might make it difficult to
conduct numerous treatment conditions at once, directly comparing the varying
procedures could lead to greater understanding of the role of repetition in testing.
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APPENDIX A
LISTENING TEST PASSAGES AND QUESTIONS FOR THE PRELIMINARY
STUDY
Passage 1
A: Hey Jon, wait up! Why are you walking so fast? Are you in a hurry?
B: Not walking, Tina. Race walking. It’s an Olympic event.
A: Wow, you’re training for the Olympics?
B: Did you know there are 35 different Olympic sports, 28 summer and 7 winter. There
are more than 400 events. More than 10,000 athletes participate in the summer and
more than 2,000 in the winter.
A: That’s a lot of competition.
B: I’ll say. Can you picture me going against the world’s best? Just imagine me in
gymnastics, basketball or, or .. synchronized swimming?
A: Umm, isn’t that a women’s only sport?
B: Anyway, racewalking is the only event I have a chance in.
A: Well it’s not a very big chance, is it?
B: Whadya mean? You said I was walking fast.
A: True, but I can walk faster. I’ll race you across the park.
B: But… you’re wearing dress shoes!
A: Wait a sec… and I’ll put on my racewalking shoes.
B: Uh-oh.
Topic: Training for the Olympics
Questions for passage 1

Answer

1. Racewalking is an Olympic event.
2. More than 10,000 athletes are going to Beijing.
3. There are less than 40 Olympic sports.
4. Jon is going to participate in the next Olympics.
5. Tina is a racewalker.
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Passage 2
A: Hi Welcome to Shape’s Athletic Club.
B: I’m thinking of becoming a member.
A: Great, my name is John and I can help you with any questions you might have.
B: Okay, is it possible to look around the club?
A: Sure, is there anything you are interested in?
B: Yeah, what facilities do you have? For example are there any tennis courts?
A: I’m sorry, but the club doesn’t have tennis courts, but we do have an Olympic-sized
swimming pool downstairs. On the roof we have a golf range that is 100 meters in
length. On the second floor we have the main gym, which includes free weights,
Nautilus machines, 5 Stairmasters, and 20 stationary bikes. On this floor we have locker
rooms that include a sauna.
B: So, how much is the membership?
A: Our initial registration fee is $150. Full-time members pay monthly dues $100.
Students can get a reduced price of 50%.
B: Hmmm… I’ll have to think about it.
A: Okay. Here take a brochure with you. You can call or stop by if you have further
questions.
Topic: Joining a gym
Questions for passage 2
6. What is the name of the Club?
7. How much is the full-time monthly fee?
8. How many types of facilities are available?
9. What sport do you think the customer is interested in the most?
10. Do you think the customer will join?
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Answer

Passage 3
A: Hey Cathy. I got your message. What did you wanna talk to me about?
B: Oh Hi Bob. Come on in and shut the door please.
A: Uh-Oh this doesn’t sound good.
B: How should I say this… I’m thinking of quittin the company.
A: Quitting, but I just promoted you last week!
B: Yeah, that’s why I wanted to talk to you. I got an offer from C & V last night. They
want me to take over the Accounting Division.
A: Wow, that sounds like a great opportunity. C & V is an excellent company.
Obviously I won’t try to change your mind, so when do you start?
B: They want me to start as soon as possible so I wanted to discuss it with you first. I
know you’re busy and I should give at least 1 month’s notice, but I’d like to start next
week.
Topic: Co-workers talking
Questions for passage 3
11. What is the name of the company mentioned?
A. C & B
B. S & V
C. C & V
D. S & B
12. Why is Cathy thinking of quitting her job?
A. She is sick.
B. She was promoted to manager.
C. She wants to move.
D. She was offered a higher position.
13. What is Cathy’s boss’s opinion of the matter?
A. He doesn’t think she can do it.
B. He will not support her.
C. He will not try to change her mind.
D. She should start as soon as possible.
14. When did Cathy become manager?
A. Last week
B. Last month
C. 6 months ago
D. Last year
15. How much time should be given to the company before quitting?
A. As soon as possible
B. One week
C. Two weeks
D. One month
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Passage 4
Rice, water, time, and a skilled “touji” are the keys to making good sake.Sake is
made with a special type of rice called "sakamai", which has larger, softer grains than
ordinary table rice. The rice is polished carefully washed, soaked, steamed, and then
cooled. Pure, clean water is also essential, and many sake breweries are located near
Japan's best springs.
Sake takes as much as three or four times as long to ferment as wine does. This
longer fermentation process gives the sake a balanced taste and fresh flavor.
Every sake maker relies on the skills of a brewery master, called “touji” to
supervise the long process and judge when the final product is ready to be bottled and
shipped to stores. So the next time you drink sake, take a moment to consider all the
work that went in to producing it.
Topic: Sake
Questions for passage 4
16. Four keys are necessary to make good sake.
17. Sake is made from ordinary table rice.
18. The sake fermentation process is shorter than the wine fermentation process.
19. A touji can determine the sake’s taste and flavor.
20. Sake is often made near Japan’s best springs.
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Answer

Passage 5
Here in the Smithsonian’s Air and Space Museum, we have brought together
many of the most important aircraft in the history of aviation. Right above you is the
Kitty Hawk Flyer, the craft that Orville and Wilbur Wright used to make the first
successful flight. The plane only traveled some 500 feet above the sand dunes at Kitty
Hawk, but the flight marked the beginning of aviation.
Just behind it is the Spirit of St. Louis On May 20, 1927, Charles
Lindbergh took of from New York, and 33 hours later he made a triumphant landing in
Paris; marking the first solo transatlantic flight.
Moving on to more recent aircraft, we see the original Apollo 11 command
module, Columbia; and alongside it is one of the lunar landing modules used on the
Apollo missions, identical to the one that astronauts Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin
used when they made the first manned landing on the surface of the moon.
Topic: Aviation Museum
Questions for passage 5

Answer

21. How high did the Kitty Hawk Flyer travel above the sand?
22. How many flights were referred to in this lecture?
23. Who completed the first solo transatlantic flight?
24. Did each flight mentioned mark a new development in space travel?
25. What do the flights share in common?
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Passage 6
Let’s take a look at the weekend weather forecast. Today’s warm temperatures
and beautiful warm skies should continue into tomorrow. The high temperature for
Saturday will be about 76 degrees Fahrenheit, or 24 Celsius—the same as today.
But tomorrow evening, I hate to tell you this folks things are going to start
turning nasty. A low pressure front will move in from the northeast, temperatures will
drop sharply, and we’ll get heavy rain and strong winds overnight and on through
Sunday afternoon. Sunday’s high will be about 62 degrees Fahrenheit, or 17 Celsius.
But here’s the good news—that low pressure will move out by Sunday night and
we’ll have more great weather on Monday.
Topic: Weather report
Questions for passage 6
26. Today’s temperature is about ….
A. 15 Celsius
B. 20 Celsius
C. 25 Celsius
D. 30 Celsius
27. Tomorrow’s daytime weather will be…
A. Hot
B. Warm
C. Chilly
D. Cold
28. Why will it rain Saturday night and Sunday morning?
A. A low pressure will move in from the northeast.
B. A low pressure will move in from the southeast.
C. A low pressure will move in from the northwest.
D. A low pressure will move in from the southwest.
29. Monday’s forecast is …
A. Hot
B. Warm
C. Chilly
D. Cold
30. Sunday’s highest temperature will be about…
A. 10-15 Celsius
B. 15-20 Celsius
C. 20-25 Celsius
D. 25-30 Celsius
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APPENDIX B
LISTENING TEST PASSAGES AND QUESTIONS FOR THE PRIMARY
STUDY
Passage 1
A: Hey Jon, wait up! Why are you walking so fast? Are you in a hurry?
B: Not walking, Tina. Race walking. It’s an Olympic event.
A: Wow, you’re training for the Olympics?
B: Did you know there are 35 different Olympic sports, 28 summer and 7 winter. There
are more than 400 events. More than 10,000 athletes participate in the summer and
more than 2,000 in the winter.
A: That’s a lot of competition.
B: I’ll say. Can you picture me going against the world’s best? Just imagine me in
gymnastics, basketball or, or … synchronized swimming.
A: Umm, isn’t that a women’s only sport?
B: Anyway, racewalking is the only event I have a chance in.
A: Well it’s not a very big chance, is it?
B: Whadya mean. You said I was walking fast.
A: True, but I can walk faster. I’ll race you across the park.
B: But… you’re wearing dress shoes!
A: Wait a sec… and I’ll put on my racewalking shoes.
B: Uh-oh.
Topic: Olympic Events
Question

Answer

1. Racewalking is an Olympic event.
2. More than 10,000 athletes are going to the 2012 London Olympics.
3. There are less than 40 Olympic sports.
4. John is going to participate in the next Olympics.
5. Tina is a racewalker.
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Passage 2
A: Hi Welcome to Family Fitness Center.
B: I’m thinking of becoming a member.
A: Great, my name is John and I can help you with any questions you might have.
B: Okay, is it possible to look around the club?
A: Sure, is there anything you are interested in?
B: Yeah, what facilities do you have? For example are there any tennis courts?
A: I’m sorry, but the club doesn’t have tennis courts, but we do have an Olympic-sized
swimming pool downstairs. On the roof we have a golf range that is 100 meters in
length. On the second floor we have the main gym, which includes free weights,
Nautilus machines, 5 Stairmasters, and 20 stationary bikes. On this floor we have locker
rooms that include a sauna.
B: So, how much is the membership?
A: Our initial registration fee is $150. Full-time members pay monthly dues of $100. If
you are a student, the monthly fee is reduced by 50%.
B: Hmmm… I’ll have to think about it.
A: Okay. Here take a brochure with you. You can call or stop by if you have further
questions.
Topic: Joining a gym
Question
6. What is the name of the club?
7. How much is the full-time member monthly fee?
8. How many types of facilities are available?
9. What sport do you think the customer is interested in the most?
10. Do you think the customer will join?
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Answer

Passage 3
A: Hey Cathy. I got your message. What did you wanna talk to me about?
B: Oh Hi Bob. Come on in and shut the door please.
A: Uh-Oh this doesn’t sound good.
B: How should I say this… I’m thinking of quittin the company.
A: Quitting, but I just promoted you last week!
B: Yeah, that’s why I wanted to talk to you. I got an offer from C & V last night. They
want me to take over the Accounting Division.
A: Wow, that sounds like a great opportunity. C & V is an excellent company.
Obviously I won’t try to change your mind, so when do you start?
B: They want me to start as soon as possible so I wanted to discuss it with you first. I
know you’re busy and I should give at least 1 month’s notice, but I’d like to start next
week.
Topic: Co-workers talking employment
11. What is the name of the company mentioned?
A. C & B
B. S & V
C. C & V
D. S & B
12. Why is Cathy thinking of quitting her job?
A. She is sick.
B. She was promoted to manager.
C. She wants to move.
D. She was offered a higher position.
13. What is Cathy’s boss’s opinion of the matter?
A. He doesn’t think she can do it.
B. He will not support her.
C. He will not try to change her mind.
D. She should start as soon as possible.
14. When did Cathy become manager?
A. Last week
B. Last month
C. 6 months ago
D. Last year
15. When does Cathy want to start?
A. As soon as possible
B. Next week
C. Next month
D. Next pay quarter
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Passage 4
Welcome to English Conversation I. As you know, the textbook for this class is
Future Friends. It covers the basic conversations you will need to know to do a half-ayear homestay in Canada. Students will learn everyday expressions used in Canadian
life and customs.
Regular attendance will count for 30% of your grade. If you miss more than 3
classes during this 15-week term, you will fail. The final test will count for 30% as well.
For the final test, you will have to do a role-play of one the conversations covered in
class. You will not be able to use notes during the role-play. Two quizzes will count for
20%, and one short essay comparing Japanese and Canadian culture will account for
20%.
There is a lot of work for this course, but I believe you will find the course to be
enjoyable. Coming to class prepared will make it fun for all involved!
Topic: Introduction for English Class
Number Question
16.
The name of the class textbook is Future Friends.
17.
The students will have to do a role-play for the course final.
18.
The final test counts for 30% of the grade.
19.
The students will NOT have homework in this class.
20.
The quizzes and essay will account for 50% of the grade.
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Answer

Passage 5
Here in the Smithsonian’s Air and Space Museum, we have brought together
many of the most important aircraft in the history of aviation. Right above you is the
Kitty Hawk Flyer, the craft that Orville and Wilbur Wright used to make the first
successful flight. The plane only traveled some 500 feet above the sand dunes at Kitty
Hawk, but the flight marked the beginning of aviation.
Just behind it is the Spirit of St. Louis On May 20, 1927, Charles
Lindbergh took of from New York, and 33 hours later he made a triumphant landing in
Paris; marking the first solo transatlantic flight.
Moving on to more recent aircraft, we see the original Apollo 11 command
module, Columbia; and alongside it is one of the lunar landing modules used on the
Apollo missions, identical to the one that astronauts Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin
used when they made the first manned landing on the surface of the moon.
Number Question

Answer

21.

How high did the Kitty Hawk Flyer travel above the sand?

22.

How many flights were referred to in this lecture?

23.

Who completed the first solo transatlantic flight?

24.

Did each flight mentioned mark a new development in space
travel?
What do the flights share in common?

25.
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Passage 6
Let’s take a look at the weekend weather forecast. Today’s warm temperatures
and beautiful warm skies should continue into tomorrow. The high temperature for
Saturday will be about 76 degrees Fahrenheit, or 24 Celsius—the same as today.
But tomorrow evening, I hate to tell you this folks things are going to start
turning nasty. A low pressure front will move in from the northeast, temperatures will
drop sharply, and we’ll get heavy rain and strong winds overnight and on through
Sunday afternoon. Sunday’s high will be about 62 degrees Fahrenheit, or 17 Celsius.
But here’s the good news—that low pressure will move out by Sunday night and
we’ll have more great weather on Monday.
Topic: Weather report
26. Today’s temperature is about ….
A. 15 Celsius
B. 20 Celsius
C. 25 Celsius
D. 30 Celsius
27. Tomorrow’s daytime weather will be…
A. Hot
B. Warm
C. Chilly
D. Cold
28. Why will it rain Saturday night and Sunday morning?
A. A low pressure will move in from the northeast.
B. A low pressure will move in from the southeast.
C. A low pressure will move in from the northwest.
D. A low pressure will move in from the southwest.
29. Monday’s forecast is …
A. Hot
B. Warm
C. Chilly
D. Cold
30. Sunday’s highest temperature will be about…
A. 10-15 Celsius
B. 15-20 Celsius
C. 20-25 Celsius
D. 25-30 Celsius
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Passage 7
A: Hi, welcome to the new student union center. Is there something I can help you
with?
B: Yeah, I’m looking for the bookstore. I was told it is near here.
A: Yes, it’s here on the 1st floor, just around the corner to your left….Hi, welcome to
the new student union center. Is there something I can help you with?
C: I’d like to make a reservation for the conference room. Do I do it here?
A: No, you can make a reservation for the room by using the ATM over there behind
you. Press the “reservation” button on the ATM panel to begin. All you need is your
student ID card, necessary dates, and deposit money. You can make the deposit using
cash or credit card at the ATM.
C: I thought the conference room was free for students. Why do I need to pay?
A: It is free, and if the room does not have any damage, then you will receive your
deposit back after one month.
C: Okay, thanks. By the way, where are the conference rooms located?
A: There are several rooms located on floors 2, 3, 4, and 5. The second floor has the
biggest conference room, which accommodates up to 200 people. All other rooms
accommodate up to 50 people.
A: If you need further assistance you can use the phone located next to the ATM.
C: Thanks
A: You’re welcome.
Topic: University Information
Number
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

Question
The Student Union Center located is located on the second floor
Conference Rooms are located on all floors of the student center.
A money deposit is necessary to make a reservation for a
conference room.
More than 200 people can be accommodated in the largest
conference room.
The facilities at the Student Union Center are free for students.
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Answer

Passage 8
A: Global Connections, shipping department, how may I help you?
B: Yes, this is Bill Casey from Tron Electronics. I’d like to find out what happened to
my order. It was supposed to arrive by Tuesday afternoon, which was yesterday. Now
we’re falling behind.
A: Oh Mr. Casey, I was just going to call you. I’m terribly sorry, but your order has
been shipped to the wrong location.
B: So, where is it exactly and when will I receive it?
A: We haven’t located it yet, but you should receive it by Friday.
B: The end of the week is too late. Could you send another package out today by
express?
A: I’ll try to locate your shipment in the next few hours and have it delivered to you by
this evening or tomorrow morning at the latest. My apologies for the mix-up.
B: I’ll be expecting it. Good-bye.
A: Good-bye.
Topic: Shipping order
36. When did the shipping company call Mr. Casey?
A. Yesterday
B. This morning
C. Just a minute ago
D. Never
37. What day is it?
A. Tuesday
B. Wednesday
C. Thursday
D. Friday
38. Where does Mr. Casey work?
A. Global Connections
B. Tron Electronics
C. Shipping department
D. Billing department
39. When will the order be delivered at the latest?
A. Tuesday
B. Wednesday
C. Thursday
D. Friday
40. Why is Mr. Casey upset?
A. The order received was wrong.
B. The order has not arrived.
C. The order’s price is too high.
D. The order has not been processed.
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Passage 9
B: Wellington’s online department store. This is Bob, how can I help you.
C: Yes, I’d like to order the basic Men’s white dress shirt from the catalog, but I have a
few questions.
B: Sure.
C: Are there any shipping fees?
B: Shipping is free for orders over $50.
C: How about sales tax?
B: If you are a resident of California then there is an 8% sales tax.
C: Okay. I’d like to get the white dress shirt. The item number is WS-59243. The size is
medium….The price of the shirt is $79.99. Is that correct?
B: Yes. May I have your name and address, please?
C: My name is Thomas Jones. My address is 12856 Tanable Lane, Riverside, Texas.
Zip code is 89018.
B: And your credit card number.
C: 9809
3456 7128 8833
B: And the expiration.
C: Sept. 2010.
B: Okay, Mr. Jones. We will send out the shirt tomorrow to the address of 12856
Tanable Lane, Riverside, Texas. Zip code is 89018. Your order and tracking number is
BD 3942. If you have any questions regarding your purchase, please use this order
number.
C: Okay.
B: Thank you for shopping with us. Goodbye
C: Goodbye
Topic: Telephone Shopping
Number Question

Answer

41

What does the customer order?

42

The customer lives in which state?

43

How much is the sales tax for the customer?

44

How much does the customer pay in shipping fees?

45

What size did the customer order?
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Passage 10
Bicycles and trains are a convenient and environmental friendly way to travel
around Tokyo. Many Japanese people ride their bicycle from their house to the local
train station and then take the train. To park a bicycle near a train station, it usually
costs about 100 yen per day, or you can get a monthly pass for about 2,500 yen. There
are people that park in front of the train station illegally. These bicycles are not only an
eyesore, but they block the walkway for many people, especially the blind. Often local
governments remove bicycles from around the train station, but about half of the bicycle
owners do not claim their bicycle by paying a fine. On average across Japan, about 100
bicycles are collected from a train station every week. What happens to the unclaimed
bikes?
Most local governments do one of two things. One is they resell the bicycles to
bicycle shops in Japan. Or two, they donate the bicycles to developing nations such as
Cambodia. These bicycles will help community volunteers in developing countries to
provide better community services.
Topic: Bicycles at the train station
Number Question
46
On average, 100 bicycles a week are collected at Japanese train
stations.
47
About 25% of illegally parked bicycles are usually left unclaimed
by owners.
48
Local governments use the illegally parked bicycles in two ways.
49
Illegally parked bicycles reduce traffic around the train station.
50
Community volunteers in Cambodia do not use bicycles.
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Answer

Passage 11
School uniforms are quite common in Japan, but in the US many schools do not
require students to wear a uniform. Recently many US public schools have required
uniforms. There are several reasons. One reason is that uniforms increase school
security. It is easy to distinguish people who do not belong on campus. Another reason
is that it increases school pride, which reduces students missing class or dropping out.
The most important reason though is that uniforms reduce gang violence at school,
which is why many schools are requiring uniforms. As you would expect though many
people disagree and don’t feel school uniforms should be required. Americans value
freedom of choice and uniforms don’t allow students to choose. Depending on the
community, uniforms may even increase the school costs. The debate is just beginning
and each community will have to choose.
Topic: School uniforms
51. How many reasons were given for supporting school uniforms?
A. 2
B. 3
C. 4
D. 5
52. Which is the most important reason for requiring school uniforms in the US?
A. Increases self-confidence
B. Increases attendance
C. Reduces gang violence
D. Reduces school costs
53. How many reasons were given for NOT supporting school uniforms?
A. 2
B. 3
C. 4
D. 5
54. What is main drawback to requiring school uniforms?
A. Reduces individuality
B. Reduces freedom of choice
C. Increases costs
D. Divides the community
55. At which type of school have uniforms in the US recently been required?
A. At all schools
B. Community schools
C. Private schools
D. Public schools
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Passage 12
Quality grapes, yeast, and a skilled winemaker are the keys to making good
wine. A grape’s quality is determined by many factors such the variety of the grape, the
soil, or the harvest season.
Once picked, the grapes start the fermentation process in which yeast helps turn
the grape’s sugar into alcohol. This fermentation process in winemaking is different
than the fermentation process in nihonshu in two ways. One way is wine fermentation,
which is shorter than the traditional process in making nihonshu. A second way is wine
fermentation, a natural process of the grape’s sugar.
The winemaker has to judge the amount of sugar in grapes and add the
appropriate amount of yeast to the fermentation process. In addition, the winemaker can
add different batches of wine to produce one type of wine. Although there are several
keys in making wine, the main consideration is taste at the end of the process.
Topic: Wine-making
How many keys are there to making good wine?
At the end of the winemaking process, what is the main consideration?
What does the winemaker add to the grape’s sugar in the fermentation process?
Is the process of making wine shorter or longer than making nihonshu?
How many factors were given as examples in determining the grape’s quality?
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APPENDIX C
NEURAL REPRESENTATION OF COGNITIVE, NEURAL, AND TASK EVENTS
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